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Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable ln “Fair Play,” Himself Unfor “The Educator” Pays a De-, W. J. Hatton of Los Angeles i New Head of Forty Club—
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tunate, Decries Attack On
Tells of His Interest In Its
Advertising rates based upon circula
Miss Goddard Made Hit
served Tribute To Rock
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Overworked
Department
Departments
At Annual Meeting
land Artist E. L. Brown
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The particular shining light of the
A striking portrait of George Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In 1882. The Free Press was established
Having read
the “Complaint Washington adorns the front cover
Your veTy
interesting
paper ] Forty club’s open house, held TuesIn 1855 and ln 1891 changed lta name to
reaches me three times a week, and
the Tribune These papers consolidated against Rockland” In the Press Her
March 17, 1897.
ald, I may be allowed, ln fairmind- of The Educator, and a modest in I while away many an hour reading day night in the main dining room at

Bring Ernest Lermond of South Hope Into Municipal

Court—Arraigned On Two Charges
The activities of Ernest Lermond check being payable to the order of
of Hope in cashing alleged worthless Ernest Lane and signed W. B. Fish.
A third check, signed Edward
checks gave the sheriff’s department
Ahern, was cashed by Thomas Econo
a busy afternoon yesterday.
my, but no official action has been
The first case to claim the officials’ taken in regard to it.
attention was a check for $12, signed
Lermond was arraigned in Munici
H. A. Hart, and payable to Ralph B. pal Court this morning and probable
Taylor, which was cashed for Ler cause found In the Beacon Oil check
mond at the Colonial Beacon oil sta case, the respondent being held in
tion.
$1000 for the May term of the Grand
While this was being investigated Jury. In the forgery charge on the
Deputy Ludwick learned that Ler- j check cashed at Berman’s the case
mond had cashed a check for $27.50. was continued until 2 o'clock March
at Berman’s clothing store, this j i due to the illness of Mr. Fish.

scription half concealed in one cor it out here in the Southwest. I The Thorndike was Ruth Viola God
edness, to make a few remarks.
I, too, have had help from the city. ner reveals that it is from the pen notice some new features of late dard, impersonator and playreader of
. •••
•Labor conquers all things.— — I too, have been a soldier. In justice of Rockland’s talented artist, Edwin notably the letters from the light- Kent's Hill School faculty. It was
keepers, and Chimney Chat. I en ladies’ night and the fair sex was out
— Homer.
••• to the city I must say that a heavy L. Brown.
burden is placed upon its resources,
•••
in forces. Guests were present from
On another page appears a portrait joy the letters about old times, the Rotary and Lions Clubs and
<|| ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• '«•
•«<
*^| by the hard times prevalent, and that
and to one who understands, having
I believe the city is doing its utmost and brief biography of Mr. Brown. lived through those days, it is very Rougier’s Orchestra provided music
to relieve want and suffering.
And this is what The Educator has interesting reading.
GEN. AMES’ TREE
I for dancing.
I can say for one that I have re to say about him;
Miss Goddard was the sole enter
I see that you have a new writer
as fair treatment as can be ex
“Edwin L. Brown—a beautiful of late; signs his name “Novis tainer but she right well met the
Famous Soldier Plants It ceived
pected. The relief given now is on
Homo.” Now if he would change one responsibility, presenting a threeWith Skill, and Gets Offer! a higher basis than in former years. name—beautiful to most penmen and vowel we would call him a New quarter hour program of high merit
The city has not discriminated ln my lovers of pen work for the masterful
interspersing dramatic readings with
FROM
favor against others. There are work which is associated with it. Man, for that is what hls name selections of gaiety and pathos with
From “John D.”
many things I would like that I can’t When the name is mentioned, one would mean in Latin. I do not know deep expressiveness. Herself verv
who he is but he seems to know me.
Gen. Adelbert Ames of Tewksbury, get. I have not been to the movies in immediately has a mental picture of I like to read what he writes and charming, her program was a delight
Mass., oldest surviving officer of that five years. I have not had a new suit an artistic type of pen work which look every paper over for his signa to hear and she was encored again
of clothes in 13 years. I am not as
rank who fought in the war between able-bodied as some, light in weight has delighted the penmanship pro ture, also for Boze’s letters and and again. She is a graduate of Bos
ton University and of Leland Powers
Washington, D. C.—Some possible
the States, helped to celebrate the and old in years, but I do what I find fession ior more uian a quarter of a others. Such writers should be en School of the Spoken Word, at prescouraged,
for
there
are
not
many
opposition to the White-Nelson lob
200th anniversary of George Wash to do and that is not much. But century. In fact, when the writer
who take interest in old time items.
ster bill has developed in Rhode
ington's birth at Ormond Beach, Fla., what I get I appreciate, whether it be first became interested in pen work,
The weather seems to be reversed
from the city or elsewhere. I don't E. L. Brown was then, one of the
Island. A sub-committee of the Sen Japanese Claim To Be Occupying Chinese Front Line,
Monday, by planting a tree and for like to work for $2 a day any more
this
winter.
Maine
has
warm
his skill, he was offered a job by John than other men. but when we con pillars. His work has been a con weather, while California is cold and
ate commerce committee is due to
stant inspiration. As we look at it we
and Bombarding the Second Line
D. Rockefeller, Sr., his old crony.
hold a hearing on the measure March
sider that some of this money comes marvel and wonder how Mr. Brown rainy. We have had 14.53 inches of
Gen. Ames marched with military from women getting less than that,
rain to date, something that has not
1, and, according to word reaching
can
produce
that
constant
flow
of
stiffness to the tree, and with a shovel why grumble?
ever changing ideas. The interest been known for many years. Last
here, there will be a cloud of witnesses
quickly dispatched the job at hand.
The Associated Press this morning line. A fleet of airplanes rained 250year, from this date (Feb. 13) we did
In view of the financial situation
on hand, including a goodly delega reports that in today’s fighting the ' pound bombs in a continuous bom
As he finished, Mr. Rockefeller em in this city, it is my opinion that all ing thing about Mr. Brown’s work is not have a drop of rain for 67 days,
braced the 96-year-old soldier, and is being done that can be done. that nine out of ten penmen would bright sunny days, too. How it will
tion of Maine lobstermen,
Japanese armies flung the full force bardment.
be able to identify any piece of work
said;
Howard F. Burdick of Avondale, R.
Some at times may feel slight ! Mr. Brown has prepared. Each one be this season remains to be seen,
A Japanese transport loaded with
of their power on the Chinese de
“You did a fine job, general, I wish ed (in mv own case I have on one
but
I
think
we
are
in
for
lots
of
rain
I.,
who
has
been
named
to
attend
the
you would come over to my house and occasion been refused) but a careful j has that inimitable individuality yet. The hills, are covered with
fenders in the northwest quarter of fresh supplies of ammunition arrived
hearing
as
representative
of
the
which is so characteristic of Brown.
do some planting for me.”
at the International Settlement.
explanation of my case has changed
Southern New England Fishermen’s Kiangwan.
“No one has put more of his heart green, and the flowers will soon cover
“How much would you pay me?” matters. Let us not find fault with
them, and the tourists will have the
J Association, states that he wants
This
afternoon
in
a
most
desperate
A plan has been announced for
'
and
spul
into
his
work
or
been
more
Gen. Ames quickly asked his 92-year- a department that is overworked,
, clarification of Section 3 of the bill. battle the Japanese claim that the concentrating all Americans in the
: faithful to his profession; no one has time of their lives, if we do not have
old friend. “Ten cents an hour?”
and run to out of town newspapers
too much rain. No damage has been
This would prohibit importation of
Mr. Rockefeller smiled and replied. too willing to print diatribes on other [ turned out more high class work; nor done by the rain and it would seem
lobsters less than 3'-i inches in length, Chinese first line was crushed and! international area quickly for their
I has anyone been more punctual in
“I’ll give you 15 cents an hour, if you cities.
measured from the rear of the eye forced into disorderly retreat and I greater safety.
turning out this high class work than that California ought to be prosper
want a raise." Then after a slight
We were willing to live here when Mr. Brown. If any issue of The Edu- ous the coming season, but as yet
socket to the rear of the body shell. that they pressed forward through ' it is reported that Gen. Ma, famous
hesitation added, “that's a 50 per times were good. Times may be good
It would also prohibit interstate the gap in the Chinese line. The 400 Chinese hero, has been assassinated.
J cator during thp past twenty-five there are no signs of better times.
cent increase.”
again, and we mav wish to remain, 1 years did not contain a specimen of Wages are falling, prices are falling,
, transportation “of any lobster, the Chinese defenders clung to their post | u. S. Senators back Secretary
so let us pull together, and take )♦ Mr. Brown's work the chances are it and incomes are less but I think we
importation of which is hereby proand were virtually surrounded as the stimson in insisting on the malntenstanding up. Yours for better times! j was not the fault of Mr. Brown.
have reached the bottom. If my Dr F. W. Peaslee, Newly Elected hibited."
ACTIVE man to book orders for
Fair Play
“We know that the thousands of friend George Brown at Port Clyde
President
of
the
Forty
Club
Mr. Burdick raises the question Japanese artillery moved forward to ance of the open-door policy in China
Roses, Shrubs, Fruit and Ornamental
I whether this applies only to imported a new position.
1 admirers of Mr. Brown’s work join us reads this he will remember how he
J —excepting Senator Borah.
Trees. Free replacement guarantee.
i lobsters or whether interstate trans' in extending to him our best wishes told me last fall that the weather
The Japanese claim that they have
At Geneva the proposal of Russia
Free equipment and salesmanship les
for many prosperous years, and it is signs indicated a mild winter. He ent serving Kent’s Hill as instructor I portation of domestic lobsters of a
sons. Paid weekly. Write today.
for
immediate total disarmament was
occupied
the
Chinese
first
line
and
R. A. WEBSTER
our hope that his work will enhance wins.
in dramatic art and interpretation, size less than 3t4 inches by the meas
W. J. Hatton.
WAYNE NURSERIES, Newark, N. Y.
■ the pages of The Educator for analso serving as director of physical urement standard of the bill would be their artillery is pounding the second voted down.
Los Angeles, Calif, Feb. 13.
OF
THE
24* It
1 other half century or more.
education for women.
prohibited. If the latter, then, he
“The cover page this month shows
MAINE AUTOMOBILE
An Australian ballot was used In points out, interstate transportation
RECALLS THE PAST
FLOUR IS DONATED
THAT HIDDEN MONEY
1 the versatile ability of Mr. Brown.
choosing the officers and the results of Rhode Island lobsters, which can
ASSOCIATION
The drawing, designing and pen An Old-time Friend Pays Tribute To proved as follows: President, Dr. E. be nine inches in length by the ordi
WILL BE AT
technique are all inspiring and will
Late Capt. William D. Holbrook W. Peaslee; vice presidents, John H. nary standard of measurement—
& P. Makes Voluntary Chairman Cobb Organizing
delight all who love artistic work.”
McLoon and John G. Snow: treasurer, avainst the 10'G inch Maine law—
HOPKINS GARAGE
Maine Forces To Battle
Contribution To Unem
Reading of the recent death of LawTence Miller (re-elected); secre- could not be transported from State
Capt. William D. Holbrook broug.it tary, Francis Orne; directors. Dr. R. to State.
FEB. 26, 27 and 29
"ON MY SET”
* * * *
ployment Relief Effort
Against Depression
feelings of sadness, and memories of L. Stratton (retiring president) and
the past. He was one of the oldest, Dr. E. L. Scarlott.
To assist the public in
World War veterans in Knox Coun
This interesting letter has been re
As a preliminary step in the war
if not the oldest of the master mari
tv would receive $467 734 If the sol
registration of automobiles
ners who sailed out of Rockland, in
diers’ bonus were paid in full. This ceived by Mayor Richardson in refu on depression which may be won
BROCKWAY
TALKED
TONIGHT
the days when it was no unusual
figure is net, bonus loans made and tation of the falaclous idea that 1 only by the united action of all
sight to see scores of craft of various State President Addressed | ^terest on them having been d(" chain stores do not cooperate in com- classes of American citizens, ex-GovODD FELLOWS HALL
munity effort.
! ernor William T. Cobh, State chairsizes and rigs sailing around Owl’s
• * • *
man of the Citizens’ Reconstruction
Head.
Former
sendee
men
throughout
the
.l Knox County Sons of the
FREDERIC’S
Come Up and Have a
State of Maine would be paid $13,468 - Hon. Charles M. Richardson, Mayor Organization has announced an outThose were the famous old day^ of, L A
.
i •
I line of the tentative program. The
lime coasting, when courses were >
American Revolution
474.
Representative Connery of City of Rockland,
PERMANENT WAVE
Good Time
campaign is to be conducted under
shaped more or less by noting land
J Massachusetts and Mr. Patman have Rockland, Maine.
Dear Sir: Appreciating the prob- I the auspices of the organization by
marks on the shore—a church steeple,
The February meeting of Knox I bills calling for full payment of the
UNTIL MARCH 5
a barn, or some other outstanding i County Sons of the American Revolu- bonus. The House wavs and means lem which you are undoubtedly con- community groups to bring into cirobject, making the progress slow. But tion was held at Hotel Rockland, pre committee will give a hearing on fronted with at the present time in ' culation idle money now in safety
” on his first trip as mas ceded by one of Proprietor Keating’s them soon, the committee has stated. providing for the needy due to the deposit boxes or other less secure
Shirley Povich, a former Rock Capt.was"Billy
so eager that he didn’t bother excellent turkey dinners.
Mr. Patman gave the House figures unemployment situation, we want hiding places and to restore confi
land boy and a brother of Miss toter,pick
his way by those slow pro
The meeting was presided over by for every county in Maine. He stat you to know that we are very anxious dence.
Ann Povich, broadcasts over Sta cesses, and
The objectives of this campaign
luck follow.ng him, the new president. John L. Tewks ed that statistics show that at least to assist you in some way to take
tion WIIDH (Boston) every I he clapped good
sail, ran a straight bury of Camden, who expressed 1,600,000 veterans need this money care of this extra burden. In fact, are two-fold Mr. Cobb points out:
Thursday at 5.45 p. m. He is at j course, made on
Parisian Beauty Salon
New’ York all right, dis pleasure at the large attendance. now. He urged full payment as a in the majority of the larger cities, First it aims to place money, now
the piano and appears with an charged his cargo
898
and put back, meet- These State officers were present: prosperity aid.
we have already volunteered our as hidden, into circulation; and second
orchestra.
We offer subject to prior sale 67 Park St. Rockland Tel.
24-25
j ing on the way the other schooners President Walter B. Brockway; vice Figures showing the money that sistance, and we want to do the very to conduct a campaign of popular
following Electric Radios all of
as to the function of
With Mme. Lily Pons, young that had left the home port when he president, E. C. Moran Jr.; secretary, would be received by veterans in this same thing in your particular case education
which are either demonstrators
in behalf of our local stores in Rock money, of banks, of credit, and to
French coloratura soprano, in the did, and having the laugh on them. Willis B. Hall; and historian. Ed- section follows:
trade-ins or repossessed. Our
show the disastrous consequences
title role, Leo Delibes’ opera He loved to talk about those old ward K. Gould. Visitors included Hancock. $518 877; Knox. $467,734; land.
Guarantee of satisfaction goes
times, and with his quiet sense of Charles Gould of Rockland. Adin L. Lincoln, $261,761; Waldo, $342,630.
If you will kindly have the proper when credit is restricted by money
“lakme” will be nresented in part ! humor
with each instrument.
* * * *
had many stories to tell.
Hopkins and Leon Crockett of Cam
person present this letter to our lo withdrawn from the arteries of busi
Saturday over WEEI at 3 n. m. by
In those days the office of the well den. Greetings from W. O. Fuller
the Metropolitan Opera Com
Federal aid funds available for road cal manager, J. F. Costello. 462 Main ness.
1 FRESHMAN 7 Tube Electric
SERVICE & REPAIRS
A nationwide organization of citi
known consignees, John R. and H. P. w’ho is wintering in Miami were read, construction work in Maine at the street, Rockland he will gladly give
pany.
Table Set complete with Speak
Brown, at 5 Coenties Slip, New York, and regret was expressed because of end of January totaled $1,318,971 ac them a donation of fifty 12-pound zens drafted to duty as in time of
er. Was $15.00. Now—
ALL MAKES OF SETS
James O'Hara is to substitute was a rendezvous for the sea cap- his absence.
cording to figures from the Bureau of bags of Sunnyfield Family Flour, war has been created to accomplish
$10.10
beginning March 1, at Studio i tains when in port, and there Capt. Mr. Brockway’s address stressed Public Roads, Department of Agricul which we feel quite sure your Wel these purposes.
About two weeks will be utilized in
R. W. TYLER
WEEI, Boston for Del Castillo, Billy was always a welcome addition the advantages of the organization ture.
fare Committee can use to advantage
CROSLEY 7 Tube Electric
organist who is to be absent on to the group. He was liked and re to the present generation, and both Federal aid road work in Maine ln connection with the worthwhile preparation for the supreme effort,
PHONE 58-23 ’
Table Set complete with Cnoswhich will be the promotion of the
spected by them all. He lived' a good he and Mr. Hall, who later gave a during January totaled 31.4 miles work which it is doing.
a two weeks’ vacation.
lev Speaker. Was $15. Now—
life and his word was good as his talk, explained the benefit to the under construction, the estimated
With it, kindly be assured of our sale of a government security as
public schools where good citizenship total cost of this new mileage being sincere good wishes for success in sound as the government of the
bond.
$11.99
United States Itself, of a liquid char
His passing brings to mind the medals have been awarded to pupils $1,804,346. Of this the federal aid your endeavors.
acter, turnable Into ready money
names of many others familiar in who have shown by their conduct allotment amounted to $789,080. An
Cordially yours,
1 ATWATER-KENT 7 Tube
those seafaring days, among them during the school year loyalty, hon additional nine-tenths of a mile of The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. from 30 to 60 days’ notice and bear
Electric Table Set complete
ing an adequate interest rate.
Captains Frank Gregory, Weston esty, and self control, attributes of roadway had been approved for con
A. T. Dickinson
with Atwater-Kent Speaker.
struction at the end of January. This Vice President New England Division
This security will not be offered as
Gregory, Charles Jameson, Albert F. all-around good citizenship.
Was $25.00. Now—
Judge Gould augmented the refer addition to the Maine federal aid
Green, John Adams, Frank Cushman.
a general investment to the public,
$17.99
Samuel Keene, Albert Fales, William cnees
school by stating they were highway system is to be constructed
but efforts will be concentrated on
OPPOSE KING BILL
' A
T~—___
S
__ ..
wrirr nut tV-sio r>lnn in COtYin
out this plan in some of tVlP
the at an estimated cost of $37,546.34,
Achorn, ’ James
Fales, Hudson
Hall ♦trying
exchanging It for money now not
local
schools
with
good
success,
and
1 KOLSTER-BRANDES 8 Tube
the federal aid allotment amounting Carriers of Knox, Lincoln and Saga actively at work. An idle dollar thus
Albert Ingraham, Gardner Robinson,
expressed
the
hope
that
this
plan
will
Lowboy Console, Dynamic
and many more.
to $14,085.
•
dahoc Go On Record At the An put to work means from $5 to $10
Speaker. A buy at—
Capt. Holbrook’s last command was in time become universal.
Roads in the Maine federal aid
in establishing credit, which in turn,
nual Meeting
It
was
with
much
regret
that
the
the ill-fated schooner John S. Ingra
highway system already completed
will set the wheels of industry into
$27.50
members
learned
of
the
death
of
ham. and Rockland men with him
total 706 miles.
Opposition to the King bill, which motion.
♦
•
*
♦
the
president
general,
Benjamin
at that time were Joseph Walker.
The plan provides two fundamen
is before Congress, was expressed in
1 MAJESTIC, Model 71, second
Zebedee Simmons and Fred Clough. N. Johnson of Washington, D. C. A
“The situation in the East, I think, a resolution adopted Monday at the tal arguments; unquestioned safety
series, handsome Lowboy, Dy
short sketch of his life was read by conclusively shows that massed annual meeting of the Rural Letter of investment and Interest on money
namic Speaker. Was $45.00.
These credit pools would sound a President Brockway.
world opinion will not operate to
now idle and unproductive. In addi
Now—
,
The next meeting will be held on maintain world peace, and that no Carriers of Sagadahoc, Knox and tion, it is also planned that the
j heap better to us if we hadn’t already
Lincoln
Counties.
The
carriers
will
dived in over our head.—Dallas Patriot’s Day, the place to be decided nation relying upon treaties can safe ascertain how the Maine delegation money paid for these securities shall
$39.50
by the directors.
Morning News.
ly afford to neglect its natlonai de in Congress stands with respect to be retained by the government on
fense,” declared Senator Hale today the bill.
1 PILOT 8 Tube Table Set with
deposit in the local banks.
(Monday) in a radio broadcast under
full vision dial, screen grid and
A. M. Brann of North Whitefield
the
auspices
of
the
American
Legion.
pentode tubes, also tone con
As part of the nation-wide celebra
was elected president of the associa
Making a plea that we build our tion; W. H. Ketchum of Bath, vice tion in honor of George Washington,
trol. Was $59.50. Now—
Navy up to the limits provided by president; and M. D. Mason of North there will be open at the Museum of
$39.50
the Washington and London treaties, Edgecomb. secretary and treasurer. Fine Arts in Boston from Feb. 23 to
the chairman of the Senate naval
The following were chosen dele March 31, an exhibition of WashingDollars have a habit of doing things that
1 LYRIC 1932 Table Set with
affairs committee said that today our gates to the State Convention at toniana. Prints, portraits, certificates
latest tubes, spot light tuning,
navy is “on a footing of practical South Paris; M. A. Brann, W. H. and documents signed by Washing
don’t get them anywhere. Some like to
etc. Was $69.50. Now—
equality” with that of Japan.
Ketchum, M. D. Mason, W. R. Houd- ton, together with various objects
“With a navy merely equal to that lett of Cedar Grove, George A. Yeaton personally associated with him and
$45.00
loaf and-not do any work. Others like to
of Japan we could not meet Japan
Richmond. Glen Barnes of Damari his career, are included. This col
give themselves away for frivolous things.
on anything approaching equal terms of
1 MAJESTIC 1931 Eight Tube Ta
scotta and Mahlon Turner of Wash lection has been assembled by the
in Eastern waters, where in case of ington.
ble Set with tone control, and
Copley Society of Boston with the co
And a great many have a habit of slipping
war, the seat of hostilities would un
other late fixings. Was $69.50.
The carriers voted to have a get- operation of many institutions and
doubtedly be," Senator Hale asserted.
away before you know it—and it’s hard to
patriotic bodies. The exhibition is
Now—
His address will appear in an early together session at Moxie Cove July open to the public and it is possible
$45.00
tell just where they’ve gone.
issue.
that Rockland visitors In Boston dur
• • • •
ing this period might be interested to
It
is
estimated
there
are
more
than
1 LYRIC Lowboy Console, late
These Maine postoffices alone are
attend.
The easiest way to reform your dollars
10.000
delegates
representing
school
1931 production, fine tone,
authorized to exchange parcel post systems in every section of the na
screen grid and Pentode Tubes.
mail with Canada, the Postoffice tion assembled in Washington.. D. C., YOUR FAVORITE POEM
is to bring them to us. We’ll put them to
Was $89.50. Now—
Department
announces:
Bangor. this week for the 62d annual conven
work earning more dollars.
Seven Islands, Vanceboro, Calais, tion of the Department of Superin
$47.50
If I had to live my life again I would
Madawaska, Van Buren and East- tendence of the National Educational have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
port.
1 MAJESTIC 1932 Radio-Phono
It’s easy once you get them started. Try
Association. Among those attending a week.
The loss of these tastes ls a lose
“All other (Maine) postofflees," from Maine are Miss Florence Hale, of
graph combination. Perfect
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
it out next pay day and bring a few to our
says Second Assistant Postmaster of Augusta, president of the Associa
condition. Has been demon
BRIDAL RECESSIONAL
General Glover, "will send parcel- tion. Supt. Frank Rowe of Warren,
strated only. Was $109-03.
All-wise, all-great, whose ancient
Savings Department.
post packages for Canada to or in and Supt. Charles H. Lord of Cam
plan
Now—
Ordained the woman for the man.
the direction of a postofflee or rail den, Mr. Lord being accompanied by
$75.00
Look
down. O Lord) on these who now
way postoffice Indicated in the above Mrs. Lord.
Before thy sacred altar bow.
list."
Above prices are for Cash. You
• * * *
Almighty Ruler, tn whose hand
may purchase on deferred pay
The morrow and Its Issues stand.
Maine has 1.000 speakeasies, the in Rhode Lsland. 1.000 in New Hamp
Whate’er the lot thy will assign.
ments through our own plan at
| House was told by Representative shire, and 750 in Vermont.
We
can but kneel: our ail ls thine.
slightly increased cost.
Dyer of Missouri, a member of the
Nine states, according to Mr. Dyer,
Summer
and winter, seed and grain.
judiciary committee. Mr. Dyer based , had fewer speakeasies than Maine
The Joy unhoped that comes of pain.
his figures upon “careful investiga- | and five the same number. The whole
The unknown 111 that good we call—
ROCKLAND
Thou ln thy balance inetest all.
tions" which indicate the Maine ' state of Texas is only given 3,500 in
ELECTRICIANS
total and a grand total for the na- his figures. His owm State of MisThroughout their lifelong Journey
Authorized Dealers for Majestic,
tion of 222,500 speakeasies.
j souri has only 3,000.
still.
Camden,
Union,
Warren,
Vinalhaven
Philco and Lyric Radios
Guide thou the«e two ln good and 111,
The Missouri representative lo-1 Representative Dyer was urging
And
wheresoer the way extend,
cated 10.000 speakeasies in Massa- the legalization of beer which he said
ROCKLAND
585-7 MAIN ST.
fie with them. Father, to the end.
chusetts, 5,000 in Connecticut, 2,000 would drive out the speakeasies.
24-25
—Austin Dobson.
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WASHINGTON
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OLD FOLKS’

DANCE

RADIO
VALUES

$7.50
RADIO

Bring your dollars
to us ...

OUR GREAT 9-CENT SALE
Thursday-Friday-Satnrday

SECURITY TRUST
Company

House-Sherman, Inc.

E. B. Crockett Llroo Store
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BURPEE

THR^E-TDIES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. Feb. 25. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank s Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. 23. 1932. there was printed a total of
6197 copies.
W. H. BUTLER
Notary Public.

Blessed are the peacemakers: for
they shall be called the children of
God—Matt. 5-7.
The first real bid for popular favor
on the part of a Republican guberna
torial candidate came yesterday in
the form of a full page advertisement
which appeared in several Maine
newspapers, advancing the claims of
Alfred K. Ames, the Machias lum
berman. In this section of the State
Mr. Ames is probably the least
known of the six Republican candi
dates, but everything which does seep
through from the eastern border of
the State is distinctly favorable to his
high character and business acumen.
Adhering to its usual custom The
Courier-Gazette refrains from taking
sides in a primary contest. It has
published impartially the announce
ments of all the candidates, and will
continue to give them an impartial
showing. The backers of Mr. Ames
have adopted the modern and sen
sible method of presenting their can
didate to the voters at large and this
system will be emulated by the other
candidates. Modesty and diffidence
alone prevent us from telling them
where they can get the most effective
service for this section of the State.

On another page we are publish
ing today a communication from
“Pair Play," whose sentiments are so
admirable that we can scarcely re
frain from stating the author's
name. This is not done because of
The Courier-Gazette's well known
policy of considering signatures con
fidential, providing the communica
tions are written in good faith. Let
us not find fault with a department
that is overburdened, says “Fair
Play," who also takas the eminently
proper stand that while $2 a day is
a wholly inadequate wage this money
comes from the sacrifice which Is be
ing made by others, many of whom
also receive a scanty remuneration.
“Pair Play's" letter is not a sob story
and not an appeal for sympathy or
assistance, and all who read it will be
Impressed with the good sportsman
ship of a less fortunate citizen who
can be philosophical and even cheer
ful, although he has not been able to
go to a movie for five years and has
not had a new suit of clothes in 13
years.

February
Furniture

FURNITURE
COMPANY
ROCKLAND

MAINE

Announces the Opening of Its

pEBRUARY pURNITURE $ALE
I.

Friday, February 26th, at 9 A. M.
The Greatest Values in Home Furnishings Ever Offered in Rockland. Buy Now and SAVE

IMPORTANT

. . . and the simple, logical facts
behind that reason are these!
First of all, we have never seen the time when such beautiful, such luxurious fur
niture could be purchased at SUCH LOW PRICES. Naturally, we feel that we should
urge you to purchase at such a time when the prices are so favorable to you.

A catalog of this great sale is be
ing delivered to your home. Watch
for it. It contains the finest show

ing of home furnishings ever pub
lished in Rockland.

In the second place, our February Sale of Furniture and Home Furnishings is pre
sented annually for the single purpose of enabling our customers to buy their re
quirements at the beginning of the important Spring season at savings ... a sale, in
other words, of smart, new, desirable merchandise priced lower than regularly. *
Fashion . . . YES! Quality . . . YES! It goes without saying that all of our furni
ture ... all of our home furnishings . . . c omply with Burpee’s strict standards for
both. The point is that in this sale, more than at any other time, we offer SMART,
QUALITY FURNITURE and FURNISHINGS AT A PRICE. And this year, as
we have said, at a lower price (we believe) than for a great many years.

The outstanding feature of this sale is the price of all merchandise offered. It is the
lowest ever named. Way back in 1914 we thought the price was down, but it is
now below that level. This low price cannot last. Furniture will advance quickly.
Whatever you need, buy NOW.

Convenient Payment
Account

Four Other Ways
to Pay

Free Delivery

Four Big Floors

Any purchases of furnitmc or home
furnishings may be made on Burpee's
famous Convenient Payment Account.
Make a small down payment at the
time of purchase and pay the bal
ance due in small monthly payments.

in New England

You may say "Charge it."
We will send it C. O. D.
You may pay cash if you wish.
We will hold for future delivery with
a small down payment.

To any point in New England where
our own trucks do not go we give
free delivery to your nearest freight
station.

We believe this store displays more
home furnishings than any store in
Maine. Pour big floors crowded with
new beautiful merchandise, the pick
of the January New York Furniture
Exposition.

ZERO HOUR AT BATH
And This Applied To Score As Well
As Weather—Rockland High Re
peats
*

Burpee’s Glenwood Range
and Furnace Department

Select Any Article
A Year To Pay

The display in this department is
the finest in New England. Here you
will find the very latest equipment
for the modern kitchen. Represent
ing the factory direct the price is al
most wholesale.

Our arrangement of monthly pay
ments ls such that you can take ad
vantage of the sale prices and yet
have a whole year to pay.

Sales taxes, we read, are coming.
“Women,” says a writer, "spend too
therefore, given to Mrs. Stella Me- I tween the two organizations would
much on clothes, and men too little.” So it won’t be long before every part
Intire, proprietress of the well known be put into effect.
nT
J
W II Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach and
Several new members have recent- Another distressing case of cause and of the citizen will be taxed except his
Union Secretaries Tell of
squeal.—Judge.
rine I ree (Jutboarders ” u' that happy move will certainly as- ly been admitted, bringing the cur- effect—The Humorist (London).
Have a fnllv Time Next I s™6
attending that they will not rent membership up close to 70. and
Conditions In Two Pros
1 vc a
i line
| go aWay hungry, as a very tasty and ! in view of the importance of the next
The Rockland High School hockey
perous Maine Centers
Tuesday Night
i complete menu has been provided, meeting, a large business meeting
team which beat Morse High at
_____
i and there will be sufficient variety to 1 attendance is expected. Commodore
Community
Park
last
Friday
played
Business good at Stonington and
Dick asks that as many of the mem
The
Pine
Tree
Outboard
Club
is
I satisfy everybody,
year's contracts at Mt. Waldo is the a return game in Bath, and again scheduled to hold a big inboard re- | Entertainment of the ladies has bers as possible will have a lady guest
word of Alex. McGufue and E. W. i blanked the Shipping City Outfit. gatta at the next meeting. Tuesday j1)6611 provided for by arrangements with them, so that another bang up
The Bath Times said of the game;
night. March 1. at Penobscot View I for bridge or other cards after the good time may be had by all.
Averill, respective secretaries of the I
* * • »
Remember the date and time,
Grange
hall, Glencove, at 6.30 p. m., • supper while the boys are busy with
Quarry Workers' Union in those lo
There is still some question as to
the' regular club meeting. They will March 1. Tuesday, Penobscot View
but
instead
of
race
courses,
flying
calities. Prom their letters in the whether the count was 4-0 or 3-0 as
then be joined by the men, and an Grange hall, Glencove, 6.30 p. m.
Fancy Native Fowl.............................................. lb .28
current issue of the Quarry Workers' the last Rockland tally went zipping boats and silver cup prizes there will evening of dancing and a general
Journal these extracts are made:
into the cage simultaneously with the be white spread tables, flying wait good time is in sight.
CAMDEN
TOOK
BOTH
Nice Potatoes.................................................. bushel .50
last whistle. Some say the puck beat resses and gleaming silver tableware
Stonington
At the February meeting it was
I the whistle by a fraction and others as the second ladies night given by
Vegetable Chop Suey and a can of Noodles
Business here continues to be good. declare the tilt was over when Fisher, this live wire association of out unanimously voted to affiliate with Lincoln Academy's Court Teams Are
Outpointed In Contests At Megunfree, ready to heat and serve;..................... can .25
Rockland is probably no different The Deer Island Granite Company ace of the Rockland team flashed board motor boat enthusiasts comes the Maine Outboard Association, and
ticook Town
from other cities in its small percent has got the Radio City job. It shipped r through the Morse defense and lifted up to the starting line and gets notification was sent accordingly.
.25
Pink
Salmon, a good one
...................... 2 cans
some sawed stone on the last barge
In reply to this, Commodore Drink
underway.
Lincoln Academy's basketball in
age of parents who visit the local for it. The barge was loaded all ready the puck into the net.
water
and
Secretary
Beverage
wrote
Commodore
Dick
has
asked
for
a
The Celebrated Diamond W Flour................ bag .80
A howling gale and near zero temvasion of Knox County resulted in
schools but it would not be fair to for sea Jan. 30.
' perature failed to dampen the en record attendance, and in order to the club congratulating the member You should try this, it is worth the price.
This company has two more derricks thusiasm of a fair sized crowd of insure it, instructed the committee in j ship on this important move, and as- something of a rout, the teams from
assume that Rockland parents are
the twin towns dropping both games
being
put
up
in
the
quarry
—
one
of
charge
to
see
to
it
that
everybody
\
sured
the
Pine
Tree
Organization
Big
Buster Pop Corn ..................................2 pkgs
.25
not interested in the educational wel
fans who turned out for their first
in 'Rockland and both in Camden.
them is good for 60 tons.
had
a
good
time
and
a
good
supper.
,
that
everything
that
could
be
done
This
is
a
new
one,
extra
large
kernels.
glimpse
of
schoolboy
hockey
in
this
At
Camden
Tuesday
night
the
fare of their children or are ignorant
I said in my last letter that I did
The catering arrangements were,, to cement friendly relationships be- Camden boys had a comfortable vic
of the progress which is being made not think that the John L. Goss Co. city. The game was six minutes old
Superba Bartlett Pears .... can .30; .... 2 cans .47
before Harden. Rockland wing came
tory. 36 to 23. while the Camden girls
would
start
to
build
its
new
wharf
in the schools. Thanks to the Par
out of a scramble In front of the
Superba Red Salmon .... can .30; .... 2 cans .54
were overpowering their fair oppo
ent-Teacher Association and the before spring. Just to show that I Morse cage and slipped the puck by
nents 39 to 19. Miller and Elliott
was no prophet, they started in lay
Superba
5 Oz. Dried Beef.............................. jar
.27
school news faithfully contributed to ing up stone for the front of the i Allen for the first score.
were the respective stars of the boys’
• A new low price.
game. The score:
The first period ended 1-0 in the
this paper it is easily possible for all wharf. I hear that it is going to be
Camden High (36)
.10
Superba Diced Carrots .................................. can
parents to keep track of their chil quite a large wharf. According to all J visitors' favor and it was not until
P
G
F
the last minute of the second period
the
talk
one
hears
around
town,
this
You will be pleased with these.
dren’s progress.
i
Miller,
If
......
.........
5
1
that
Fisher
hung
up
a
beautiful
blue
11
company has lots of work for the
91
Prince, rf ...... ......... 3
3
Superba Small Strawberry Beets.................... can .15
line shot for Rockland's second score.
spring.
Traneer
........
.........
1
1
3.
With flve minutes of the third and
A few weeks back fears were being
Mt. Waldo
Florida Oranges........................................... dozen .22
Melvin ......... ......... 0
0
0
final canto gone. Batjbidge of Rock- ,
expressed that the mild winter would
The granite cutters worked up to land tallied from in front of the
Wonderful for juice and flavor.
8 '
Greenlaw, c .... ......... 3
2
leave us without the necessary supply Jan. 1st. The Mt. Waldo Granite cage and the final score came at the
Foster ........... .......... 0
0
0
Mammoth
Grape Fruit.................................. 3 for .25
Redman, lg ...
0
0
0
of fresh water ice. That mountain is Corporation has two contracts which last whistle with Fisher doing the
will
take
them
a
year
or
more
to
cut.
Morrison,
rg
.
.......... 2
1
shooting.
Bread and Butter Pickles............................... bottle .19
5
once more a mole hill but now comes
We are all hoping they will get more
Ford ......... ......... 0
0
0
Allen. Morse goalie turned in a nice :
This is the lowest price yet,
Bangor imploring us to send up the work before the year is out. They
—
—
-igame as did Johnny McCarty, defen
good old Kickapoo to keep a free are planning to build more shed and sive man. . The game was fast at
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF CHUCK ROAST
36 |
2 lb. pkg. Best Soda Bread...................... ................... 25
14
8
Lincoln Academy (23)
channel in the river. It isn’t much to put more machinery in their times but unusually clean, there,
Pound
.............................................
..
.............................
10
Superba Grape Fruit...... can .15;.......3 cans
P
1
G
F
use to think that Old Man Winter has quarry. The town of Frankfort has ; being but six penalties.
01
exempted them from taxes for next
Nelson, rg .... .......... 0
0
ARMOUR
’S STAR HAMS, Whole................. lb .17
Summary:
Superba Shelled Beans .... can .15; .... 3 cans
gone back on us; he gets in about so five years on all new improvements.
Barnes ......... ......... 0
0
°i
Rockland II. S.
Morse
RIB LAMB CHOPS............................................... lb .25
much work every year.
9!
.......... 4
1
We are all hoping they will start Babbidge, rw................ rw, Reynolds
Elliot, lg
Superba Sliced or Halves Peaches.............. can
quarrying early this spring. They Harden, lw ...................... lw, Chaney!
0
Weston ......... ......... 0
01
VEAL
CHOPS
.......................................................
lb
.25
Three cans ................. ................................................. 60
5;
1
Tukev, c ...... ......... 2
With "Alfalfa Bill” Murray of have a few cutters at work and they Fisher, c ................................. c. Buck !
4 PKGS. MACARONI............................................ .25
0
have some rough stock on hand to j Thomas, rd ................ rd. Henderson [
Plummer, rf . ......... 1
2
|
Best Sliced or Grated Pineapple................... can .25
Oklahoma and pink whiskered J. keep the cutters going for awhile.
0
0
Fuller ........... ......... 0
3 CANS G. B. CORN............................................. .25
Allen, Id ........................ id, McCartv i
Three cans ..................««............................................. 60
“Ham" Lewis of Illinois in the run
.........
0
1
Erskine
.........
0
I Dyer, g ................................. g, Allen
3 PKGS. IVORY SALT............................................ 25
6
3
0
Reed, If .......
Despite the propaganda, writes a
ning the Democratic presidential race
Hatchet
Pumpkin, makes two pies ............ can
Spares—Rockland, Truss, Bartlett, J
or
0
London editor. England will never Morse, Burgon. Grover, O'Donnell.
4 CANS MILK /.............. .............................................. 25
Merrifield .... ......... 0
cannot be said to lack “local color.”
—. •
bow to the Russian system. Ah, yes. and Kirkpatrick.
Beech-Nut London Style Cookies .............. pkg
3 LBS. 40 TO 50 PRUNES..................................... 25
23 j
10
3
Britons never shall be Slavs—Boston
First period—Harden (unassisted) I
The National headquarters of the Herald.
Beech-Nut Plain Cookies .................................pkg
Referee, Wotton. Time 4 8's
4 CANS CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP............ 25
6 minutes.
Red Cross at Washington. D. C., an
Second
period
—
Fisher,
11
minutes.
J
Beech-Nut Tomato Cocktail....................... bottle
LARGE PKG. HATCHET OATS ........................ 17
nounces the appointment of Miss
CELTICS WIN CLOSE ONE
Third period—Babbidge, 5 minMarguerite E McQuaide of Bangor as
Six bottles for..................................................... 1.10
NORWEGIAN
RED
OX
SARDINES
....
can
.10
utes; Fisher, 12 minutes.
general field representative for
The Rockland Celtics topped the 1
3 PALM OLIVE SOAP with one P. O. beads
Penalties (all 2 minutes) Chaney
Maine
Bantam Com ................................. 3 cans .25
Maine, where for the last four years
Wiscasset Boys’ Club by a single |.
2, Harden 2, Burgon, Fisher. Refshe has been executive secretary and
point in last night's basketball game, 1
free
.................................................................................
19
Superba Large Shrimp .... can .18; .... 3 cans .45
eree, Noonan.
Umpire, Savage.
nutritionist for the Penobscot Coun
furnishing the spectators plenty of t
6 BOXES MATCHES ................................................19
Time, three 12's.
ty Chapter at Bangor. Miss Mc
excitement. Soule and Haskell were
Superba Large Cans Tomatoes................... can -.20
Quaide comes to her new task W'ell
GOLDEN RUSSET APPLES................... peck .20
the high point men. The score:
'
That
is
the
joyful
cry
of
thousands
Three cans ............... ......................................50
A CAMDEN SUGGESTION
equipped. She attended the normal I
Wiscasset Boys’ Chib
NICE SWEET CALIFORNIA ORANGES doz .20
schools at Farmington and Castine since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
Pts.
!
A
Camden
correspondent
sends
us
G
F
1 lb jar Strawberry or Raspberry Jam....................22
and holds a bachelor’s degree at the ' Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
1 QUART BEANS, 1 POUND PORK................. 20
12 1
:
Soule, rf ..... .............. 5
, Dr. Edwards, a practicing physi the following:
Unlvor ty of Maine in home eco cian
"It
is
said
that
numerous
Rockland
j
1 lb jar Peanut Butter ....,............................................. 20
6
...............
3
r
Farnham. If
for 20 years, and calomel s oldTHE CELEBRATED CANNED BISCUIT can .10
nomic'’ She has taught school in time enemy, discovered the formula young men have a weakness for visit
C
Winn, c ....... ............... 2
4
1
1 lb Cream Tartar, 1 lb Soda, both for...................... 40
sevrra’ towns and cities, her educa for Olive Tablets while treating pa ing Camden. On several of these oc- !
DEAN’S SAUER KRAUT.......................... 3 lbs .25
0
0
(
Smith, rg ...
tion including work in the Kent. tients for chronic constipation and casions the walk of eight miles with !
°l
...... 0
(
Ames, lg ......
Canned
Lima Beans.......can .12; ........ 3 cans .30
CELERY,
LETTUCE,
TOMATOES,
SPINACH
Oh’n. State Teachers’ College from torpid livers.
blistered feet has seemed rather a ■
C
Lewis, lg ..... .............. 3
6
which she obtained a B.S.. and the '
stupendous
price
to
pay
for
an
eve!
—
SWEET PEPPERS, CREAM CHEESE
California Pea Beans quart .12; 4 quarts .38
Olive Tablets do not contain calo
“ —
Teachers’ College of Columbia Uni mel, just a healing, soothing vegetable ning's amusement, as the after-effects j
2 28 !
13
MRS.
SABIN
’
S
BEANS,
BROWN
BREAD
AND
Nice Norwegian Sardines............................... can .10
versity.
linger
for
several
days.
It
has
been
laxative safe and pleasant.
Celtics
No griping is the “keynote” of these suggested that the transportation be
ROLLS from 3.30 to 6.00 SATURDAY
G
F Pts.
Large Pkg. Quaker Oats............................... pkg .21
Walt.-r H. Brockway of Portland little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab tween Rockland and Camden be ex
4'
C
Pietroski, rf . .............. 2
All These Items Obtainable At Both Stores
was reelected president of the Maine lets. They help cause the bowels and tended until midnight. We doubt if |
41
Duncan, rf ... .............. 0
These goods are all Jameson Quality. Don’t be
Society of the Sons of the American liver to act normally. They never even this would benefit the boys as {
2
_______________ FREE DELIVERY_______________
Frohock, If . .............. 10
apparently it never occurs to them j
Revolution at the 41st annual dinner force them to unnatural action.
.............. 10
2i
Paladino,
if
.
afraid of them on ajccount of the low prices
If you have a “dark brown mouth” that there is such a thing as setting i
meeting Monday evening in the Con
fc
Haskell, c .... .............. 4
1
WILLOW STREET STORE, TEL. 1230
gress Square Hotel. Portland, and his —bad breath—a dull, tired feeling— the clock back an hour or two. They j
0
4|
Ripley, rg .... ............... 2
return to that office establish'd a sick headache—torpid liver—consti have even been known to expect the
NORTHEND STORE, TEL. 266
Philbrook, rg ............. 2
C
<1
precedent in the organization as he j pation, you should find quick, sure girls to furnish a conveyance to take
1
Connon, lg ... .............. 0
pleasant results from one or two them to their respective homes. We
Is the first president to be returned and
0
0
0
Shepherd, lg
Edwards Olive Tablets.
hope that this will be a warning to [
FREE DELIVERY
TELEPHONES 17 OR 18
for a second term. Among the vice of _Dr.
— i—
Thousands take them every night
those who feel that they must at
presidents appears the name of E. C. j to keep right, Try them. 15c, 30c, 60c.
12
29
tempt such an experiment.”
Moran, Jr., also a re-election.

The Courier-Gazette acknowledges
with much pleasure the many com
pliments which have been received by
mail and in person as to the appear
ance of its Washington Bi-Centennial
page In last Saturday's issue. An at
tempt at ornamentalism on that scale
is not often made by the so-called
“country newspapers,” and it is en
tirely to the credit of our make-up
man, Jasper E. Rawley, and our lino
type chief. H. G. Cole that a result
which appears to have given so much
satisfaction, could be achieved.

THE GRANITE TRADE

INBOARD REGATTA
_____
rv

J. A. JAMESON CO.

SPECIALS

WILLOW STREET MARKET

Specials for Friday
and Saturday
3 POUND BOX SODA BREAD,

39c

QUICK RELIEF FROM
CONSTIPATION

GILLEY & DUNCAN

J. A. JAMESON CO.
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Page Three

LOCAL THEATRES

The flair for vivacity and emo
tional spirit which Nancy Carroll
first portrayed for the delectation of
film fans of the nation in “Abie’s
Irish Rose” is again one of the fore
most qualities of her performance in
"Wayward," which comes for Friday
and Saturday.
The fire and flash of “The Dance
of Life"—the romantic fervor of
"Stolen Heaven” and “Devil's Holi
day' are all brought into a symphonic
z
Formerly 12%c to $1.25
unison of stirring dramatics for her
characterization of the lovely and
BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL
well-loved wife of Richard Arlen in
this latest picture, co-starring Pauline
Frederick. And a further gesture of
remembrance for her distinguished
beginning in the talking picture
And Continues Until Sold
world!
She sings a new song—
“What's the Difference?” by John W.
OUR 1932 GOODS ARE IN WITH LOW PRICES ON ALL
Green and Edward Heyman. The
19-tr
song provides one of the high spots
❖«*♦**«+
************************* in this engrossing film entertain
—
-11
, , 1. ■■
■■
ment.—adv.
WEATHER
Park Theatre
E. P. Colson is attending the su
Not a snowdrop or a raindrop yes
Led by the seductive Madame Ying
terday from frosty dawn to sunset perintendent of schools' convention
So. a band of international thieves
glow, it was the first wholly fair in Washington, D. C., this week.
last night assaulted and robbed Lee
Wednesday in many weeks—some say
Fong of a famous jeweled dagger
.
'Rockland
lost
a
character
in
the
11 and some a baker's dozen. Tem
which had just been delivered to him
perature has not been up to melting Massing last night of “Aunt Jane"
by Ralph Bonner, Chinese agent for
Merchant,
ion*
a
familiar
figure
point for a week and this period of
the Fong family in China. In the
along
Main
street.
prolonged cold is without precedent
melee, Fong received a fatal stab
this winter. Early morning mercury,'!
, „ .
' .
.
. .
and Bonner was spirited away before
has been hovering regularly near zero/, Frank Cates of James street has
the police, summoned by the outcries
It was 3 above this morning at 7 ^ased the Lindsey street blacksmith,
of the neighborhood, could arrive on
o’clock, yesterday noon was at 20 shop from Mrs. Arthur B Crockett,
the scene. Or, so the story goes, ac
and a cold northwest wind blowing.
will engage in light blacksmithcording to “Chinatown After Dark,”
Snow is likely to come tomorrow aftthere.
at Park Theatre Friday-Saturday.
ernoon, say the forecasters.
'
.
~,
The story further tells of the ef
____________
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
forts of Jim, Ralph Bonner’s brother,
„
. „
.
Post will serve public supper SaturSomerset County Democrats haveii day {rom g
with Mrs garah
to discover the whereabouts and
invited Mayor Charles M. Ricffard- >Grjf{in
Mrs dara Kelsey in
rescue his brother, of his accidental
son to be their guest next week.
meeting with Lotus, ward of Lee
charge. A special menu is to be
Fong, and their subsequent love
offered.
are
REAL
R. A. Webster of the A.A.A. will be
affair.—adv.
at Hopkins’ Garage Feb. 26, 27 and 29
The American Legion smoker to-'
Paris Fashions...
to assist the public in registering au , night bids fair to be a popular event,:
TO ORGANIZE TROOP
tomobiles.
with Battling Sukeforth and “Tete" 1
South Thomaston Sees Opportunity
Whittier of Rockport headlining the
For Boy Scout Group.—Meeting
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at boxing bouts. There will be many
Friday Night.
2.30 with Mrs. Ethel Perry, 5 Adams Other features.
HE modern woman with her
Francis Merchant, acting Scout
street. The subject is “Evangelism
almost prolessional "clothes
master; Scout Executive A. Kenneth
of Today."
The Loyal Temperance Legion will
sense” wants Paris clothes. SheMcCartney, from the Portland Coun
begin regular meetings under the
cil. Scoutmaster Harold W. Whitehill
The reappointment of Lyman E. leadership of Mrs. Mildred Wash
wants to have in her wardrobe
of Troop 2, Rockland; Percy Young of
Stinson as postmaster at Stonington burn, next Saturday at 2 o’clock in
Troop 2. and a group of South Thom
trends conceived by the couturiers
has been recommended by Repre the men's clubroom upstairs in the
aston citizens met recently for the
Central Maine building. All children
in just the way they conceived them.
sentative Nelson.
purpose of forming a Scout troop at
between ages of 8 and 12 years are
The 'Keag. Possibilities were viewed
Not mere interpretations—but ac
The Unemployment Relief Fund of ,invited.
from every angle, the officials find
tual Paris copiesl
the Rockland’Chamber of Commerce
ing no reason why the town cannot
Ernest Rawley, manager of the St.
was able to give employment to 50 George baseball team was in the city
have a troop, and plenty of reasons
men last week.
McCall buys actual Paris styles in
whv it should.
yesterday offering the assurance that
The first meeting is to be held Fri
his town will have a stronger team
Paris—and reproduces them. Line
day night in the primary schoolMrs. Maitie Spaulding will be in than last year. It is expected that
for line. Button for button. Detail for
house at 7. Names of Scoutmaster
charge of the supper Friday night Johnny Davidson, popular first baseand committeemen chosen will be an
which precedes the meeting of Golden man will succeed Sonny Dwyer as
detail. For McCall believes in giv
nounced immediately after the troop
Rod Chapter, O.E.S.
captain.
ing the smart v/oman what she wants.
receives its charter.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is observ
And McCall knows that the modern
Ensign and Mrs. Arthur L. Fox,
ing past presidents’ night at its officers in charge of the local Salva
McCall printed pattern makes ac
meeting tonight. Supper at 6 o’clock, tion Army Corps, have received no
tual Paris designs easy fbr any wom
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, chairman.
tice from the Territorial Headquar
ters in New York of their promotion
an to create.
F. A. Stanley, the well-known to the rank of adjutant and are re
building contractor, who has been ceiving congratulations. Their pro
confined to his home for the past motion is richly deserved.
See the Striking
eight weeks by illness, is able to.be
George W. Gay and Crosby Lud
out again.
Paris Styles in Our
wick who recently established a Knox
U. S. Marshal Lester D. Eaton, for--I County territory /or the sale of five
New McCall Section I
mer warden of the Maine State and ten cent goods, have dissolved
partnership.
Mr.
Gay
has
joined
the
Prison, was in Knox County on of
ficial 'business Tuesday, and im S$Jes staff of A. C. McLoon & Co.,
proved the opportunity to drop in and the business above mentioned
for a fraternal call upon Warden will be conducted by Mr. Ludwick,
whose efforts are being rewarded by
Linscott.
increased patronage.

** Blake’s Wall Paper Store

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 25 (8 p. m.)—Athletic smoker St
Legion hall.
Feb. 25—Camden—Lincoln Association
missionary conference at Baptist Church,.]
Feb. 26—Rubinstein Club guest day,
Washington program.
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — “An Evening
with Longfellow,” at Baptist Church,
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoin.
March 1—Pine Tree Outboard Club
ladles’ night at Penobscot View Grange
hall.
March 4 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
March 6—Concert by Knox County
Men’s Chorus at Universalist Church.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 8—Public auction party at
Thorndike grill, benefit Washington trip.
March 14-15—Camden—Rummage safe,
auspices C. C. H. Club at A. H. Parsons
store, benefit of Community Hospital.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention In Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.
*****

SAVINGS

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF OUR 1931 WALL PAPERS

Prices 5c, 10c and 15c per roll

at Perry’s

SALE COMMENCES MONDAY, FEB. 15

Senter Crane Cempinip
McCALL

FASHIONS

$

T

CANDY

Lowest Prices
in Years

CHISHOLM’S
Small Pepps and

Harvey L. Stetson, Potentate of The penny supper to be given at
Kora Temple, Mystic Shrine, has been the Universalist vestry Saturday
reappointed regional aide for the Im night from 5 to 7 is arousing inter
perial session of the Mystic Shrine of est, the idea being rather novel. Mrs
North America, which is to be held in Carrie Palmer as chairman is to be
San Francisco July 26-27-28. An assisted by Mrs. Lester Post, Miss
MT
effort is being made to secure as Mary Bird., Mrs. Lucy Lowe. Mrs.
large delegations as possible from I Ruth Palmer. Mrs. Alta Dimick. Miss
New England.
Myrtle Herrick, Miss Nathalie Wald
ron, Miss Jane Welch, Miss Bertha
Dr. Charles Popplestone gave an Knight, Mrs. Ella S. Bird. Miss Alice
interesting talk, before the Senior , j Fuller, Miss Ellen J. Cochran. Mrs
Y.P.C.U. of the Universalist Church Gladys Morgan, Miss Mary Sylvester,
Sunday evening. He used as a gen Miss Dorothy Dimick, Miss Vera
A Special Purchase by the Senter Stores
eral subject personality and the Thompson, Miss Gladys Blethen, Mrs.
psychological^, conception of why one P. P. Bicknell and Mrs. Helen Wentattains success while another goes *fajrth. The boys of Mrs. Palmer’s
$1.98
BATES REVERSIBLE DAMASK,
the way of the criminal. The mem and Adelbert Miles’ classes are also
Regular $3.98, single or double size.
bers manifested marked interest in to assist. A nice menu is to be pro
vided. The proceeds will be devoted
the address.
In all colors, including rust
entirely to the Sunday School.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as director
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
$2.98
BATES RAYONS,
of the ninth district of the Maine
Federation of Women's Clubs was Post conducted an observance of the
Regular
$4.50,
double
size
only
George
Washington
Bi-Centennial
guest of honor at a Colonial luncheon,
given Tuesday by the Waldoboro Monday evening by entertaining
Woman’s Club as an observance of members of the Post. American flags
the George Washington Bi-Centen and portraits of George Washington ^^mSENTER CRANE COMPANY^OW
nial. Mrs. Ellingwood spoke in keep-, were features of the decorations, and
ing with the occasion, and was pre Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh gave a
William Koster, sales manager of
Mrs. C. M. Thomas has received a
sented with a handsome Colonial astirring address on the life and ex
ample of the first President. Other radiogram from her son Lucien, who Seaview Garage, made a business trip
bouquet.
features af entertainment included a is arriving in New York tomorrow to Portland Tuesday.
vocal solo ’’When the Silv’ry Moon is
More clothing is urgently needed Shining O'er the Hills of Dear Old after a voyage from South America.
BORN
at The Thrift Shop. Much of win Maine" and “Duna." by Mrs. Clara
Tonight's private skating party at MELLIN—At Knox Hospital? Rockland
ter's severity is yet to be experi Kelsey; reading, the one-act play,
Feb 22. to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Mellln of
enced and nobody will want to see a “God Winks” (Burgess) by Miss the Main street rink will present
Warren, a son Paul Richard.
popular
features,
under
the
direction
halt in the splendid work which has Ethel Thomas, and piano duet, “Up in
MED
thus far been done. The same a Swing” (Montaine) by Misses Carol of Lewis, Winchenbaugh & Co.
MERCHANT—At Rockland. Feb. 24. Lu
energy which is being applied to the Gardiner
and Rose Whitmore.
cinda Jane, widow of John G. Mer
Frank H. Ingraham, one of the
release of hoarded dollars is applica-. Games and refreshments rounded out stars of the old Y.M.C.A. Debating
chant. aged 78 years, 11 months. 20
days.
ble to articles of wearing apparel a delightful evening. Mrs. Clara Society suggests a revival of that or
which can be found unused in al Kelsey as chairman was much grati ganization if Esten W. Porter wishes HUSSEY—At East Friendship. Feb 20.
Dora, wife of Albert Hussey, aged 68
most every home.
fied by the fine attendance and inter to argue the prohibition question.
years. 11 months. 28 days.
est displayed.
FRENCH—At Boston. Feb. 23. Milton H
French of Thomaston, aged 71 years
Cigars, butter, cake, and chewing
The Knox County Men's Chorus in
Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock at Thomas
gum were among the articles stolen, Mrs. Bernice Richardson Wolcott addition to the concert it is to pre
ton
Baptist Church.
from Abraham Cassman's store at and a group of girl friends start sent at the Universalist Church Sun WALLACE—At Rockland. Feb. 23. Charlie
the corner of Tillson avenue and ed for Bangor Monday to try out the day afternoon, March 6. is to appear
L. Wallace of Frenchboro. aged 67
years. 9 months. 19 days. Funeral Fri
Lime street Tuesday night. En new family car but met up with a at the Masonic Temple Palm Sunday
day at 2 o'clock at residence of Mrs
trance was enabled by the removal thrill at the Frankfort flat when afternoon.
Isadore Hoffses. in Waldoboro. Inter
of the lower sash from one of the they were struck headon by a ma
ment In Wallace cemetery.
rear windows. The value of the chine headed in this direction. Mrs.
Drafted at short notice yesterday
IN MEMORIAM
stolen goods is roughly estimated at Geneva Huke was thrown through Dr. Walter D. Hall gave another of
the
windshield
sustaining
quite
seriIn loving memory ot Mis Lucy
$50, by Mr. Cassman. The officers
his delightful travelogues before the
’ous cuts about the face and neck in Rockland Lions Club. He has talked Haskell, who entered into eternal rest
have no clews to fdllow.
addition to a severe shock. The other to that organization on numerous Feb. 23. 1924
George Haskell and Family.
members of the party suffered a
Warren, Me.
•
The Comrades of the Way of the shaking up but proceeded to Bangor occasions, and grows more interest
Congregational Church entertained where Mrs. Huke's injuries were ing with each appearance, his fellow
IN
MEMORIAM
Followers of the Way of the Camden dressed. The Richardson car was members say. Yesterday his talk con
In loving memory of Mina Conary
Church Sunday afternoon at a joint well over on its own side of the road cerned a canoe trip from the Mexi Daley, who passed away Feb. 25. 1930
can
tablelands
to
the
gulf,
the
trip
meeting, with 46 young people pres when hit but the offending machine
I do not forget you. nor do I Intend.
ent. Rev. and Mrs. Winfield Witham was in an icy rut and out of control. being made in a craft constructed of , I think of you often and will to the end
hollowed
logs
with
a
matting
canopy
i
Gone and forgotten by some you may be
of Camden and Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Last summer Mrs. Huke and Mrs.
Rounds were special guests. Mr. Wolcott were at the Y camp on i for protection from the heat. The But dear to my memory you ever will be
Her husband. William Daley.
Rounds addressing the assemblage on lake Cobbosseecontee to visit Mrs. description of the jungle oountry,
“George Washington.” Supper was Huke's son Jack and were aboard the with its swarms of alligators and
RESOLUTIONS
served, and a social hour afforded, camp launch when the craft struck a wild life, its beautiful trees and mil- | Whereas, our Grange circle has again
been
broken
and the Divine Master has
the occasion proving both happy and ledge, filled and sank, the party be lions of orchids, of camping on shore
imcu
ocwi,,
V,
.
f
s hii-rnu- I called from our midst our beloved sister,
profitable.
) leuge,
ing rescued with difficulty by summer ; w nere swarms ot mosquitoes burrow i Bessle Woodworth stone, she having
residents who had witnessed the 1 °ut °f
®an/ of lowlands where ] answered the^summons Feb 7. 1932
End of the month bargain— sixwreck. The third reel of the serial breed the ducks and geese which I Whereas, the Orange has lost one who
misrrate
northward
and of na.rrot^ will be hard to replaxce, and whose
penny supper. As much as you want, is awaited with trepidation.
A- 2 «
1 3•
an° 01 p^rro,ts music and other help always so wlllingas little as you want. Home cooked
Which fly in pairs was exceedingly lv given will lovingly be remembered, be
food. Cafeteria style. Universalist
interesting. “Judge” Prank H. In- | W
»
vestry. Saturday, Feb. 27, 5 to 7 p. m. t
graham acted as King Lion iri the j re^‘hUds JnTmothc^Sd astern* and
24-lt
of Dr. Blake Annis who is i other members of the family our heart---------------“I For Reliable and Complete Elec absence
again out. following an influenza at- ! felt sympathy in thelr loss And be It
Resolved. That these resolutions be
Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
trical Service of Any Kind
1 sent to members of the family, and also
your awnings now—help create em
First Class Work at Fair Prices
--------------------| recorded in the records of the order
ployment and save money at the
puzzles US is the psychologi- And_be It Resolved. That a copy be sent
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc. calWhat
The Courier-Gazette for publication.
came time. This is a local concern
side
of
New York City politics. It toFraternally
submitted, with our deep
585-7 Main St, Rockland, Maine seems so strange
all year round service.' Rockland
that
a
man
who
est
sympathy and love.
Established 1920
Awning Co., 16 Willow street. H. E.
Julia M Beverage. Alice E. Sampson,
can't remember where he got $150,000
Telephone 721
L. Beverage. Committee on Reso
Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
I never forgets where he put it.—Bos- Vernon
lutions.
North Haven Grange
23-tf
21-23
| ton Herald.

BATES BEDSPREADS

ELECTRICIANS

Feb. 16.

Checkermints
23c lb

Chocolate Covered
Almonds
57c lb

Assorted Chocolates
20 VARIETIES

29c lb

Cocoanut
Drop Taffy
18c lb
Peanut Brittle
23c lb

Best Pure Molasses gal 69c
Rolled Oats large pkg 17c
Minced Ham,
Pressed Ham,
Baked Loaf,
Link Sausage,
Cheese Loaf,
25c Bag Sausage,

FRANKFORTS
One Found,
Two Pounds,
Five Pounds,

FISH BITS
Four Pounds,

Try These For Fish and Potatoes

asb

FANCY NATIVE POTATOES
Bushel,
39c

s I
j J

STOTT’S PEERLESS FLOUR
Bag,
65c
One of the Best Flours and Is
Guaranteed To Please

lb 25c
lb 12c
lb 07c

Swordfish,
Slack Salted Cod,
Slack Pollock,
FRESH FROZEN

STRAWBERRIES

cza

I

=
<2

& .sp
s

Floridas
Finest Grapefruit
6 for 25c
4 for 25c

Tangerines
23c doz

California
'Navel Oranges
29c doz
Fancy Delicious and
Winesap Apples
6 for 25c

Florida Oranges
27c doz

CHISHOLM’S
Home of Fresh Made Candies
ROCKLAND, ME.

i
£

s
b-

B. & G. BEANS
Yelloweye
California Pea
Red Kidney

2 cans
25c

Oven Baked Beans of the Finest
Quality and a Very Low Price

FRESH DAILY
doz 19c
doz 29c Heavy Whipping Cream, jar 15c
doz 29c
GRAHAM FLOUR
5 Pound Bag,
17c
POPULAR BRANDS
CIGARETTES
MACARONI-SPAGHETTI
2 pkgs 25c; Carton $1.25
3 pounds 25c
SPECIAL COMBINATION
10 pound box, 59c
1 bottle Vermont Maid Syrup
DIAMOND MATCHES
1 Package Pancake Flour
Carton,
19c
AU for 31c
FRESH BAKED FIG BARS
WATER GLASS
Two Pounds,
23c
To Keep Eggs,
can 19c

Selected Eggs,
Florida Oranges,
Sunkist Oranges,

Eggs Are Cheap Now
SLICED OR CRUSHED

Pineapple,

SEEDED OR SEEDLESS

3 large cans 49c

GOLD

RAISINS,

MEDAL

FLOUR

69c per sack

24% Pounds

FRUITS

"

x j=

Crabmeat,
can 25c
B. & M. Fish Cakes, 2 cans 23c

“Kitchen-tested”

Hard Candies
19c, 29c lb

s

b.

19c

Pound,

lb 12c
lb 16
lb 15c
lb 19c
lb 15c
lb 15c

First All-Purpose Flour Accepted by Committee on
Foods of the American Medical Association

3 pkgs 23c
TOMATOES
STRING BEANS
RADISH
NEW CABBAGE
CELERY
CAULIFLOWER
MUSHROOMS
CUCUMBERS

MEAT SALE
Soup Bones,
lb 05c 10c
YOUR CHOICE OF THESE
Brisket Corned Beef,
lb 18c
2 Pounds 25c
Fancy Fowl,
lb 28c
Lean Stewing Beef
Lamb Chops,
lb 19c
Lamb For Stewing, Lean
Lean Pot Roast,
lb 15c
Fresh Lean Hamburg
Oven Roast Beef,
lb 20c
Beef Liver
Chuck Roast,
lb 12c
Sausage Patties
Rump Roast,
lb 19c.
lb 35c
Veal Steak,
lb 35c Rump Steak,
lb 25c
Pork Steak,
lb 24c Cube Steak,
Top Round,
lb 25c Boneless Sirloin,
lb 30c

PERRY’S MARKET
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

t

Every-Other-Day
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the next Way. ^Breakfast Is ready
OUR GRADE SCHOOLS
an' I warn ye it’s fit fer kings an’
queens.”
Purchase Street Pupils Made
Shad needed no urging. He leaped
Excellent Progress During
out of bed and dressed in a hurry
By F. H. CHELEY
'
10
and washed at the river's edge.
the Winter Term
“Hurry up an’ comb yer hair,"
_
„ .“S-O.
.. .
MISTAKES FATHERS MAKE
Bumpy sputtered as he brought the
The pupils of .the Purchase Street
_______________
hot platters to the table. "It looks school who bring their noon lunches
o’T'HE trouble with m.v Dad,” one^< make any effort to see what kind
as if a mouse had made a nest In it.”
lb
13
17
are very grateful to the Knoweach-,
of an emotional environment he
A flne boy told me, "is that he
The boy had a great liking foi
other
Club
which
so
generously
areates
and
maintains
in
his
home.
is
always
saying
what
he
thinks,
hot cakes and maple sirup and sau
21
22
18
sage. Bumpy seemed to find a suffi donated a case of corn to be used in I without thinking what he says.
He works long hours for his
He's one of these hot-heailed chaps, family; has no other objective ex
cient reward for his work in Shad’s chowder. Along with the hot cocoa,
24
2b
23
good, fine as gold when he isn't cept to be u worthy parent; but In
enjoyment He kept an eye on him cream of tomato soup, and vegetable
blustering, who is always so cock getting emotional satisfaction for
ln the fashion of an interested wit soup, it provides more variety to the
sure, that he ought to be awarded himself, he does so at the price of
2?
ness.
hot lunches served daily.
28
a gold medal for Jumping at con the boy's lost self and development
“Don’t spill so much sirup on
We would like to acknowledge a
clusions. According to him, he just and in later years will ponder per’em," he was wont to say. "By Jee generous gift of money for tlie milk
5T
couldn't be wrong nnd what I think Vlexidly over why it is that lie en
dix ! You make 'em look like an is fund contributed by the Unique Club,
or
say
on
any
subject
is
as
he
joys no confidences and experi
land ln a red pond. There ain’t no which also sent in for distribution a I
35
3b
33
34
sense ln that You don’t take more’n number of pairs of mittens for cold ; says ‘just pure bunk.' lie laughs ences, no fellowship with his
at me and ridicules my ideas nnd “strange" son.
two swallers fer a flapjack. Anybody hands.
says all the time, ‘Well, where did
40
would think ye was mad at ’em."
Ml
Lincoln programs were given in all
38
The boy knows with certainty
you get that kid idea,’ so I've Just
Bumpy’s sputtering had a back rooms and in some rooms Longfel- I
that his father Is not always right
learned
to
keep
my
mouth
shut
nnd
ground of good nature. Shad en low's birthday and St. Valentine’s
43
44
let him do the talking, when he's and growing hoys are very, very
42
joyed lt After breakfast he brought Day were observed.
sensitive to justice and imagined
uround
and
1
do
mine
when
he
isn't
All of Friday afternoon was devot
In two palls of water and filled the
injustice.
When
and
where
and
present.
49
4b
ed to a Washington observance. The
47
woodhox.
how Is the lad goiug to learn to
“He thinks I’m glum ana grouchy
harmonica
band,
with
Mrs.
Sanborn
Soon after seven o'clock Shad set
make wise decisions when he is
at the piano, delighted the pupils.
and unappreciative and a lot of never allowed to practice. When
53
52
ont for Amity Dam with a volume The whole school of nearly 300 joined
other things—and perhaps I am, but and where and how is this boy go
of Blackstone under his arm.
in singing “Washington's Birthday”
whose fault Is it? There are ever ing to learn to stand upon his own
Having arrived In the familiar vil and "America.” At the close of the
5*4
so many things I'd like to discuss and meet the world as it is. All his
lage, he went at once to the house assembly, each room presented its
with him. I do respect his judg days, unless he happens to be a
of his friend the doctor. The lat own program. We were glad to have
ment. He is a good provider and “revolutionist” in spirit, he will be
so many visitors.
ter was reading in his office.
all that, but he knows too much afraid to step out and take the
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
We
are
starting
now
to
save
our
“I am glad to see you, boy," he
10-A Florida game-fish
1-Capital of Portugal 38- Elongated fish
for me.”
pennies
for
the
framing
of
the
new
lead
and
assume
responsibility
and
said without rising. "Sit down nnd
6-Plaster for lining
15-A heathen
39- The head
Think of the tragedy of it!
George Washington pictures. They
leadership. Constantly and forever
tell me what has happened."
(humorous)
17-Relieves
chimneys
Here is a sensitive boy who can
he will be a weak, timid "follower”
19-A kind of sweet
11- A poisonous snake
40- Kind
s
Shad told the doctor of the are beautiful and will be a great ad
not bear to be ridiculed (not
dition to our schoolrooms.
—the son of an essentially ignorant
potato
12- German form of
42- Conducted
steps that led to the capture of
many of us can), who day by day
It is very interesting to see the dif
bombastic father who. nine chances
43- A familiar antiseptic 21-One of the months
Mary
Algyre and of the prisoner's sullen ferent pictures of Washington on dis
is withdrawing within himself;
to ten. Is t^it covering up his own
24-Spirits of the dead
13- Musical note
45- A kitchen utensil
attitude.
afraid to express his thoughts; be
play on the bulletin boards of each
26-Seaport in Spain
14- A Pacific island
conscious inferiority by his noisy
46- Fears
littled into believing they are not
"Well done!” the doctor exclaimed grade. Even the sub-primary has its
from which
owned by U. S.
attitude. Just what good is a fine
any too sound, anyhow; initiative
48-A negative
with no change in the expression of own collection of small pictures.
16-A condiment
Columbus sailed
body and generous schooling to that
inhibited, natural exuberant en
50- To have existence
We are rather proud of our drum
his face. "It will yield no imme
18-A division of the
28- To cut off
boy, when the very heart of things
thusiasm squelched; personality
51Vexes
mer
boys.
They
certainly
help
with
diate result, but it Is a long step to
week
29- A stroke in tennis
has been Ignored?
dwarfed and frustrated, all be
52- Periods
ward the truth. Soon or late the the marching and deserve mention.
20-Nominates
30- Guide
cause a thoughtless father will not
(©. 1932, Western Newspaper Union.)
Those
who
play
most
regularly
are:
22- Soft food for babes 54-Rained in fine drops
man may uncover it. He is a smart
32- Part of a ship
Russell
Williamson,
John
Storer.
23- A kingdom south of 55-To abhor
fellow. He knows that Blake has Dudley Harvey, Kenneth Post, Almon
33- lnfrequent
~
Assyria
not evidence enough to hold him. Young. James Economy. Joseph t°ria Ajax Dons Fogg, Frank Roscoe, [ tied now and it looks as if it were go34- Church official (pi.)
25- A fish
VERTICAL
i ing to be a close game.
We have as yet only a suspicion. Lamb and Richard Thomas. The two and Wilbert Robinson.
135-A food fish
26- Mexican dollar
The arithmetic contest was won by [ In observance of Washington’s
36-Highest point
27- An archipelago in
Even If he became a witness for little sub-primary girls who play so Harold
1- A pantry
Gregory. Harold has passed Birthday these pupils presented a
the Indian and
the people, he could not escape life well are Elizabeth Robishaw and in 30 perfect arithmetic papers this ! program: Ernest Harrington, Mary
2- Perfect
|37-To certify as
Pacific Oceans
accurate
3- N. W. state of U. S.
Imprisonment or a long term for a Maizie Johnson.
Anastasio and Elmer Conary.
term.
29-Loaded
(abbr.)
39-Pushed with the
crime so atrocious. He Is a born
• * * ♦
The
pupils
have
made
some
very
31- Prefix—not
Sub-Primary, Adelaide Trafton,
nose
4- Governor of a
gambler. He would rather take his
attractive borders for their black
32- A depression
Grade Three, Helen Perry, teacher:
Turkish town
41-Garments
chances in the West. But if they teacher:
boards.
consisting
of
cut
outs
of
between
two
hills
The room has been very prettily
This grade invited the pupils of
5-A seaport In Algeria 43-Unoccupied
have a good ease against him and decorated this month by the chil George and Martha Washington,
33- Precipitous
6- Newspaper
44-A brief letter
he should be convicted we may ex dren. The decorations consist of hatchets, cherries, soldiers, and tents. Miss Libby's room to join in the ob
35-An English navi
47-Small river island
Each pupil has also made two book servance of Washington’s birthday.
7- Greek god of war
gator, discovered
pect help from him. We may not hearts, valentines, and hatchets.
49-A small horse
8-To tear
American
have long to wait. Meanwhile, my
Perfect attendance this term: Ho lets. one of Abraham Lincoln and one The program was presented by Ern
9- NichB** or notched .Sa-^ersonal pronoun
continent
dear boy, you will, of course, get ratio Knights. Charles Seaman, and of George Washington. Both color est Harrington, Mary Anastasio, El
ing and writing are very neatly done. mer Conary. Marguerite Mahoney
Robert Robishaw.
a share of the reward.”
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Pupils receiving the most stars in Donald Cates. Donald Borgerson and
Two new children have been en
“I haven’t thought of that. I
the reading contest: Richard Thomas, Almon Young.
rolled:
Edward
Roberts
and
Alton
GROSS
NECK
wouldn’t know what to do with it,”
Louise Smith Alice Pinkerton, DoroAdded to the dental honor roll:
Williams.
Shad answered.
thy Foley, Gloria Mills. Margaret Norma Meating. Christy Adams.
A
number
chart
has
been
of
much
Mrs. Charles Kaler of West Waldo
"But you would know what to do interest to the children. These chil Thompson, Phyllis Shaw. Doris Fogg, ghirlev Firth, Gladvs Jordan. Lucv
boro spent Sunday with Mrs. Melvin
with an education.”
dren have received the most stars: Frances Rogers and Lucille Sweeney.[ Thompson, George Bodman. Howard Genthner.
“I'm getting educated. I’m learn Joseph Robinson, William Bodman,:
• • • •
Thomas, Dorothy Fogg. Glenn MacMr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley are
ing something every day. I'd rather Eunice Brooks. Stanley Sizemore. I Grade Two, Thelma Russell, teach- ; DonaId' Annie‘Brooks, Vivien John- visiting her parents in Bremen.
R El N A
[son and Seth Hanley. This makes 30
the reward would go to you and Margaret Economy, Lee Wotton/
McClellan Eugley has returned
V A N
Colonel Blake.”
Elizabeth Holmes and Clayton Fowde. j t», cpitp of the nrevailina sickness i1 names out of 41 on the list.
. . .Every
.
home from Jefferson.
During January we studied Mother these pupils havePnot been absent j new one helps us get a certificate for
F 1
The doctor smiled and said:
Miss Frances Stahl of Broad Cove
1 D LjE
spent the weekend with her grandl
“Well, boy, If I am entitled to nny Goose and Mother Goose Rhymes, during the term: Helen Johnson. , 100?
Perfect attendance this term has parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele. [ N E ■ r
Along
with
this
we
had
a
Mother
Ellison
Robinson,
Wallace
Vinal
and
of It, wtiich I question, it shall be
been much lower than usual on ac
E N dTH
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Waltz of West
yours.
There is another matter Goose movie house, each Mother nnnald Walker
Goose character appearing along
The names of Ellison Robinson and I ™"pt ».flt52P,Winn fr^Flltot.' Bev- Waldoboro were Visitors Monday at [ S C A |t
of which I would speak. You are to witn its rhyme. The children are jOhn Nvstrum have la’elv been add- erce Butlcr- Winnifred Elliot Bev
S e W e'
Alfred Waltz’.
mention it only to Colonel Blake. looking forward to next term when d t0 tbe dental honor roll
| erlv
"rlv Harmon. Marguerite Mahoney,
Sylvester Simmons passed a few j E s S *
..........................
.
.
.
ea
to
tne
aeniai
nonor
ron
Leah
Nash.
Joseph
Pietroski.
Jean
Be careful that no one overhears they will start furnishng a play house
Leah Nash, Joseph Pietroski
This month the most star papers i| ette Saunders, and Louise Seavey days last week with his daughter i
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The House,
of the Three
-Ganders ■
by Irving Bacheller
SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, ras
ped. and starving, a boy of about
sixteen is found in the woods, and
befriended, by a camping party. He
haa fled from his brutal father, Bat
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
and ln clean clothes, the boy, who
fives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
s sent on his way to Canton, W’ith
a letter to Colonel Blake.

f

CHAPTER IL — Shad cleverly
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
are impressed by the boy’s manner.
The colonel secures him a situation
ln the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth of
his age, “Bony,” and Burrpy Brown,
tinker, a village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre- |
quent visitor to the picturesque [
shack which Brown calls home. J
known in the vicinity as the "Fun
Shop.” Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
his son back to his own dissolute
life.
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
lawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and his father passes out of Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
pretty, comes to Brown’s shack, in
quiring for him. Shad applies him
self diligently to his neglected edu- I
cation. Two years pass.

CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
and with much of his uncouthness
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
on his heart. The community is con
vulsed by an attack made on the
Perry family, in which Oscar Perry,
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, proml- ,
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
convinced of his friend’s innocence,
and w’ith boyish confidence deter
mines to prove it.

CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
ert Royce, strengthen the case
against Brown. Shad loses his Job,
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
Spenlow’s. The two boys seek and
And disguises the murderer had
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
tive interest in the case.
CHAPTER VI.—The colonel is al
most convinced Bumpy Brown is not
the murderer, and encourages Shad
to continue his investigations. The
friendship between the youth and
Ruth Blake kindles into love. Col
onel Blake arranges for Shad to take
up the study of law, under his guid
ance. New evidence points to Robert
Royce as the murderer of Perry, or
at least of serious implication in
the affair.

CHAPTER VII.—Bumpy Brown is
released on bail. A stranger in the
nearby town of Ashfield attracts the
attention of Doctor Gorse, friend of
Shad and Bony. There is proof he
could
have
“planted”
evidence
against Brown, and his description
fits a proclamation calling for the
arrest of “Donald Algyre,’’ bandit
and bank robber. The stranger has
associated with Robert Royce in
i Ashfield.

CHAPTER VIII.—Colonel Blake is
convinced Algyre at least is acces
sory to the murder of Oscar Perry.
He deciphers incriminating tele
grams between Algyre and confed
erates, then sends a message, ap
parently from a friend, urging Al
gyre to meet him on the dock at
Morristown. Shad, cleverly disguised,
is used as the decoy. Blake and the
sheriff are concealed nearby. Algyre
falls neatly into the trap. An acci
dent discloses the ambush. Algyre
attempts to escape by swimming.
Shad, following, overpowers him,
and the two are brought ashore.

CHAPTER IX

The Doctor Makes a Discovery.
HEN, after a drink of hot wa
ter and a good rubbing, Shad
ceased to shiver and was lying com
fortably in bed Colonel Blake went
to the sheriffs room. Algyre, in
the colonel's dry clothing, was sit
ting by the bed, his feet shackled.
He was in a bitter mood. He greet
ed the district attorney with foul
and profane words.
“Don’t be nasty Just because
you’ve been outwitted,” said Blake.
"I'm going to treat yon well as long
as you’re in my hands.”
Algyre shouted angrily: “I’d rath
er be in h—1 than spend another
day among the God-d—d hicks ln
this part of the country."
“Well, sir, every one in your line
of business feels the same way
about it,” Blake answered with a
smile of good nature. “If a man has
anything on him it’s about the most
dangerous part of God’s earth to
be in.”
There was a moment of silence.
The colonel went on: “I happen
to know that you’re an able chap.
You oughtn’t to be living the life of
a fugitive. The best thing you can
do is to clean your slate. Begin by
telling what you know about the
killing of Oscar Perry. If you’U do
that I’ll do what I can for you here
and elsewhere.”
The answer of the unfortunate
man was rather decisive.
“Go to h—1," he said. “I know
nothing about the Perry murder.”
The district attorney gave up,
knowing that no progress could be
made while the criminal was in
his present frame of mind.
The yacht had arrived at her dock
ln Ogdensburg.
The party spent
the remainder of the night aboard.
Next day Shad, the colonel and the
sheriff took the train to Canton with
their prisoner whose resentment Lad
not abated. He was still sullen
and abusive.
That day Shad returned with
more provisions to the little house
at Brown’s cove.
"I knew you’d be a-comln',”
Bumpy shouted. “This mornin’ I see
a white swan ln the sky. It means
that a friend Is cornin'. By Jeedix!

W

I've got suthin' good fer yer din
ner an’ don’t you doubt it. The
day you left I shot a wild goose on
the marsh below here. I've been
keepin’ him. He’s in prime shape."
“Keep him till tomorrow,” Shad
suggested. “It'll be Sunday. I’ll
go up and git Bony to come down."
“Exac'ly!” Bumpy exclaimed.
“That’s the caper. We don’t really
need the goose. You’ve brought
some beef steak.”
They had mueh to talk about.
Shad told of his great adventure
while they were nt the table.
“By Jeedix! You ought to have
fit at Gettysburg," said Bumpy. “I
guess ye would If you’d ’a’ been
born an’ was old enough."
“This place beats the world for
good eating.” Shad remarked, as he
took another helping of the grilled
•teak.
When they had washed and put
away the dishes Bumpy said: "If
you're goin’ to be a lawyer you’ve
got to study. I don't want to hear
another word from you till night.
I’ve got some wood to cut and I’ll
git out o’ yer way.”
That afternoon, sitting comfort
ably by a window in the warm
room. Shad began the reading of
Blackstone’s “Commentaries.”
The colonel had let him take the
first volume of the famous classic
with the notion that it was like
hitching a goat to a plow.
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“It will he Interesting to see
what he says about it," he remarked
as he took the first volume from its
case. “I wonder if the lad will sur
prise me again. I rather think that
this will stump him.”
Shad was a courageous goat
When the light began to fade
Bumpy came in.
“How be ye gittin' along?" the old
man asked.
“Good, but there's some words
here that are not in my dictionary.
What does ‘contravention’ mean?"
“I don’t just exac'ly know,"
Bumpy answered as he put some
wood on the fire. “I guess it has
suthin’ to do with politics. It’s like
a snag in the river. When I run
on to one 1 push my boat off an’
back up a little an’ go 'round it.”
“I've put down a list o’ words
that I’ve got to know about. I’ll go
up to the Dam early in tlie morn
ing and see the doctor. He'll ex
plain ’em to me.”
Shad lighted the reading lamp.
He found the story in which he and
Bumpy had become interested and
said: “Let’s see what Pip and old
Joe are doing."
“By Jeedix f You wait till I draw
my boot an’ loosen my belt an’ git
my pipe lit. I want to be good an’
ready.”
He drew his boot and lighted
his pipe with a sliver at the stove
hearth and hauled his armchair
near the table, saying: “Now let ’er
go.”
Shad began reading. Meanwhile
the parrot stood holding his head
down near the bars of his cage on
the window-sill and saying in a low
gentle voice: “Hello, darling. Hello.
Are you happy? Praise the Lord!”
It was as If some unseen hand were
petting him. Shad paused a mo
ment, looking up at the bird with
a smile of amusement.
“Cur’us ain’t it?” said Bumpy.
, “Betsy Brown is there rubbln’ his
i head Just as she used to. He sees
I her plain. He can feel her hand.
I guess parrots' eyes can see things
that we can’t.”
“Do you mean that her ghost Is
here?” Shad asked with a tingle in
his nerves.
“I don't call it that. It’s a kind
of mean word. It ain’t friendly. I’d
say angel was the word. Don't mind
it. Go on with your readin’s. She’ll
enjoy it as much as I do.”
Soon they were both absorbed in
the moving tale and smiling or
laughing at its quaint humor. For
more than two hours they sat en
tranced in that magic world of the
great story-teller. The clock struck
seven. The boy closed the book.
“I’m tired nnd hungry,” he said.
“Let’s have a little snack of cold
victuals.”
“I could smash the clock," said
Bumpy. “I didn’t know book readin’
could grab hold o’ ye an’ hang on
so. Come to think of it, I’m hungry,
too.”
Bumpy brought a snack of cold
meat, doughnuts and cheese and a
pitcher of eider from his keg ln
the cellar under the floor. They fin
ished their snack and read on until
bedtime. Bumpy, as usual, put
heavy sticks on the fire, turned the
damper, covered his bird with a
shawl and hung the cage on a hook
fastened to one of the cross-beams.
As Bumpy got into bed yawning the
I boy heard him saying to himself:
“And there lay round upon the
ground great heaps of so’gers.”
Always he was up before day
light in the morning, when he light
ed his lamp, started his fire, washed,
and dusted the furniture and swept
the floor.
When he shook Shad’s shoulder
In the moming the grateful odor of
coffee and buckwheat cakes and
frying sausage was in the air.
“Come, ol’ friend,” he called. “It’s
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Of course I know perfectly well | The Washington program present- Merrill Bartlett in South Thomas
continued or repealed, is well under Bryce Jose returned Monday to Unitheir home on Park street.
Rockland.
there are some who will not agree ( ed by the school children with special ton last Thursday. She was the
The Methodist organ was being re
Hope, Feb. 6, Everett Hobbs and way. There seems to be a wide dif versity of Maine.
with me, either as to the amount or' music was very successfully Carried guest of Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey until
built.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey entertained the where the cuts should be made. We [ Out.
Emelie Payson.
ference of opinion in the minds of
George A. Wooster went to Malden
Weary Club at her home Wednesday. all know that our taxes in the lastI The Lincoln and Washington pro- Sunday, when she went to Rockland
Woolwich, Jan. 1 Meyers E. Reed
to visit Mrs. Edgar Newhall for a few
to enter the employ of Cobb, Bates of Woolwich and Susie M. Benner of thinking people whether this “straw” Supper was served.
five years have been increasing by | grams at the Grange have been post days before leaving for Quincy.
will really tell which way the wind
& Yerxa.
Mrs. P. J. Clifford returned Tues leaps and bounds.
Friendship.
,
I poned until Feb. 27 on account of Mass. She will visit her daughter
Leonard O. Haskell of Martinsville
Fairfield, Conn.. Feb. 14, Dr. E. W. is blowing. My personal opinion is day from Weymouth, Mass., where
There is no doubt that the earning degree work. Following is the order there for several weeks before opei^shot an owl which measured four feet Ewing of Stoughton, Mass., and Miss [ that it does not. I have no doubt of she was called by the illness of her
power of our citizens will be less than of exercises: Opening song, America; ing her cottage for the summer.
from tip to tip, on Mosquito Island.
last year, as it now looks, and so high roll call—each member to respond
B. Allen of Rockland.
{ the Digest's honesty and sincerity daughter Alene Clifford.
The Sturgis deputies had been Margaret
different
Philip York attended the basket
Rockland, Feb. 20. Albion H. Jack- I in thinking the correct sentiment of I °on 1 5°I?61 ‘^trv^Hous^eeDers taxes are a hard burden to most of, with a recitation or song, or to forwithdrawn and open bars again
ball game in Bath Monday night of
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with
small
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e
it
five
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to
be
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toward
,n
of
Belfast
and
Emma
J.
Colby
of
the
people
can
be
ascertained
in
that
|
son
“VZES, dear, it's Rinso — the soap Aunt
flourished.
are Georgie Roberts, Mary Arey, comes. A workman in one of our > paying for lining, batting, etc., for last week.
1 Emma told me to use in the washer.
way, but it seems to me that some Carrie Bums, Margaret Libby.
Commercial College graduates at Rockland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Drinkwater
stone
quarries
told
me
the
other
day
the
Grange
quilt
the
sisters
are
makThe
suds are nice, aren’t they — so thick
this time were Mary E. Sullivan, J. i Rockland Feb. 20, Albert P. Phil facts point to the contrary.
The four-act historical play, “The that he got 136 working days last ing; reading, Bobby Waterman; song, were supper guests Sunday of Mr.
Two years ago the Digest put over Heir
Emmet Healey and Annie M. Chase, brook and Miss Ethel Marsh.
of Mount Vernon,” was pre year, and you can readily see what s. and W. Quartet; reading, Joe and Mrs. John McKenzie at Wiley's and lively. We must try them for dish
washing, too.”
Washington, Feb. 3, Emery Turner a similar poll; 20,000,000 ballots were sented Monday night, Union Church
Rockland; Everett H. Young, Cush
distributed, but less than a quarter vestry to a large and appreciative his income might be if you scan his j Belmore; paper, “Lincoln’s Life,” Comer.
ing; Cora F. Abbott and Ava E. Web and Mrs. May M. Shattuck.
Safe for finest linens
Mrs. Cassie McLeod and Mrs.
of that amount were returned. audience. It was under the direc- daily wage at five dollars per day.! Orilla Sampson; song, “Carry Me
ster, Vinalhaven; Josephine Buzzell,
This is a pretty small income to meet! Back to Ol’ Virginny;” reading, For- Eugenie Godfrey were entertained at Rjnso washes clothes so much whiter,
What
were
the
sentiments
of
the
Simonton.
..
. ., ,, tion of Miss Helen Orcutt and re- taxes. fuel, store bills and doctor’s Jest Beverage; latest news flashes, bridge Friday evening at the home the makers of 40 famous washers recomL. M. Simmons of Thomaston in
32
Capt. Harlow R. Arey. 59, died in jured one of his eyes badly when a more than three-quarters who failed ; flected cleyer
J mend it. It's safe for the finest linens.
1 Lloyd Whitmore; tableau, Julia Bev- of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waterman.
„
f he ammarB
The bills for a year.
New Orleans. He was a native of fragment of wood which he was chop to respond? Who can tell? The re-,
turns showed a decidedly wet sent.-; £rls and
8 jn
costUme j What is true in this case is true in I erage; guessing musical medleys
Owl’s Head and was in command of ping flew into it.
Mrs. Clarence Carr visited her
Marvelous for tub washing, too.
transports during the Spanish War.
—who
--------died
-------inli”8* bat ‘he dry forces stlU ^T.made a picture long to be remem- a hundred of others. With smaller i made up of ten well known songs, a parents Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crock Rinso soaks out dirt — saves scrubbing
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M. —
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it
J
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each
to
be
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by
Two young sons of Mr. and Mrs.
ett in Rockport Monday.
and boiling—saves the clothes.
was one of the town’s lead- j
and bered’ and a” partswere wel1chosen
Charles R. Staples, Hill street, died of Camden,
Marilyn and Ashley Drinkwater of
ing business men.
, “LSt Presidential election tne wet ana and interpreted
comedy parts will be for our citizens and non-resi- \ Nellie Beverage; remarks or papers
Cup for cup Rinso gives twice as much
diphtheria.
Alexander B. Smith a wellknown
dry issue was distinctly drawn and „ the colored servants made
n. dents to meet increased taxes this On the Life of Washington, by Helen Rockland are visiting their cousin suds
as lightweight, puffed-up soaps—
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and
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relegated
to
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,
e
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and
more
serious
Irene
Rackliff.
at his home in
even in hard
upper story of the White & Case Owl’s Head aged 59.
private life by an overwhelming ma- was well enacted g ia, mention that the town warrant is going to Beverage; closing song, S. and W.
est water. Use
block opposite the foot of Pleasant
u 1S haru
e
is made <>f ‘he colonial minuet with call for, which I understand calls for Quartet.
Fred Burkett of Union bought from °r‘tyit for dish
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street for a 5-cent theatre, the at William Waltz the southern end of there has been such a radical change ; Ruth Brown at the j
danced b more than $40,000 and the end is j
washing and
tractions to include moving pictures the Hundred Acre Island in Craw in so few short years
Eventful.. Community
Gathering
'Ernestine Carver. Edward Smith, not l’etSchools in town closed Friday for all cleaning.
and illustrated songs.
In 1925 the total tax charged to! _
.
Returning again to the Digests A
Mathieson. Roger candage,
ford's Pond.
the usual winter vacation. The chil Get the BIG
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was
$32,069.94
and|
The
service
111
the
church
Sunday
Leonard R. Campbell was reap
Morton. Raymond candage,
p. J. Andrews of Warren bought E. straw-poll of 1930 we read an item
I
dren enjoyed a treat of fruit and package.
pointed Municipal Judge by Gover E. Jameson’s plumbing business.
where the pastor of Tremont Temple Virginia Webb and Woodrow Bunker. the rate of taxation was .046. At night was an impressive one com- candy and Miss Alice Morton, teacher
nor Cobb.
the
rate
we
have
been
going
since
memorating
the
200th
anniversary
of
Deputy
Collector
Walter
H. Church asked all members of his
Joseph H. Karl, 53, who assisted in Matthews. 50. died at his home in church (400 in number) *o rise who Specialties between the acts were: J925 is it any wonder that people are [ the birth o{ Qeorge Washington with at the Corner school has returned to MILLIONS USE RINSO
Examination Day, a humorous skit,
her home in Farmington.
the construction of the Gamewell Tenant’s Harbor.
, ,
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had received ballots, and 27 respond with Rebecca Arey as teacher, Wood- crying for lower taxes. With a town [
debt between $15,000 and $20,000 it varled exerclses S*UU'8 f°rtb the
Mr. and Mrs. Alden P. Allen went in tub, washer and dishpan
fire alarm, died at his home on Oak
A. E. Humes was a new guard at ed. If like percentage prevailed in row Bunker principal, pupils Agnes
to
Camden Sunday to spend tlie day
is
about
time
we
began
to
raise
less
\
great
lessons
from
his
career,
lessons
street.
other religious societies, the senti- Mathieson, Pauline Smith, Bessie
the 8tate Prison.
Harry Kenniston signed a contract
i in character, patriotism and religion. with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen.
Mrs. Sarah D. Eugley of Boston ment of the electorate cbuld not I swears, Delwin Webster, Alton Hoo- money and curtail expenses.
SOUTH WARREN
to pitch for the Manchester team in succumbed to zero weather while haye been nghtly expressed.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brown are
The warrant this year calls for The assemblage was representative
| klns; vocal duet> ..Take Me Back
the New England League.
happy
over
the
arrival
of
a
daughter,
$11,500
for
schools.
This
is
a
large
h
h
Rni
hts
of
p^
hias
att
endwalking from the night train to her
With all its honesty and care the , Again
Kathieen." Ruth Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey who
Judson B. Winslow sold his house daughter's home in Warren, and was
sum of money and seems almost too
, ,
,
.
. Feb. 14. The little newcomer has been
on Limerock street to Walter S. found frozen to death half embed Digest force, like all other forces, ex- Louise Morton; solo dance by Bessie large for a town of this size to spend ing in a l5ody' als0 the Slsterhood’ named Marilyn Elizabeth and she is have been at their home here for a
cept the one great Foice, is subject to ] swears, Diano accompaniment by her
O'Brien of Thomaston.
for schools, but I would not be in and the local Grange Pupils from the first girl born in the Herbert week returned to Portland Tuesday.
ded in a snowdrift near the kitchen
The farmers all have their ice
Capt. Andrew Wilson went to window of the house she was strug errors. In 1930 the writer receivedI mother, Mrs. Leonard Swears; reci- favor of cutting down the teachers’ the schools occupied the center seats, Brown family.
two votes on the Digest’s Prohibition , utions, Aura Williams, Carolyn
Mystic, Conn., to take charge of gling to reach.
Harold Wiley of Lincolnville is I houses filled from the pond of I. E.
wages, at all. They only work eight The exercises were as follows:
poll
whereas
each
voter
is
supposed
Calderwood;
darky
chorus
with
Schooner Annie F. Lewis for the Gil
working for Earl Norwood for an in- Spear.
Jesse Carroll was elected president to receive but one. How many others j banjo accompaniment by Louise months in the year and they make
bert Transportation Co.
Processional — “Fidelity March,” definite time.
1 Friends of B. L. Stevens of Cushing
of the Bovs’ Department of the Rock were treated in like manner no one 'Morton; piano solo, Ernestine Car- little enough as it is.
Friends of Ephraim Baird gathered I were saddened at the news of his
Joseph York and Frank S. Marsh port Y. M. C. A. Others who had a
orchestra, pianist, Miss Albra Stone;
One
way
to
make
a
saving
this
knows.
How
many
I
will
receive
in
!
ver;
rec
itation,
Eiflyn
Roberts
The
cf the Maine Central staff, saw 10 prominent oart were Herbert Well
invocation and prayer, pastor; se at his home Feb. 17 and gave him a death. He was a man welt liked by
the' present contest is uncertain, several numbers were all well given year is to cut out the buying of new
bald eagles near Woolwich.
man. Roland Pierce, Ralph Wooster, Thus far but one has been received and much enjoyed, and the whole books for the schools. I do not be lection, young ladies choir, pianist real birthday surprise party. Re- i everyone and a good cit—cn.
Chester Copeland was badly injured Rov .St. Clair. Theodore LaFolley, Eu
and leader, Miss Albra Stone; reci freshments were served in which a
Al the Grange meeting Thursday
about the head while coupling cars at gene Goodwin, Clvde Sonar, Lester and that will never be used. To my ; performance pronounced a most suc- lieve it is necessary to buy so many , tations by Lawrence Beverage, Ralph handsome birthday cake held promi- evening a program relating to Washnew
school
books
every
year.
It
j
mind the question is too vital to be , cessful one. Much praise is due Miss
Woolwich.
nent place.
ington's birthday anniversary was
Shibles, George Grant Lester Hav
costs a lot of money and it seems to ! BeverAge, Thelma Parsons; dates in
Harold C. Haskell, son of Mr. and ener. Ralph Buzzell. Clyde Grove, tampered or played with. When the i Orcutt for her efficient work,
Messrs. Neal and Libby motored to J carried out and the Grange was
Washington's
Life,
Donald
Green

me as the schools close in June there
. • » .
Mrs. Charles A. Haskell of Rockland, Howard MacFarland, Harry York, true test comes—if it ever does—it
fortunate in having as visitors Hon.
must be plenty of school supplies to law, Philip Brown, Emery Hopkins, Swan Lake Monday for fishing,
was appointed probation officer in Maynard Ingraham and Walter will be time enough then to array
Obadiah Gardner and Mr. and Mrs.
Washington
’
s
Anniversary
Keith
Beverage,
Richard
Waterman;
The
usual
crowd
gathered
at
Hobbs
’
last through.
forces -against forces.
Brookline, Mass.
F. L. S. Morse of Pleasant Valley
Observance
The
Good
Little
George,
Victor
Bev

Pond
Sunday
for
iceboating,
skating,
Achorn.
Sometimes the minority have a
I understand there are 15 different
William Cogan fell on the ice,
Grange, who added much to the
Ralph C. Thorndike, 84. well knowm way to make it appear that every
An appropriate program was given articles in the warrant asking for a erage, John Waterman, George hockey and other sports.
breaking his left wrist.
ship carpenter, died in Rockport.
Misses Gertrude Hardy, Katherine meeting by their well timed remarks.
Friday afternoon by pupils of the special appropriation on roads. My Young, Donald Young, William Hop
thing
is
going
their
way
until
the
test
Gilbert Hall bought the Capt. Zenas
Tbe Appleton Dramatic Club pre comes to prove the contrary. It was Washington grammar school, Marie idea is to turn these all down, use kins; song, Lucile Gillis, Dorothy True, Eileen Payson and Marion Sandwiches, Washington pie, coffee
Shaw house on Holmes street.
sented "Jedediah Judkins. J. P .” with my esteemed privilege to attend the' Tee'e- teacher. Amon? the numbers everyone alike and save the town Thayer, Carolyn Greenlaw; recita Hobbs who attend Camden High and cocoa were served in the dining
Thomas Sullivan, employed for 30 W. B. Arrington in the title role.
tions, Wilfred Mills, John Brown, School are home for a week’s vaca room. A cake handsomely decorated
Democratic State Convention two were: Song, Wave High Your Flags, $4000 or perhaps $5000 this year.
years in the polishing mill of the
with flags and Washington’s portrait
Mrs. Nancy Hobbs. 64, and Mrs. years ago. When the platform as scHool; Washington, Sven Swanson;
Burdis
Brown; selections by the K.P. tion.
Here is a suggestion: Let the town
granite plant at Hurricane Island, Amanda Crane, 80, died in Hope.
attracted much attention.
and
Sisterhood
chorus,
“
America
the
Riley
Simmons
celebrated
his
81st
outlined
by
the
committee
was
read
■
p
edg
®
.
alliance
in
song;
Tis
died at his home on T street, aged 70
Capt. Samuel Goss of Stonington it was found to contain a dry plank Splendid to Live So Grandly, James raise $1200 in lieu of the specials, to Beautiful;”
recitations,
Franklin
birthday,
Feb.
22,
spending
the
day
be used only on bad places that may
years.
owned schooner Fiheman, which which was promptly objected to by ?ar^°n’t
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
Gear®e Washington m come from time to time on our back Waterman, Viola Beverage, Norma with his niece, Mrs. Lura Norwood.
Nathan K. Spaulding. 76 died at foundered off Cape Elizabeth.
Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Miss Ruth Ehlert of Alexandria, tism,
the wets with considerable noise. An £°at
BlueWashington’s roads, as we call them, and not to be Howard, Hope Ames; song, "Mount
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
the home of his daughter, Mrs. W. A.
Capt. E. F. Simpson died verv sud expression by rising was called for SPir*’ Amy Boutilier; song. Minuet
Va., is visiting her friend, Mrs. C. A.
Vernon
Bells,
”
grade
school
girls;
METHYL BALM
Wardwell, Lake avenue.
denly at his home in Stonington, a when, as near as could be estimat- by. Mozart' “hoo ; dialogue and used for any other purpose, and to [ offering for China Flood Relief Dunton.
will bring almost instant relief?
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden went to victim of heart disease.
be spent by the road commissioner.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Mr. Wellman and son Harry of
ed, between 300 and 400 stood for its ! P?™* "Y Colon‘alcs costame by Each place so repaired not to cost “ess^"^^^011 S'
71 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Fruitland Park, Fla., for the re
Liberty called on his cousin Mrs.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
adoption while but 35 stood for elimi- “abel ,f7nchkson, and ®ve,n Swanson; over $50 unless absolutely necessary.
mainder of the winter.
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Jackson
last
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50
cents
18-Th-tf
adult
chorus,
‘
(Faith
of
Our
GLENMERE
nating it
IL ke Washington, Hester Brown; This will take care of a lot of bad
Mrs. Eva Hatch sustained a broken
..... ....
Fathers;" tableau by ladies of the
The Prohibition amendment to the ! Wb° Had a,Hateh«t? “ng by girk holes, if there happen to be any.
knee cap as the result of a fall on icy
Sisterhood; orchestra, medley, Gos
Maurice Simmons, a student at Constitution was carried by some 43 “d,boys; Washington Day exercise,
Main street.
If the voters of this town (and I
Barton Eugene Burgess mean taxpayers) have a mind to do pel Hymns, “Joy and Praise;” bene
Schooner A. Heaton, Rockland for Colby, passed the holiday recess with or 44 States, and it does seem strange |
New York with lime, battered by his parents, Mr. and Mrs Rodney that 36 of them have repented—the John Beckman, Olaf Holmquist. Al- it the high taxes that are now pre- diction; recessional march, "Onward
FLORIDA
Christian Soldiers,” orchestra.
d
storms, sank in the fairway, two miles Simmons.
number necessary for repeal. It ton Lawry; piano solo, Eugene Bur- vailing wilI come d
gess; George Washington, NobleCom-t0 brin„ th
d
, ’
.
' ay
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis and does seem to me unthinkable.
Special mention should be made
MIAMI’S
below Boston Light. The crew was
cared for at the light. Capt. James daughter Hilda of Port Clyde were
^l^piay^6
I ^^he^dto^U^eWXPX of the two beautiful tableaux by the
Ideal Resort Hotel
t>
W. R. Walter.
Sisterhood. There were 12 in each
acts,
L. Hart of Glenmere was in command. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wal
are
Convenient to all pointa of interest—Modem in every way.
ter
Barter.
Betsey
Ross,
Emily
Winslow;
George
one
representing
“
Rock
of
Ages"
and
The Polycootis Club, composed
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kelty and
Washington, Sven Swanson; Robert pruning knife, and why not St. “Columbia,” and with the colored
principally of scallop fishermen, was
George. Our taxes are going higher
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
son
Charles
visited
relatives
in
MilMorris,
Carl
Anderson;
songs.
Flag
light thrown upon the groups they
mourning the absence of Bill Mitchell,
Mrs. Eudora Miller was hostess at of the Free, The Red, White and every year and so is our town debt, were very effective. In view of the
who was attacked by homesickness ton, Mass., last week. Their daughter
MOTEL
and
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the
time
to
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stop
the
meeting
of
the
Susannah
Wesley
Helen who is attending high school
Blue, Star Spangled Banner, school;
appeal over the air by Mrs. Charles
and returned to Bass Harbor.
it.
e
.
E.
A.
A garage was being built on Park at Tenant’s Harbor passed the week Society Monday afternoon. Wash- I Washington’s Kiss, Etta Ames; reciA. Lindbergh in behalf of China,
St. George, Feb. 24.
ington’s Birthday was observed with tation, Thelma Polk; harmonica se
street for the Portland-Rockland Au with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sorquist.
stricken by the greatest flood in his
Winslow Watt and daughter Mrs. appropriate exercises.
Corner Second St. and First Ave.
lections, Mayland Barton; Our Flag,
tomobile Co., John A. Lester, local
tory, the offering which amounted
Mrs. Mabelle Moore spent the week Ellen Wahlman; recitation, Doris
TENAN T'S HARBOR
Verona Miller were Rockland visitors
Bookie!
RATES: (European)
manager.
to $16.57 is sent to that relief fund.
0Q«M »
end at home from Rockland.
on
Single $2 50 to $8 00 dally
Ociabcr)
James Donohue was appointed fish Saturday.
Barton; The Future Historian, Vera
The question was asked, “How many
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Miss Mona Jones was home from Warren; Washington's Picture, Eu
Due to the unfavorable weather
Application
commissioner by Governor Cobb, who
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan was recently heard Mrs. Lindbergh?" and it
Hotel
Dining Room Service Vnsurpaued Maselynn
also named Thomas J. Lyons as labor Wednesday afternoon only 17 attend Kent's Hill for the weekend and holi gene Burgess; recitations, Ellen a Rockland visitor.
seemed that every hand in the
H
H.M
asi
Stamford
ed the supper served by the ladies day.
commissioner.
Wahlman, Ruth Young, Ruth Hill;
William Clayter Jr. and his mother church was raised. The auditorium
Manager
Del. Co.
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard Greenlaw of Franklin’s Toast, James Barton; of Lincolnville were callers in this was decorated with the large flag of
at the Ridge Church vestry. The
N. Y.
Portland
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guests
of
Mr.
and
regular
covenant
meeting
and
annual
songs by school, America For Me, place last week.
These births were recorded;
the old church directly in back, each
Mrs. George Greenlaw.
church
business
meeting
followed
the
America the Beautiful; The Ameri
Rockland, Feb. 2 to Mr. and Mrs.
Some excitement in town regarding electrolier having crossed flags and
Clarence E. Reed of New York has can’s Creed; February Heroes; reci
supper.
town meeting.
a reproduced oil painting of Stuart’s
W. Irvin Elwell, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley, Mrs. been at his home here. He w’as ac tation, Like Lincoln, Leo Conary. A
Port Clyde. Jan. 25. to Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis. Mrs. Verona Miller and companied by his sister, Miss Bessie
.
.
.
, ..
It is pleasing to hear favorable re "Washington.” The committee hav
number of parents, relatives and J ports of Sewell Wall who has been ing this in charge was Mrs. Jennie
LaForest Teel, a son.
Mrs. Walter Barter attended the Reed, who has been in Boston and friends were invited to attend the seriously ill.
Stone, Mrs. Mabel Stone and Leon
Port Clyde, Jan. 27, to Mr. and Mrs. service at Port Clyde Baptist Chapel New York several weeks.
exercises. Invitations and souvenir
Stone. The K. P. and Sisterhood
Mrs.
Warren
Philbrook
is
recover
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the
custom
for
more
, i Bert York, a daughter.
last Thursday evening.
chorus was led by Miss Dorothy
ing rapidly from her recent illness.
than 25 vears the Woman’s Club ob hatchets were made by the pupils.
Port Clyde Jan. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Watts is in Portland, Stone.
served Washington’s Birthday Tues
George bay, a son.
In a brief talk to the scholars
guest of her sister Mrs. Etta Hart.
SWAN'S ISLAND
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Vinalhaven, Feb. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Washington
the
pastor
Old man winter has certainly about
Maude Clark Gay. The meeting was
T. E. Libby, a son.
News was received here last week of J stepped in on us this month and given stressed how he cultivated health by
opened with reading of the collect
■e 4*$
Union, Feb. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
good habits and a love of the outand salute to the Flag. The cere- the death of Miss Alice Smith of Ber- [us S0I?e S°°d cold weather.
Simmons, a son.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will observe of-doors; took life seriously, supple
mony was very effective with Mrs. M. I nard. She had been an invalid for six
Camden, Feb. 6 to Mr. and Mrs. G.
Louise Miller as soloist and Mrs. W. years but was always very cheerful Washington’s Birthday this Thursday menting his schooling by wide and
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
F. Sweetser, a son, Charles Lindsey.
G Labe at the piano. As Mrs. Miller and enjoyed life as best she could. evening. Supper will be served at the selective reading ln agriculture, bi
On Biscayne Bay
ography, history and government,
Camden, Feb. 4, to Mr. and Mrs. F
sang “Old Glory.” Mrs. Sarah Lash, She was born here 17 years ago, a close of the meeting.
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of
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gowned in colonial costume, came few years later her parents moving
which made him one of the best in
L. Dixon, a daughter.
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down the stairs bearing a large silk to Bernard. Besides her parents, Mr. Harbor, formerly of this place, un formed men of his times. Washing
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at
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George A. Mathews of Thomaston, a
Sace Weston, the latter recited a a brother, Clarence, Jr., and sister Maine General Hospital. Portland, heart; he believed God; he went to
A woman tropical, Intense,
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and act, in soul and
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where modern appointments and
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thoughtful service contribute a more
b , Robertson, a son.
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*
Hope, Jan. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
of
the
Western
Union
Telegraph
office
the
district
director.
Mrs.
Ruth
El.................
.................
...
drew
Smith.
Much
sympathy
is
exthese
United
States.
Nothing
reveals
charmed circle about the New
ample measure of h appiness to
Charles Taylor, a son.
in Boothbay Harbor. Friends in this more the heart of Washington than
England hearth in “Snowbound" thelingwood of Rockland, who was the! tended t0 t.be family.
Rockland, Feb. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
guest of honor. Mrs. Ellingwood. al- J
-------;----------community
extend
to
her
their
best
his letter to Lafayette after the war
smart living. Convenient to every
Pasquale Daniello, a son.
picture of that “not unfeared, half
Biscayne Room
Rockland. Feb. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. welcome guest,” the woman evan wavs a charming and vivacious : As yet none of fbp peace-makers in wishes that rapid recovery may fol had ended: “I never expect to draw
low.
Her
address
for
the
next
two
speaker,
talked
on
club
issues
and
;
tbe
Democratic
party
has
been
bold
important attraction in the greater
Harold W. Haynes, a daughter.
Dining ralon do
gelist Nor was the picture an Im their relation to the individual club- enough to suggest a 1932 ticket of weeks at least will be Maine General my sword again. I can scarcely con
ceive the cause that would induce
luxe. Rendezvous
Rockland, Feb. 18, to Mr. and Mrs. aginary one. Harriet Livermore
She was presented with a colonial i
and cannon.—Miami News
Hospital, Portland, Maine.
of the smart coo
Mia mi area.
me to do it. My first wish is to see
Moses Mills, a son.
inopolitan group.
was a real woman. She traveled wide bouquet bv Mrs. Miller. Original
Rockland. Feb. 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
the whole world at peace and its in
Overlooking Bizly, preached often and eloquently songs in honor of George Washing
European or American Plan
cay ne Bay, Bay;
MARTINSVILLE
Allen W. Sewall, a son, Carl W.
habitants one band of brothers
ton
were
sung
and
a
roll
call
with
front
Park aim
of the imminent second coming of
striving who should contribute most
Wm. M. Gale, Manager
»he A »la nt Ocean.
the Christ, and once had defied extracts from his addresses given by
Tlie
annual
meeting
and
election
of
to
the
happiness
of
mankind.
As
a
every tradition of her sex by talking the members. Mrs. A. P. Jackson en East Boston Mother officers was held at the Ridge Church citizen of the great republic of hu
before congress, nnd twice on the tertained with piano solos and Mrs.
Feb. 17. After a supper and devo manity I indulge the idea that the
Miller sang old-time songs dressed in
Tells a Secret
tional period the transaction of busi period is not remote when the bene
same day. For some time she had a lovely old-fashioned gown and
made her home with Lady Hester powdered wig. Luncheon was served How do you keep your childregi so nice ness took place. All offices were fits of free commerce will succeed
Stanhope until the two nad quar at small tables with the holiday de and healthy? This question pleases Mrs. filled as before with the exception of tlie devastations and horrors of war."
now tells her neighbors:
that of assistant superintendent of
Congratulations are due the teach
reled over a horse they both de sign carried out in favors and ices. McKay,“Iwho
happened to hear about
the Sunday school, to which Mrs. ers in our grade schools, Miss Cole,
sired
to
ride
when
the
Messiah
The
hostess
w
’
as
assisted
by
Mrs.'
Margarite Grindle was appointed* Miss Nye, Miss Beverage, Mrs. Hask
Thousands joyfully astonished at should appear.
Voa’ll enjov stopping al
Lash and Mrs. Miller. There were 20 J
The office of secretary-treasurer has ell for their work, and gratitude is
swift 48 hour relief
tins ultra-iuotlern hotel.
On her return to America she members and guests present.
been changed to secretary and treas expressed for their co-operation in
1 Located '*a step from
urer, Wilfred Hooper being appoint this community affair.
Progressive pharmacists will tell talked herself in nnd out of the
Laxative
Worm
Expeller
I Broadway”, overlooking
DEER ISLE
ed secretary and Byron Davis re
you that the popular big selling pre good graces of the people of Ply
The chairman for jlorth Haven of
world-renown Times
through a relative — as my little boy tained as treasurer. Some new offices the Washington observance is First
scription for rheumatism right now mouth, Mass. She offered to give
Square. I he city’s most
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell gave a was for some time troubled with loss were brought to light as follows: Selectman Leon Stone.
is Allenru—for 85 cents you can get a free lecture in the village church.
interesting places, thea
a generous bottle from David L. Mc Three people in succession entered pie supper and dance in their garage of appetite, restlessness at night and Mrs Winnie Simmons was appointed
tres, smart shops, busi
at times was very fretful, I decided to deaconess for the coming year in in
Carty or anv up to date druggist.
while she was speaking, leaving the Saturday evening.
HOPE
The Sunset church aid is rehearsing try Dr. True’s Elixir ... He began to terest of the church at Port Clyde
ness centers are all near
You can get it with an absolute door open behind them and neces
by. -1400 outside rooms,
guarantee that if it doesn’t stop the sitating a pause In her eloquence a short play to be given in the near improve immediately and in a very short and Adelbert Simmons junior deacon,
time . e wa.s wel1 • • • I would never whose especial duty will be to help
Miss Ruth Thurlow, who has been
each with a private bath
pain—the agony—and reduce the and her request to close It. After future.
Miss Lillian Greenlaw who teaches be without it.” — Mrs. E. G. McKay, with the communion at Port Clyde a patient at Knox Hospital is im
ttub and shower), a radio
swelling in 48 hours—your money
429A
Saratoga
St.,
E.
Boston
(Mass.).
the third repetition of the offense in Lewiston is spending the holiday
and with any other duties which may proving and will return home soon.
and servidor. Note sur
back.
she became obviously furious and recess with her mother Mrs. Caro Signs of Worms are: Constipation, require his helo. The title of hon
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy held a
Uric Acid Poison Starts To
prisingly moderate rates.
deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, orary deaconess was bestowed on Mrs. whist party for the benefit of the
refused to proceed until one of ibe line Greenlaw.
Leave Body In 24 Hours
SINGLt •3.«3.Sa-«-t
Mrs.
Paul
W.
Scott
came
home
Frioffensive
breath,
hard
and
full
stomach
street
lights
fund
at
their
home
Sat

audience
volunteered
to
act
as
door

Thankful
Harris
and
Mrs.
Alice
Trus.ocuii.
Out of your joints and muscles go
with
pains,
pale
face,
eyes
heavy,
short
urday
evening.
Ten
tables
were
dav
from
Bliss
Memorial
Hospital,
sell
in
appreciation
of
their
manv
the uric acid deposits that cause all keeper. At the lecture’s close the
Miss Mary Weed of Brunswick is dry cough, grinding of the teeth, etc.
years of faithful service. It was also filled.
your suffering—it’s a safe, sensible, speaker announced she had for sale
Ravmond Ludwig and Everett
scientific formula—free from harm a certain brand of pills, and asked remaining for a while with Mrs. P Dr. Tnie’s Elixir laxative-worm ex voted to send an amount to the state
were in South Hope last Thurs
ful or pain deadening drugs.
those who had interrupted her to re W. Scott. Her mother Mrs. Ada Weed peller is a pure herb medicine . . . secretary for the sunport of misrionr Hobbs
and some plans were laid down for day and Friday on town business.
The same absolute guarantee holds deem themselves by being the first has returned after several weeks' mild and pleasant to take.
Hope Grange will hold a day session
the coming year, and all are looking
stay here.
Successfully used for 8i years.
good for sciatica, neuritis and lum to buy!
44»«45Sts.
BOY MOULTON
There are several cases of colds and
for bigger and better things during Feb. 27. Dinner will be served at
bago—quick, joyful relief—no more
(©. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)
at«ttiAva
MN.t,
noon.
•
1932.
grippe about town.
Idle days—it removes the cause.

Even a child can
see these suds
are

R*nJ0

GRALYNN

COLUMBUS
HOTEL

Who was Who?

T

it*

Inexpensive Prescription
Guaranteed to End
Rheumatism

Dr.Ihies Elixir

THOMASTON

pjjcj^ne

Every-Olher-bay
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MYER’S

APPLETON RIDGE
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I
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FOR SALE
a....--.--..-- -- - a

Mrs. Ethel Moody spent last week
Work on the bridge was halted last
Miss Rebecca Robertson is visiting
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham returned
week until after town meeting at with relatives in, Augusta.
in Boston and Worcester. She will Saturday from East Vassalboro where I
FITTED Wood for sale. $160 per ft.,
which time some action must be ta
return to resume her position Man- she has been staying with her daugh- i
Norman Perry and Cecil Arrington bunch
kindling free with every foot; 10
ken regarding the clearing away of
day as teacher in the grade schools.
ter. Mrs. B. Harold Cates while re- ig
bunches kindling $1. SOUTHEND WOOD
motored
Friday
to
Palmer,
Mass.
the old dam, etc. The bridge proper
Miss Sarah Linnell is in New Ycik cuperating after surgical treatment at 'g
YARD. Tel. 76-J.
73*25
Boys' Pants sold so well last week that we thought
They were accompanied back by P.
is practically completed.
depart- Thayer's Hospital. Waterville, the re- jj
j in the interest of the millinery depart
26 FOOT BOAT with marine model T
we
’
d
give
the
men
a
chance
this
week.
Therefore
we
Albert
Lester,
Maynard
Deane
and
'
suit
of
an
infected
foot.
%
Ford.
Al
condition.
Price
$200
HAROLD
D.
Perry
who
is
spending
a
few
days
ment of the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store.
THOMPSON, Port Clyde. Me. Box 57.
Stanley Snow came from Portland with
famU h’re
Mrs Rebecca Fowle will be hostess j
offer for this week only—
The names of three graduates of
23*25
Sunday to attend the funeral of the
to
the
Twentieth
Century
Club
Fri■
SPONSORED AND
Pitman
Thomaston High School are on the
W. M. Newtoert and A. G.
HOUSEHOLD
furnishings,
dining
late F. K. Thorndyke and returned
day
afternoon
at
her
home.
chairs,
buffet,
Kineo
range,
dishes,
etc.
dean's list of the University of Maine:
have recently purchased 7-tube
GUARANTEED BY
Monday.
Price right for Immediate sale. ARTHUR
Mrs. Effie Veazie and daughter [
Luthera and Leroy Burton and Edith
Miss Helen Sleeper is spending a Philco radios, table models.
L. ROGERS. Rogers Barber Shop. LimeSTUDEBAKER
Mary returned Tuesday night from ,
Stevens.
rock gt„ City.
23-25
! week's vacation at her home here,
The Abraham Block place at Oyster a visit with relatives in Massachusetts.:
coming Saturday from Bridgewater,
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, bath, fine
of
the
strict
In
the
interest
These
arc
well
made,
medium
heavy,
good
wearing,
with
heavy
The Nitsumsosum Club members
cellar, bam. 14 acre field, Oliver St.,
River has changed hands again. Wal' Mass.
pockets—just the thing for a working man
economy to which Tammany now % mile from nostofflee. Quick sale
I ter Maurer of Rockland is the pres and their husbands were entertained i
The second meeting of the 4-H pledges itself in running New York, $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
at supper and bridge Wednesday eve- j
ent owner.
i
18-tf
Club was held in the primary school maybe the boys will take to using Tel. 1080.
| ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.1
Also we continue the offer of—
building Friday afternoon. Cooking cardboard instead of tin boxes.—Bos
Word has been received here of the ■ Walter Carroll.
SCREENED LUMP soft coal. $8.50:
hard coal. $15; fitted hard wood, $12. J.
i is the project to be taken up by the ton Herald.
’ death Feb. 23 in Boston of Milton H. j Miss Mabel Howe of Camden was |
B. PAULSEN, Thomaston. Tel. 84-2.
| majority of the club, a few taking
French, a native of this town. Mr. guest Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper
24*26-tf
i sewing and some room improvement.
French was thought to be convalescing
COMPUTING scales, electric meat
West street.
I Miss Loana Spearin and Mrs. Clevefrom an operation. The remains will McKinney.
grinder, show cases, other store fixtures
Friends are glad to learn that Mrs. |
for sale. HENRY CARLETON. Rock
i land Sleeper, Jr., had charge of the
be brought. tokThomaston.
.„. .
.
| Minnie Crozier is making satisfactory j
Our New Spring Goods are arriving every day and at such low
24*29
Advertisements ln this column not to port.
meeting.
March
7
is
the
date
set
for
Mrs. Robert Lfbby is ill at her home j prOgr€SS toward recovery from her
prices that everybody will be pleased. We’d be glad to have you
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
| the next session.
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addi

on
Gay
street.
■
recent
illness
and
it
is
expected
she
:
All eyes are on your car as you
come in and see us.
buildings, pasture land, hay,
A movement is being promoted to tional lines five cents each for one time. modern
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
Charles Tuttle remains on the list will be out again in a few days,
10 cents for three times. Six words MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
flash by in the Rockne. And
form
a
Boy
Scout
Patrol
here
and
a
of the sick ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Farmer are I
I meeting of.prospective leaders and make a line.
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
21-tf
with good reason! The Rockne
Charles Young's sickness has spending the school vacation with
others was held Monday night in the
BRASS BED. spring and mattress, full
turned and good improvement is ap- Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Harris at
has style no other car at any
size. $8 MRS LEROY CHATTO. 35 Mc
Sf t primary school building. Both Boy
Loud St. Tel. 1062-M
24-26
parent. Mrs. Oliver Hahn was re- Boothbay Harbor.
Z j Scouts and 4-H Clubs are very
price can give you.
cently placed in charge as night
Fred C. Wallace, with Frank Taylor
EIGHT HEAD Jersey cows and heifers,
IhoJld^end
aT'the^aid^Xe^o
bull 7 months old. Ford ton truck, two
nurse
i of Swanville, have been awarded the
It has size and tremendous
sleighs, one-half ton truck body for sale.
Richard E. Dunn. Maynard Went-c“'racl f°r yarding out pulp
——— forming branches here, as it is a pity
EDGAR W. MOODY, Union. Tel. 9-4.
oower. It is built with that
OPEN FACE gold watch, initials. W. W.
22-24
worth and John Mitchell and Allie at So“^. Wa™" f°r B*lfas‘
I
[ for so fine a group of young peopie
substantial thoroughness
H.
H
on
back
case,
lost
between
Watts
Crouse of Friendship who attended [William Ot erlock and son Don
IN TIMES LIKE THESE think of the
FRIENDSHIP
hall and Albert Hall’s home. Suitable elemental advantages of the farm—there
1
t
a
°
^
ave
social
activities
m
the
vua session of Peter Woodman Lodge. K.' atLaIe aaslstin8 011 ' ® -10 •
which you expect of a Studereward to finder. WILLIAM W. H. HALL. is food and shelter at least for those
Preparations are being made to
of P. in Lynn, Mass.),have returned. „Mrs' ?Ia5^ra S?
23-25 living on them. My farm ls for sale; my
rg-,
«
«
1 Raymond Thorndyke of Melrose Thomaston.
open
Burnham
&
Morrill's
clam
fac

baker product.
Mrs. W P. Strong is spending the | Maynard and daughter Nancy who
reason for selling. “Age." See GEORGE
I
/\
I
r*
54
|
(
Highlands,
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Clifton
tory.
E REDMAN. Morse's Corner. Thomaston.
See the Rockne and drive
week in Waterville, guest of her have been spending the past few day’s
Scrivens of Woburn, Mass., who were
24-26
Mrs Edith L. Wilder and son Rob
7 » Me. Some good hay for sale. %
' with Mrs. Ingraham's parents, Mr.
mother.
called here Friday by the illness and
it, if you would find out what
ert
D.
Wilder
of
Gardner,
Mass.,
are
NEW MILCH Jersey cow and calf,
and
Mrs.
Charles
Everett,
in
Walt
Honor parts of the senior class of„
How would you like to safely and death of F. K. Thorndyke, returned
$40. ERNEST L. STARRETT. Tel.
these advancements mean:
4 i Price
the high school have been awarded ^m. Mass., returned home Wednes visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash.
to their homes Monday.
1-13 Warren.
22*24
-------day
night.
Due
to
the
icy
conditions
at
the
harmlessly
lose
15
pounds
of
fat
in
a
•
*
•
*
thus: Valedictory. Russell Morgan;
GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with
PRACTICAL NURSING work des’red.
Miss
Mary
Cavanaugh
is
staying
at
wharf,
O.
C.
Cook's
truck
.and
Charles
month
and
at
the
same
time
increase
year guarantee for sale. New list
Grammar School Notes
salutatory. Grace Miller: first oration,
References. C. L. ROACH, 132 Park St. one
just out Prices reduced on new 1932
Emily Stevens: second oration, John the home of William Moon while Mrs. Grant's roadster each ran into Sten- your energy and improve your health?
Members of the grammar school Tel. 441-J.
13*24 motors.
A. L. ANDERSON. Camden.
Moon
is
recovering
from
the
effects
ger's
store
Tuesday.
There
were
only
Singer.
ROW BOAT wanted. 12 or 14 ft.
How would you like to lose your feel that it has been very fortunate in
24*35
FREE WHEELING
of a sprained ankle.
minor damages.
the matter of gifts and gratefully ac RALPH RICHARDS. 25 Franklin St. Tel.
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
Stanley Gregory of Glencove was
24-26 Rockland
Allie Crouse and John Mitchell double chin and your too prominent knowledge the following presenta 526-R
and
Warren
for
sale,
fine
cor
IN ALL FORWARD
SITUATION wanted as bookkeeper or ner lot, new building, store and lunch
. of Mr. and
...Mrs..1 have been attending Peter Woodman, hips and abdomen and at the same tions and kind acts: Labor on new
Mrs E. L. Shibles and daughter a guest Tuesday
clerk
Good
wxperlence
ln
both
ca

complete with fixtures. To be gold
p
meetings in Lynn, Mass.
Miss Florence Shibles of New York Albert T. Carroll, Commercial street, j
time make your skin so clean and flag pole, by Frank Stanton; splicing pacities. MAY BELLE PENDLETON. 1 room
SPEEDS
at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John C.
24-26 St. Tel. 1080.
A DDt?K,
I Carlisle T. Lash of Cambridge clear that it will compel admiration? halyards, Benjamin Wiggin; a fine Alden St.. Camden. Phone 2312.
152-tf
Get on the scales today and see 5x8 foot American flag from Mrs.
Bourne for the holiday weekend, re
W AKKtlN
I Mass., is spending a week with his
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to seU flav
BARGAINS In new and used Johnson
turning Monday.
how much you weigh—then get a bot Harry Wiggin; and on Tuesday after oring extracts after school; send for free Outboard motors. A. L. ANDERSON.
-------! mother Mrs. Jessie Lash.
WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO., Camden.
24*35
FULL SYNCHRONIZED
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cutting of! The funeral of Mrs. Albert Hussey tle of Kruschen Salts that costs next noon C. S. Watts gave a pleasing sample.
Mrs. Clarence Robinson is visit
Sanbornville, N. H.
22*31
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
ing her sister Mrs. Fannie Berry in South Portland were guests of Mrs. i of East Friendship was held at her to nothing and which will last you 4 talk before the school about China,
I WANT to buy large or small loti of $10: Junks, $10; long. $8; soft wood
SHIFT
R. E. Cutting over the holiday.
| late home Tuesday afternoon, Russell weeks. Take one-half teaspoonful in and his experiences in Hong Kong, hens
Andover. Mass.
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Llmarock mixed, $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
a
glass
of
hot
water
in
the
morning
—
displaying
some
interesting
souvenirs
Vernon
Packard
and
Josef
Vinal
)
Davis
of
Thomaston
in
charge,
St.
Tel. 806-J.
22-24
17-tf
N. F. Andrews and Robert Watts
were
home
from
University
of
Maine
Mrs.
Edith
Dingle
of
Massachusetts
cut
down
on
pastry
and
fatty
meats
from
China
and
elsewhere.
are putting in a supply of ice for
is
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
Brad

—
go
light
on
potatoes,
butter,
cream
Friday
afternoon
from
1
to
3.30
a
for
the
weekend
and
holiday.
dairy use.
and sugar—and when you have fin Washington Bi-centennial celebration *..........................................................
Late Sunday afternoon an unusu ford in East Friendship.
AUTOMATIC
John and Katherine Creighton who
The men of the Methodist Church ished the contents of this first bottle is planned in the nature of a birth
»
ally large "sun dog" was seen in the
have
been
spending
the
vacation
at
I _
-- --------------------- --t
will hold a supper in the vestry Fri weigh yourself again.
day party to which all parents are
SWITCH-KEY STARTING
southwest.
This
nearly
always
is
an
home have gone, the former to Bow
day evening to which the public is
cordially invited and urged to at
After
that
you
’
ll
want
to
walk
indication
of
a
severe
storm
but
this
doin College, the latter to Boston.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
cordially invited.
around and say to your friends, "One tend. There will be a short program
time it did not prove true to form.
Miss Mabelle Brown returned to
ROOM furnished apartment to Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
___ ______
____________________
George
Gray
attended the meeting j Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson and bottle of Kruschen Salts is worth one appropriate to the occasion ana an let.FIVEgood
14-tf
location, rent reasonable.
Portsmouth N. H.. Tuesday.
of the rural letter carrier associa- j Mrs. Lillian Brown of Wiley s Corner hundred dollars of any fat person's exhibition of the projects carried out ROBERT COLLINS.
4-POINT375 Main St. Tel.
AGENTS
’
COMMISSIONS.
Sell
f
Mr. and Mrs. Orrey F. Frost are ill tion Monday at Wiscasset.
13-tf grade razor blades. Cost you one high
by the children in observance of the 77
, visited Mr and Mrs. Roland Thomp- money.
cent Y
with grippe.
But refuse imitations—safeguard 200th anniversary of Washington’s
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. j 500 Sunday.
CUSHIONED POWER
COMFORTABLE 4-room apartment to each. Make 100 per cent profit. Send
your health—you lose fat SAFELY birth. The Chinese-Japanese exhibit let. Inquire GEORGE E. CROSS. Thom 25c for 10 sample blades and particu
Miss Mildred Demmons who spent H. Conant were Mr. and Mrs. George j
» « • •
aston. Tel. 186-11.
23-25 lars. JONCO SALES CO., P. O. Box 263.
also remains on display.
with Kruschen.
a vacation with her parents returns Ryder of Camden.
j
Bicentennial Celebration
Rockland.
23-tI
*
♦
*
•
CLEAN five room furnished apartment,
Leading
druggists
America
over
sell
to
Cambridge.
Mass.,
today.
Mrs. Amy Fuller has been ill with [ A program ,n honor of George
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
Aerodynamic Body Design
Improvements. $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
Frederick
Keating
Thorndyke
Miss Nancy Leighton of Lewiston grippeKruschen
Salts
—
you
can
always
get
69 Park sy Tel. 1080._____________ 24-tf Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
i Washington's 200th birthday anniverOne-Piece Fenders
Experienced workman. Work
Death came very unexpectedly to
who has been the guest of her grand
Mrs. Charles Young was very - sary was. presented in Bossa's hall 1 11 at David L. McCarty s.
AVAILABLE for rent four medium paired.
be called for and delivered, or leave
parents
at
the
Knox
Hotel
returned
Frederick
K.
Thorndyke
on
Feb.
19,
Sloping Radiators and Wind
price tenements. $15, $20. $25 ERNEST j. can
pleasantly surprised Friday evening \ Monday evening. It was under the --------------------------------at
23
Amesbury
Rockland, Me., or
18-tf 1 send parcel post. St.,
home Wednesday.
when several friends and relatives I auspiCes of the Friendship Village neth were in Cushing Tuesday at the after a brief illness. Mr. Thorndyke, C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
shields
S. ARTHUR MACOM
Roland Hahn who has spent sev appeared at her home, presenting her school. Advent Church. Farm Bureau home of Homer Marshall
one of the seven children of Capt.
LARGE, well furnished, heated rooms BER. Tel 958-J.
157*U-tf
New Convertible Body Styles
rent. $4 per week. 31 SUFFOLK ST.
eral weeks visiting his sons in Cam with a handsome butterfly quilt and! _______
R. J. Marshall attended the fu George and Arethusa (Sleeper) for
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
ancj 4_h_____
Club The program: WashTel.
824-M.
24*26
land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
Extra Long Wheelbases
bridge and Malden, Mass., returned creating a general good time for all. I ington's Inaugural March, orchestra; neral of the late Bert L. Stevens in Thorndyke, was a member of two of
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St., solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
home Wednesday.
the oldest families in South Thom with
Extra Large Six-Cylinder Power
The self invited guests were Mrs. J America, school and audience; Wash- Cushing last Thursday.
14-tf
electric
lights,
flush
toilet,
garage.
• * « •
Friday night the Forty Club rifle Leda Martin, Mrs. Edwin Gammon, ington's Hacking Hatchet, Phyllis
aston, which have been prominent Inquire MR SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St
Plants
DO YOU NEED MONEY? Complete
14-tf home
team of Rockland will be guests of Mrs. Lizzie Waltz, Mrs. Gertrude | Felker. Phyllis Cushman. Kelsey
both socially and politically in town Tel. 888
Mrs.
Dora
Hussey
furnishings bought for cash. Con
Quadruply Counterweighted
the Thomaston Rifle Club, Inc. A Benner and son Richard of Waldo- Cushman: United Liberty March orAPARTMENT on second floor, three nections with high grade appraisers and
This community was shocked Sat affairs for more than a century. He
Crankshafts
shoulder to shoulder match is on deck. boro, Mrs. Sadie French, Miss \ chestra; The First Flag, primary chil- urday evening on learning of the was born in ’South Thomaston April furnished rooms and bath to let. ANNE auctioneer. Phone or write CARL 6IM! MONS. Thorndike Hotel.
23-tf
Likewise a ten man team of the Cob- Thelma Oxton, Mrs. Susie Philbrook. | dren; America, the Beautiful, school sudden death of Dora, wife of Albert 6, 1861, but left here at an early age V. FLINT, 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M
Glass-Smooth Electro-Plated
19-tf | HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
bassa
Rifle
Club
of
Gardiner
is
com

Pistons
Mrs. Viola Durgin.
; and audience; The Stronger Force (20 J. Hussey. She had been in failing to live in Rockland and later in
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St. Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
ing here March 1. All dyed-in-the$10: fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and son - minute play). Miss Arlene Winchen- health for several years, but the end Massachusetts where he was mar Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTOH. 176 . lenirths.
Silent Carburetion
1-tf
14-tf CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
wool rifle fans are invited, though Samuel of Belfast were holiday1 baugh. Miss Eleanor Pottle. Myron came suddenly and unexpectedly. ried to Maude Wheeler, who died in Main St. Tel. 874-W.
' 8KATE SHARPENING ls a specialty of
Extra Large Brakes
space is limited.
ONE
ROOM
and
kitchenette
to
let,
dinner guests of Mrs. Amy Fuller.
Wotton. Albert Morton; recitations. Mrs. Hussey retired around 5 o’clock, 1893 leaving a young son, on whom gas stove, heated and lighted. $6 week. CRIE HARDWARE CO,. 409 Main St..
Hydraulic Shock Absorbers
Christian Anderson of Scarboro Phyllis Stevens. Mary Packard; rep- after not feeling very well during, the was lavished the father’s most tender V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. I Rockland.
14-tf
24-tf 1 DO YOU KNOW YOURSELF? Names
day. At 6 o'clock Mr. Hussey going care.
Self-Adjusting Spring Shackles
Mayflower Temple, P. S. and Ar and Miss Jennie Starrett were week- resenting Farm Bureau, song and
For many years Mr. Thorndyke
4-H Club; Washington, the to the room found her dead. The
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 23 and numbers scientifically tell all. Send
cana Lodge K P. observed the 200th end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ]' pledge.
Lanchester Vibration Damper
Surveyor, members of the Junior following Monday would have been was engaged in business in the Bos Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT. $1. blrthdky. and birth name ORLAN
anniversary of Washington’s birth Starrett.
240 Broadway.
14-tf : KEYES. 59 Paul Gore St.. Jamaica Pldlh.
Finger-Tip Steering
Rev. H. I. Holt conducted the fu High School; Bicentennial Poem. her 69th birthday anniversary. A ton Market District, where he made
Mass.
23*26
Wednesday evening with an interest
UNFURNISHED
five
room
apartment
Elizabeth
Osier;
address.
Rev.
E.
H.
a
host
of
warm
friends.
His
second
cake had already been received from
High Velocity- Cooling
ing program: George Washington neral of Mrs. Otto Wellman of Sears Timberlake.
with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX I LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
pastor
of
Advent
14-tf and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEsketch, presented by Mrs. Katherine mont Monday’ at the home of Mrs. Church: Pledge of Allegiance to the her daughter in Rockland, and she marriage was to Rebecca Sleeper, ST. Tel. 156-W
Owner Service Policy
was looking forward to cutting the Nov. 19, 1912, and a few years later
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar. ROCK ST Tel. 1010______________ IGtf
Studley, Mrs. Katherine Crawford. Fred Dean In Camden.
he returned to South Thomaston to toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Rev. Howard A. Welch will give Flag, school and audience; Star cake on that day.
Charles M. Starrett and Sayward
veranda, large yard. Adults only. /g ••• ••• •••
••• ♦ ••• *♦■•••••■ ••• $g
Banner.
. _
Mrs. Hussey had been a resident of j live and bought the well known large
Hall: vocal solo. Miss Irene Young; the first of a series of talks at the Spangled
Inquire 23 T STREEf. City.
14-tf I
_ _ ______ ♦
A
small
admission
charge
was
made
this
pj^g
since
her
early
years
and
Hayden
farm
where
he
was,
actively
Model Model
missionary
conference
in
Camden
reading. Mrs. Ada Chadwick; solo.
Vital Specifications "65” "75”
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit I
which
paid
all
expenses
and
left
a
wa3
a
kinc
i
neighbor
and
obliging
to
engaged
in
the
milk
business
at
the
able for family of two or three, at 15
Stanley Cushing;
quartet. Miss today, Thursday, having as his sub
Ab
St. Apply to MRS. FROST
Young, Mrs. Crawford, Mr. Cushing ject. "Too Far from the Frontiers." profit of about $9.00. The hall Was all ghe bad servec} her hfe fau;;. j time of his death. He was a man Summer
Tel. 318-W
14-tf
Extra Long Wheelbases 110’ 114’
well
filled
by
a
very
appreciative
auf
u
ny
a
beloved
wife
and
mother
of
very
shrewd
business
ability
and
He
will
be
followed
by
Frank
Ingra

and
William
Gillchrest.
Refresh

Large Motors—
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
be greatiy missed in the noted for his honest, straightforward
190’ 205’
ments and dancing followed, music ham of Rockland and the final talk dience. The orchestra was composed , and
Three rooms down, three up.
displacement
of piano. Miss Margaret Johnson; ; home an(} by aii her friends. She ■ dealings with everyone either in connection
will
be
by
Rev.
F.
W.
Barton
of
Ten

furnished
by
Miss
Alcada
Hall
piano,
large
hall, open attic, good yard.
Very Powerful Motors
Knapp Charles i was the motber of ten children, six j business or pleasure. Few are gift- Garagefront
violins, Donald R. Knapp,
66
72
If
desired.
Apply 12 WARREN
ant
’
s
Harbor,
all
three
addresses
to
Howard
Beattie,
violin.
Thomas
—brake h. p.
Grant; drum. Clarence Morton. Oth of whom are now living. She is sur- I ed
_ with so _keen
_ _
12-tf
an ___
insight into 8T. Tel. 577.
Sweeney drums. A large company be along the same line.
Extra Large Brakes—
14J
15.1
er
programs
will
be
presented
on
sigj
vived
by
her
husbandTsix
daughters,
\
human
nature
as
was
he.
This
with
HOUSE
to
let,
bath,
gas
and
lights.
gathered
to
enjoy
the
exercises
and
Hollis
Starrett
who
is
receiving
braking surface
sq. in. sq. in.
treatment" at theMaine General P'nVhroueho'urth^'bibenteimial cell- Mrs- Ethe! Blanchard of Brewer. Mrs. his great sense of humor gave him MRS E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St.
dance.
12-tf
Hospital
inPortland isreported to £at£n wffich tots until Thanksg v- Grace L'umsden and Mrs. Bertha a" inexhaustible stock of stories Tel. 526-M.
Prices Prices
The Clam Club was entertained'by .
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
Models and Bodies f. o. b. (. o. b.
,
.
-------------------------tation
which
(
las
s
until
!n
kg
stone
of
Rockland
Mrs
Jennie
Tee
,
whlc
h
hIS
masterly
style
of
relating,
factory factory
Stanley Miller at the Catch Basin be doing very well and may return
electric lights, gas and bath. Season
Tuesday afternoon. Each member home the last of this week. Rev. ini' siich Drog?amsPcannot but receive Mrs LilUe Coffln and Mrs. Estella coupled with his noted hospitality able. F. L. SHAW. 47 North Main St.
Tel.
422-R.
14-tf
Coupe, 2 passenger
#585 $685
Anderson
of
Port
Clyde
spveral
!
and
that
his
w
"
e
made
their
Charles Paul of South Portland has inspiration and an added apprecia
ate to the limit.
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
Coach, 5 passenger
595
f h
,
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
visited him several times during his tion of Washington, the man. andVhe | ^ndchiictren and great-grandchil- j home th
The
ladies
circle
of
the
Baptist
Coupe, with rumble seat,
bring
5 cents a pound over other breeds.
principles of government which he dr™- .
1 relatives and friends for the 12 years
Church fed upward of 60 at their stay there.
WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship.
4 passenger
620
720
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy ALBION
h so faithfully
b
Services were held Tuesday after- I theY spent together here.
Mrs. Curtis Moody and Bernard labored
supper
Wednesday
evening
when
the
to
develop.
7-45
Sedan, four door, 5 pas
copies of The Courler-Oaaette. with the Me. Tel. 128-11.
noon
He
is
survived
by
his
wife,
a
son
at
the
late
home.
Rev.
Mr
Moody
of
Nobleboro
were
visitors
at
circle entertained the choral asso
home news, at the Old South News
THREE BUFFALO incubators. 390 eggd,
senger
635
735
Raymond
of
Melrose
Highlands,
Timberlake
of
the
village
officiating.
Agency,
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
capacity.
Price
$20
each;
two
Blue
Hen
ciation. Mrs. Kilbom and Mrs.
Convertible Roadster,
EAST FRIENDSHIP
The bearers were Charles Lewis, Carl three brothers, Lane of Camden, Church: also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre brooders, $10 each and one Queen
Charles W. Singer prepared the pro Yattaw Tuesday afternoon.
4 passenger
•
675
775
mont
St.
brooder, $5. All in good shape. E. A.
Fales, Frankie Miller and Albert Joshua of St. Petersburg, Fla., and I
There was a card party at the en
gram for entertainment: Vocal duet,
Convertible Sedan,
WINCAPAW. Friendship
21*26
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Anderson. Mr.
Carleen Davis and Marian Felt; reci gine hall Monday evening of five and Mrs. Alden Hupper and family Jameson. The floral tributes were Arthur of Wakefield, Mass.; and a'
5 passenger
795
695
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have
sister,
Mrs.
Eliza
Wilder
of
Massa

very
beautiful.
Interment
was
in
the
tation. Richard Moore; reading, Mrs. tables. High scores were made by Mr. and Mrs. John Coffin and fami
OCCIDENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY
you ordered your March chlx? We have
chusetts. Funeral services were held
them for $160 a thousand, postpaid.
Singer; song. Estelle Moore; piano- Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. Nellie ly and Flovd Conant of Port Clyde: Hussey family cemetery.
San Francisco, California
Smaller orders slightly higher. State
at
hls
late
residence
Sunday
after

logue “Talk" Miss Betty Brown; se Wellington and Mrs. Abbie J. New- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lumsden and
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
accredited for pullorum disease. F. H.
noon.
The
house
was
filled
with
lections by choir; monologue. Mrs. bert.
EJOC/^NE 65"
Stocks
and
Bands
................
.$3,622,205
04
APPLETON
WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston. Me., R. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Stone of
friends and relatives. Frank Rich Cash In Office and Bank ...... 194.100 63
Kilborn; dance of the midgets;
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden, Rockland; T. ____________
10-tf
The
____
community observance „
of
J.
Bradford
of
Thom
Agents'
Balances
....................
179.560
80
ardson read most impressively from
Swedish song. Andrew Wilson; popu is the guest this week of Mr. and
LARGE LOTS Hawes' Barred Rock
Interest
and
Rents
...............
38.348
55
Smlly“ai“,4
TSi,"
I SkS
n,Pn"e“r,Sn
« Ito
»m, All other Assets ....................
the Scriptures
with the
Christian
lar songs by chorus. The circle did Mrs. Benjamin Starrett.
38 01 chicks. 16c and up. according to quantity.
Guaranteed -disease free. Raise 100 per
quilting in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Mellin are re day
Gross Assets ......................$4,034,253 03 cent—all chicks fumigated. Hatched ln
Miss Jeanette Waldo is having a ceiving congratulations on the birth Dora Hussey.
Buckeye, newest equipment Also cus
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
222
546
42
I Bar.” The bearers were G. B. Butler,,
tom hatching. lV2c per egg. ALFRED
two weeks' vacation from the Vesper of a son. Paul Richard, at Knox Hos
bekahs. Preceding the event
Mrs. A. A. Orne is in ill health.
C.
HAWES. Union.
21-32
Admitted
...............................
$3,811,706
61
AO •-rtCTOHY
Sy^ Co^o^ Pl^nt^^
^ow”' An^
Leach store in Rockland.
pital. Feb. 22.
S. C. R. I. RED baby chicks. Hatch
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Sunday morning at the Congre was in this place Saturday in the in- prn.,ramCh was
„ ...... abundance of
William Benner, formerly of Thom
Was well
wel1 patronized.
Datronized The
Thfl|
'
eggs. Accredited stock Four good
Singing, “America the I bcautlful floral tributes spoke mute- Net Unpaid Losses ................. $83,806 24 ing
aston and now of Worcester. Mass., is gational Church Rev. H. I. Holt will terest of the clam season for Black
One 240 egg Buffalo incubator,
Unearned Premiums ............. 849.832 30 cockerels.
EjOCJ^NE "75
one
550 egg 103 degree Incubator, for /
preach on, "The Divine Sorrow For | & Gay of Thomaston. Surely 35 Beautiful;” reading, Gladys Phil ! ly of the love and esteem of his for All
reported to be very ill.
other Liabilities ........*.... 179.736 51
mer
associates.
E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Phonc'l
a Lost Ideal." Topic for the evening cents seems a low price for clams, brook; bass solo, Frank Meservey;
Cash Capital ........................... 1,000 000 00 sale.
♦ * * ♦
15-tf’
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.698.331 56 13-42 Warren.
will be, “Shadows and Shadow Cast and it does not look as if the clam piano solo. Linnabel Grant; trio,
Faustina Brown, Linnabel Grant,
“An Evening With Longfellow" at ing.”
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,811,706 61
diggers will have a very large bag of Ruth Mitchell: solo, Mrs. Robert
the Baptist Church Sunday night will
Hartford Fire Insurance
The meeting Tuesday of the Sons coin to bank this spring.
24-Th-30
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of
Perry: "Washington the Farmer,” Portland have been visiting at C. F. ---------- —------------------------------------------celebrate the 125th anniversary of the of Union Veterans Auxiliary was pre
Miss Beatrice Havener of Thomas Grange Master. Illustrated lectures
Company
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INSURpoet's birth. The hour is 7.15 and ceded by one of their fine dinners,
Jackson’s and S. J. Burrows.’
COMPANY
the program prepared is an attractive the housekeepers, Mrs. Abbie Stick ton High School is home for a week's on "Scenic Attractions of the Great
4*0 </*, '.OR HtCrOKf
Mrs. Serena Winchenbach has re 632 BeaconANCE
vacation.
Hartford, Conn.
St., Boston, Massachusetts
Reclamation Projects," and “Seeing
one- Organ and piano prelude, ney. Miss Ida Stevens and Mrs. Edna
Stanley Copeland of Thomaston Washington. D. C.,” were furnished turned home from Richmond.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
"Adagio." Beethoven; scripture read Jones. In the afternoon an excellent
Mr.
and
Mrs
Hamlin
Schofield
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
| Stocks and Bonds ................. $518,046 92
ing. Rev. H. S. Kilborn; soprano solo, program in charge of Mrs. Edith was a weekend guest at A. V. Graf bv the Grange. Community songs were in Rockland Saturday.
Real Estate......................... $3,802,788.10
ln Office and Bank
87.609 20
illustrated by colored slides, "America i Allen Palmer celebrated his 10th 1 Cash
"My Redeemer and My Lord," words Wylie was given in commemoration ton’s.
Mortgage Loana . .
Agents’ Balances, (Prems. fn
1.753.352.OO
Miss Barbara Fales of Cushing is
Beautiful,” “Home. Sweet Home" birthday Feb. 17, giving a party to , course of collection) ..........
Collateral Loans . .
0
by Longfellow, music by Dudley Buck, of the bi-centennial of the birth of
4.637 03
Stocks
and
Bonds
.
.
visiting
at
her
uncle,
Carl
Fales
’
.
a
nd
"Star
Spangled
Banner,
”
were
74.788.308.13
Tel. 700
Interest
and
Rents
...............
6.058 83
Mrs. Edward R. Veazie; prayer, Rev. Washington. Housekeepers to take
three of his little friends. Games were i All other Assets ......................
Cash in Office and Bank
4.475.OS4.O8
10.000
00
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
P
Orne
of
South
we
n
responded
to
by
the
assemblage.
H. F. Leach; offertory duet, “Excel charge of the dinner at the next
Agents’ Balances .... ____
_
6.059.900.64
played, and ice cream and cake were
Park & Union Sts. Rockland sior,"
Bills Receivable.................... 289.704.93
words by Longfellow, music by meeting, March 8, will be Mrs. Edith Warren visited friends in this place ; The regular social and dance on Fri- served by Mrs. Palmer.
Gross Assets ....................... $^26,351 98
Interest
and
Rents
....
546.685.52
Sunday.
.
day
will
be
under
the
auspices
of
the
Balfc, Raymond K. Greene and Har Wylie, Mrs. Shirley Bowley and Mrs.
S. J. Burrows is suffering from an Deduct Items not admitted .... 23.092 70
All other Assets....................
0
Capt. and Mrs. Roy Morton were senior class of the High School at
old W. Greene; orchestral selections, Loubelle Sidelinger.
attack of sciatica in his back.
Gross Assets .... $91,715,793.40
Admitted ............................. $603,259 28
home
from
Boston
over
the
weekend.
Grange
hall.
The
usual
prizes
will
be
Luther A. Clark, director. Miss Thel
Deduct items not admitted . 698.313.73
$
Mrs Sadie Flanders and daughter
Sunday morning at the Baptist
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Mrs. R. J. Marshall and son Ken- ; given.
Admitted.................$91,017,479.67
’
ma Linscott pianist, “Kammenoi Church the subject will be, “The
Anna visited Mrs. Annie Brazier last Net Unpaid Losses ................. $54,485 90
FOR SALE
Ostrow,'' Rubinstein, and "Berceuse," Human Touch;” Sunday School and
Unearned Premiums ............. 146,976 22
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
week.
All other Liabilities ...............
16.109 98
Godard; address, “Henry W. Long the Bible class at 12; Christian En-'
Net Unpaid Losses . . . $4,512,917.84
The M. E. ladies' aid will meet on Cash
RUUD
Capital ......................... 100.000 00
Unearned Premiums . . . 35,440,876.72
fellow," Dr Wilmot B. Mitchell of deavor at 6; a song service at 7 and
March 2 with Mrs. Gladys Winchen Surplus over all Liabilities.... 285.687
18
All other Liabilities . . . 18.034.684.13
Bowdoin College; cantata, “The Vil the topic for the evening will be “The
Instantaneous Automatic
bach.
Cash Capital.................... 12.000,000 00
|
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
Surplus over all Liabilities . 21,029,000.98
lage Blacksmith," words by Longfel Great Decision”
$603,259 28
Little Gloria Monahan spent Sat
24-Th-30
Total Liabilities and Surplus
low, music by Charles Noyes, Baptist
Perfectly combined into a delicious
urday with her grandmother Mrs
Among the guests at the banquet j
..................................... $91,017,479.67
Choral Society, assisted by Carleton given at Knox Hotel, Thomaston.1
Nellie Reever at East Waldoboro.
EMPIRE STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
27-Th-33
blend.
This
is
the
secret
df
the
H. Porter and Forrest Stone.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hamlin
Schofield
and
Monday evening by General Knox i
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Mrs.
A.
J.
Genthner
were
recent
call

Chapter, D.A.R.. were Mrs. Willis R. '
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,663,223 51
unchanging quality of
ers at Thomas Creamer’s. Dutch Neck. Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 151.222 49
ORFF'S CORNER
Vinal of Warren and Mrs. Silas
Size 4. Style F
Agents' Balances .................. 101.783 09
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Winchenbach
Watts. Mrs. Vinal held high score at
24.857 66
Practically New
entertained at bridge Wednesday Interest and Rents .............
Keys made to order. Keys made
The Farm Bureau meeting with the contract bridge which followed.
evening of last week.
to fit locks when original keys are
Gross Assets ........................$2,941,086 75
Can Be Seen At This Office
St, George Lodge. F. <fc A. M. was
"Coat Making" the subject was held
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach Deduct Items not admitted .... 161,467 75 lost. House, Office or Car. Code
130-tf
at the Community House Friday, ten duly inspected Monday evening by
entertained Saturday evening at
books provide keys for all locks
members and one visitor present. A D.D.G.M. Ralph U. Clark of Rock
Admitted ............................... $2,779,619 00
bridge.
without bother. Scissors and
demonstration on different steps in land. The degree wras conferred j
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Everen Flanders and Will Wallace Net Unpaid Losses ................. $51,852 13 Knives Sharpened.
making was given by Miss upon Gilbert Harmon. Visitors were ,
: were in Friendship Tuesday.
GLOBE LAUNDRY coat
Unearned Premiums ............. 458.930 27
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Lawrence and several women prac present from Union, Rockland, i
Fred Shuman was in this place I AU other Liabilities ............. 359,139 87
Portland, Maine
ticed making bound buttonholes and Thomaston and Waldoboro,
Cash
Capital
..........................
1.000.000
00
i Tuesday reading meters.
Quality Work,
family Washinqs set-in pockets. A special observance
Surplus over all Llablltles .... 909.696 73
Mrs. Inez Shuman and daughter
Called For and Delivare-’
Anyway, if we take nil th6se opti
of Washington’s Birthday was car
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2.779 619 00
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs.
Ernest
Robinson
and
Mrs.
L.
L.
Parcel Delivery Service
mistic
predictions
with
a
grain
of
salt.'
ried out in the menu and table deco
E R SEAVEY, Agent
Telephone 791
Mank of East Waldoboro visited Mrs. 69 Park Street
rations. Mrs. Marion Froelich also it will help the salt business -jack-1
Rockland.
Maine
“Fresh from the Gardens”
316
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R gave two patriotic readings.
Amanda Winslow in Warren Friday.
96-tf
sonville Journal.
Tel. 1080
21-Th-27

AYER'S

SIX

MEN’S MEDIUM HEAVY WORK PANTS
$1.00 each

It has size,
style and
power!

MEN’S WHITE HANDKERCHIEFS
12 (or 50c

In Everybody’s Column

WILLIS MYER

! LOST AND FOUND ;

Easy Pleasant Way

WANTED

I

TO LET

!

MISCELLANEOUS

EGGS AND CHICKS

585

685

Rockland Garage Co.

20 Different Flavors

GAS HOT WATER

HEATER

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

SALADA'
TEA

Crie Hardware Co.
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Page Seven

“Style and Quality at a Price”
And What a Startling New Low Price It Is!
Watch and Wait for the Tremendous Values of Our Gigantic

EARLY SPRING FURNITURE SALE
STARTING TUESDAY, MARCH 1st
New, High Quality, Latest Style Furnishings for All the Home Will Be Offered in This Great Sale
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN OUR HISTORY

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 980
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

Tlie Y.P.B. met Monday evening
Mrs. R. H. Britt entertained the
Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon at at the home of Miss Vivian Chaples.
her home on Summer street, with six After a brief business session a social
members present. The time was de time was enjoyed, with games appro
voted to relief sewing. The next priate to Washington’s Birthday.
meeting. March 8, will be an all-day Other features pertaining to the holi
session at the Central Maine Power day were carried out in the decora
Company club rooms, devoted to tions of red, white and blue. Re
quilting. Box lunch at noon, and at freshments included a Washington
night the husbands will join the - cake tastefully decorated with cheri ries.
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Miss Frances Snow of Boston spent members for a baked bean supper.
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart the weekend and holiday with her
ment especially desires information of
Mrs. Exie Perry is in charge of the ! Mrs. Alfred Staples who has been
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. parents. Commander and Mrs. C. F.
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be Snow, Talbot avenue.
bridve party at the BPW rooms to- ; very ill at her home, 15 Crescent
gladly received.
night.
! street, is gaining slowly.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W
Mrs. Alfred Strout has returned t
from Cambridge where she joined her
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is to give
Mrs. Nettie Starkey of Sagamore.
Mrs. Walter S. Rounds received husband, who is a third year student a card party Monday evening at i Mass., was a visitor in Rockland
word yesterday of the death of her at Harvard Law School, for the week Grand Arniy hall, with Mrs. Millie Tuesday.
father. Rev. J. L. Darsie, which took end and holiday. She was accompan- . Thomas and Mrs. Adelma Mullen in
place early Wednesday morning at ied by Miss Betty Hunter and Mrs. charge. Playing will begin at 8. and
Several members of Kalloch Class
the home of his son. Rev. Clyde Rose Edwards. Mrs. Edwards is re plans indicate that the party will be
enjoyed a pleasant afternoon Tuesday
Darsie in Cynthiana, Ky., following a maining for a longer visit with rela very enjoyable.
sewing patchwork. A nice supper
short illness of influenza. Mr. Dar tives’ in Boston and vicinity.
was served by Mrs. R. I. Thompson
sie, who was 87 years of age. made j
Mrs. F. L. Weeks of Highland street, and Mrs. Walter Staples.
frequent visits in Rockland with Mr
entertains
the
Thursday
Club
this
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman J. Rokes of
and Mrs. Rounds, endearing himself Shaw avenue have as guests this week afternoon.
to all with whom he came in contact. Mrs. Robert A. Campbell and daugh
Miss Henrietta Ames who has been
ter Miss Constance Campbell of Port
A Colonial party was held by the the guest of her cousins, the Misses
Les Bijous met Monday evening land.
Wawenock Club at its weekly meet Young, returned to Matinicus yester
with Mrs. Vivian Kimball, Brick
ing Monday evening at the home of day.
street, Miss Susan Spear being high
Miss Florence Hyler of Portland Mrs. H. J. Keating, the members at
Mrs. Willard Fales and Mrs. Donald
for the evening.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. tending in striking Colonial costumes.
Davis State street, for the weekend House decorations included American Cummings entertained the Larkin
Miss Margaret Snow and Mrs. Jo- and holiday.
flags and portraits of George Wash Club with a costume party, at the lat
eph Emery entertain the Diligent
ington, and a color scheme of red. ter's home on North Main street,
lames at 1 o’clock luncheon this aftGroup 8 of the Universalist Church white and blue was carried out on Tuesday evening. The “Farmerette."
rnoon at Miss Snow’s home on Ma- is to have a bridge tea at the Cop the supper table. The program was “Pilgrim Maiden,” “Old Fashioned
onic street.
per Kettle Monday afternoon, with in keeping with the George Wash Girl,” the “Little Girl,” some with
playing to begin at 2. There will be ington Bi-Centennial, each member hoop skirts and some without evoked
L. A. W. Clark of Damariscotta attractive awards. Reservations may contributing something incidental in much merriment. Hokum was played,
fills was a visitor in the city Tues- be arranged with Mrs. George L. St. the first President’s life, Mrs. Cora prizes being won by Mrs. Clara Kelsey
Snow's paper being on “Martha and Mrs. Cecile McPhee. A nice
Clair, chairman.
lunch was served. The guests were
Washington.”
Mrs. Doris Jordan, Mrs. Felicia Dodge,
Mrs. F. L. Weexs entertained the 1 Miss Elaine Achorn who has been
Mrs. C. O. Perry of Masonic street Mrs. Belle Frost, Mrs.. Mabel Greene,
breakfast Bridge Club at luncheon ill at the home of her aunt, Mrs.
Mrs. Olive Fales, of South Warren
donday at her home on Highland Charles W. Morton, Broadway, is was hostess to the Outing Club at and Mrs. Rena Fales and Mrs. Flor
luncheon yesterday.
convalescing.
treet.
ence Burns of Friendship.
June, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. R. D. Saville and Mrs. Adelma
Mr. and Mrs. G. Walter Kimball
Leroy Chatto, McLoud street, enter
Mrs. H. C. Vorhees of Medford,
itertained recently with two tables Mullen won honors in bridge at the tained a few of her young friends
bridge. Honors were won by Mrs. meeting of the Chummy Club Tues Saturday afternoon to celebrate her Mass., is in the city, called by the ill
ivmond C. Ludwig, Harold White- day evening, with Mrs. E. W. Free 9th birthday. Games were supple ness of her mother, Mrs. Frank
man, Linden street, as hostess.
Temple of Oak street.
11, Mrs. Harold Whitehill and Raymented by a dainty luncheon which
ond C. Ludwig. Other guests were
Miss Sarah Linnell, Miss Helen featured a festive birthday cake.
Mrs. A. J. Murray entertained at
r. and Mrs. Edgar Libby. Luncheon Dunbar, George Ryan, Miss Alma June’s guests were Ruth Witham.
is served.
Knight, Gerald Margerson and Miss Elaine Ames, Earline Curtis. I ouise sewing last evening at her home on
Burdelle Strout of the Fuller-Cobb- Seavey, Oscar Malberg Donald Cates, Talbot aaenue.
Clara Barton Guild will meet to- Davis sales force are in New York Raymond Young and Donald BorgerMr. and Mrs. Charles Harvie and
lorrow evening at 6.30 at the home for their annual spring buying.
son.
sons Robert and Donald are guests
f Mrs. E. W. Pike, Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estes and sons of Mrs. Harvle’s sister. Mrs. Milton
Mrs. Herbert Curtis gave a bridge
The Rubinstein Club is to observe luncheon at her home on Pine street Donald and Morton are visiting rela Weymouth, In North Baldwin.
he George Washington Bi-Centen- Tuesday evening. There were two tives in Swampscott. Mass., expect
ial tomorrow evening by entertain- tables, and honors were won by Mrs. ing to return home Friday.
Saturday evening Mrs. Carl S. Reed
sg at a “guest dav” in the Univer- John M. Richardson and Miss Mar
was given a shower and presented
Mrs.
Nellie
Dow
was
hostess
to
the
alist vestry at 7.45. Mrs. Ruth El- garet Nutt.
with a beautiful set of china. Cards
Hatetoquitit Club last evening at her and a buffet lunch were enjoyed.
ngwood. chairman, has prepared a
harming and consistent program,
Those present were Mrs. Amanda
Nathan Farwell entertained a small home on Pleasant street.
nd tea will be served under the di- group of friends Sunday at his farm
Webster, Mrs. Sylvia Wotton. Mr. and
Sixteen members of Ruth Mayhew Mrs. Charles Carver, Mr. and Mrs.
ection of Mrs. Grace Crie and Mrs. at Orff's Corner, with Robert Creigh
duriel Crie. All participating will ton of Boston and Thomaston as Tent were entertained Monday aft Streeter Webster. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
ernoon and evening at the home of Webster. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Weeks.
ie in Colonial costume. Each mem- honor guest.
Mrs. Belle Bowlcv, Talbot avenue. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gkllant. Mr. and
er can invite one guest.
Miss Mary Lawrence who was home The afternoon was spent on patch- Mrs. B. B. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Miss Elizabeth Hagar entertained from University of Maine for the work. The oicnic supper included lin C. Manning, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
ie Tuesday Night Bridge Club at weekend and holiday had as her guest such tempting edibles as boiled ham, Knight, Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Reed, Mr.
»r home on Grace street, honors Miss Elaine Wilson of Canton, Ohio. dandelion greens and Indian pudding. and Mrs. F. C. Manning. Jr., Mrs.
■ing won by Miss Adelaide Trafton.
Imagine the amazement of the oth Della Peaslee, Dr. Lloyd Richardson
rs. Ravmond Cross and Mrs. HerbMiss Florence Holmstrom of Wa ers when one member, after partak Charlie Carver, Sylvia Webster, Carl
t Kalloch. The luncheon table was terville is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Levi ing of that menu was caught “lunch Reed. Jr., Peter Reed, Jr., Carolyn
aintily appointed in keeping with Flint, Rankin street.
ing" in the kitchen! The evening Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Seavey
rashington's Birthday and the idea
was spent in planning future work, and Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Reed.
as also carried out in the menu and
Mrs. Walter E. Bowe of Belmont, and socially, with radio music and
ie wrapping of the prizes.
Members of the Charity Club are
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. C. W. conversation. Appreciation of Mrs.
Proctor, at The Bicknell, and also of Bowley’s hospitality was expressed by having luncheon today at Thurlow’s
Thomaston relatives for the week. those present. Mrs. Irene Winslow’. and then meeting at the home of
Mrs. Dana Wright has heen con- Mr. Bowe was here for the weekend, Mrs. Mary Brewster, Mrs. Carrie Mrs. E. F. Glover, Claremont street.
icd to her home on North Main returning Monday.
Brown. Mrs. Lena Rokes. Mrs. Bessie
Sullivan Mrs. Helen Paladino. Mrs.
reet by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint and son
Miss Gladys Strout of Cottage Eliza Plummer, Mrs. Ava Jackson. John were guests of relatives in Au
Maurice Duncan, a student at street is spending "the week in North Mrs. Lizzie French. Mrs. Mary Coop gusta for the weekend and holiday.
er, Mrs. Susie Karl. Mrs. Allie Black
ebron Academy, is a guest of his Haven, the guest of relatives.
ington. Mrs. Josephine Lothrop. Mrs.
irents. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. DunDressed in gorgeous costumes of
n, during the mid-year recess.
Success crowned the efforts of the Stella McRae and Mrs. Bessie Hara- “Ye olden times,” an appropriate set
den.
ting for the observance of the birth
women of Miriam Rebekah Lodge in
Kennebec Journal: Mrs. George their card party Tuesday night, for
day of George Washington, by mem
Leadbetter of 56 South Chestnut there were 13 tables. Candies Were
bers of Progressive Literary Club, a
reet, started Sunday for Massachu- on the tables, and attractive prizes
special meeting was held at the home
tts where she will briefly visit one were won by Mrs. L. F. Chase. Mrs.
of Mrs. Evelyn Snow in Thomaston.
Mother*! to
• two relatives and will then take Lucius York. Mrs. Austin Brewer,
Memory tests on patriotic subjects
ie express train on Monday for Mrs. Lester Post, Miss Anna Gordon,
reduce your family
brought out spirited response, with
tiicago, enroute to California where L. F. Chase, Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Mrs.
unique and artistic drawings by Miss
“Colds-Tax” use the
ie will sojourn until the middle of Lillian Cotton, tyrs. Willis H. Ander
lois Keene. A sketch on the richly
me. when she will journey home by son, A. F. Fredette, Mrs. Thomas
endowed nature and charming per
Vick
Plan
for
better
itomobile With her nephew, Robert Keating, Mrs. Maltie Spaulding. Mrs.
sonality of Mrs. Washington, the first
Messer, formerly of Rockland, Me. E. C. Boodv Jr., Mrs. John Thompson,
“Control-of-Colds”
lady of the White House, was read by
n the way to the Pacific coast she Mrs. Lillian McRae, Miss Loana
Mrs. Lucie Walsh. The attractive
Use Together
ill stop off for a day at the Grand Spearin, I. J. Shuman, Miss Annie
settings of the supper table reflected
anyon and during her stay in Cali- Dean, Mrs. E. Burpee, Mrs. Rose
the spirit of this patriotic season, in
icks
irnla week-end trips to all parts of Smith. Mrs. Millie Thomas, Harry
red, white and blue. This meeting
,c^?.
Nosehlhroat
ie Pacific slope will be taken. Sev- French. Mrs. Olive Sylvester, and Mrs.
was under the direction of Mrs. Cora
Drops
•al members of the Christmas Club Julia Shattuck. Mrs. Grace Rollins
Snow, president, and Mrs. Evelyn
ere at the station to tender wishes and Mrs. Helen Paladino acted as
Snow, hostess, with Miss I ois Keene,
ir a delightful trip.
assisting.
hostesses.
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By GREGORY’S

HOME TOWN HAL
WHAT? GrET A hJG'k/
OVERCOAT NO'VyWHY'
IT’S ALMOG.T"
SP^'NG- ?

SORE

IT

IS, UNO

THUT S WHY you’ll
GET SUCH ft GOOD
i—1 vuLue -

you ye got to gstone NEXT winter,

SO WHY NOT G-0
DOWN TO

ANYWUY-

GREGORYS
AND

t,.. /■:

get it

NOW A"1”
I A SAVING?

GUESS VDU'RE |X
RIGHT,HAL- |
Mi

Ycu enjoy a worth while saving when you
get one of our fine overt oats at present low
prices, $15.00, $18.50, $25.00. The same quality
as sold earlier in the season for $7.00, to
$10.00 more.

l.r.CRECORV

(Isons co.I
COOD CIUTHES
4IS lift Hll* 5T
ROfHUNO

New Spring Suits and Topcoats now on tap.
New Spring Hats, New Neckwear.
100% All Worsted Coat Sweaters, Navy, Ox
ford, Brown, Heather; regular $5.00 values,
szes 38-46, $2.95.

The Spiritualist Harmony Club
UNION
CUSHING
spent a delightful afternoon Wed
nesday with Mrs. Frances Clough,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Calderwood
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Olson and chil
Union street.
visited Mrs. Bertha Bryant Monday dren John and Ida are in North
Easton. Mass., called by the death of
evening.
P. P. Bicknell, Dr. N. A. Fogg, K. C.
' Mrs. Olson's brother Edward.
During
the
last
two
weeks
the
Rankin, Walter C. Ladd, M. R. Pills
Miss Gwendolyn Stimpson, of
bury and W. W. Spear spent the ponds have been well dotted with
weekend and holiday at Alford's Lake people getting out their usual sup Pleasant Point has been a guest at O.
ply of ice which this season, is of fine II. Woodcock's.
at the Bicknell camp.
Mrs. H. J. Marshall is recovering
quality and about 18 inches thick.
The annual mite -box opening will from a lame back.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fales and chil
Miss Orpha Killeran was at home
dren Elizabeth and Eugene of South be held at the M. E. vestry next
Portland, who have been guests of Tuesday evening. The committee in over the holiday, returning Monday
Mrs. Nina Gregory at Glencove, have charge is arranging for a good enter to her school ln Hinckley.
D. L. Maloney, F. S. Stone and H.
returned home.
tainment. Everybody welcome.
J. Marshall have harvested their Ice
Nearly every family in town has one the nast week.
or more ill from grippe colds. No
CAMDEN
Alvaro and Oscar Young have this
matter how strong the victim when week been filling R. O. Elliott's ice
Mrs. G. F. Bacon of West Medford, stricken, he has to give in for a few house from Spear’s pond,
Mass., has been the guest of her par days at least.
j Mr and Mrs. Burgess Simmons and
ents Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Easton.
Rev. Mr. Moyle preached a very 'on Conlev of Friendship Were at
The Frtends-In-Council will meet able and interesting sermon Sunday F. I. Geyer’s Sunday.
Miss Avis Maloney is at Waldo
next Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. A. morning. On account of so much
J. Q Knowlton, Union street.
sickness the attendance was not as boro. the guest of her sister Mrs
Miss Alice Prince of Arlington, large as usual. John Howard ren Percy Moody.
Mrs. H. J. Marshall and Miss Belle
Mass , has been visiting Mrs. Sarah dered a solo which was very pleasing
Orne recently made a business trip to
to everyone.
Pendleton, Pearl street.
Regular meeting of the auxiliary to
Mr. and Mrs. Reverdy Burns are Rockland.
A few of the male residents of this
the Sons of Union Veterans at in East Gardner, Mass., where they
Grange hall Friday at 7.30. A full have employment. Friends regret to place arc drawing on the federal
attendance is desired as business of have them leave town.
importance is to be transacted.
Mrs. Arthur Farris is in Knox Hos
The circle of the auxiliary to the pital receiving treatment. The best
FRI-SAT.
Sons of Union Veterans will meet at wishes of many friends are with her.
Grange hall Friday afternoon and
• * • *
Thrilling Underworld Drama!
there will be work.
Alonzo
Butler
Meeting of the Lincoln Association
BARBARA
In the sudden death ot Alonzo KENT
missionary conference of Knox and
Butler
which
occurred
Feb.
14.
Union
Lincoln Counties at the Baptist
loses one of its best known and high
CARMEL
Church, Feb. 25.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge enter ly respected citizens. Mr. Butler will
Myers
tained Aurora Lodge of Belfast Wed be greatly missed as there was
REX
nesday night. Supper was served at seldom a day when the weather was
LEASE
6.30. In the evening the visiting lodge so bad as to keep him from making
conferred the degrees. A one-act his trip to the village. He was an
feAlPW.M.
play was presented by Maiden Cliff earnest and faithful worker and at
LIKE
tendant at the Nazarene Church and
Lodge.
William Jarrett Hobbs is visiting was on his way there when he fell
I presents
friends In Boston and Springfield. in the road. He was taken to Knox
Mass , and Thompsonville. Conn.
Hospital where he passed away
A. W. Page is a medical patient at about 10 o’clock, never having re
the Marine Hospital in Chelsea. Mass. gained consciousness. Funeral serv
At the Comique Theatre today the ices were held at the Nazarene
attraction will be "Three Wise Girls;” Church Tuesday, Rev. Mary Jones
Friday, one-day benefit for Arev- officiating, assisted by Rev. Richard
Hcal Post, A. L„ Jack Holt in “The Moyle of the M. E. Church. Mrs.
Subway Express;” Saturday, Lew Cora Mank sang two selections. Mr.
Ayers in “Heaven on Earth." Com Butler is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
ing soon, “Frankenstein.”
Janette Dunton qf Rockland and
Mrs. Marilla Copeland of Warren.

4FTEGOK

Prevents Large Pores
Stays on Longer
For a youthful complexion, use new
wonderful MELLO-GLO Face Pow
der. Hides tiny lines, wrinkles and
pores. New French process makes it
spread more smoothly and stay on
longer. No more shiny noses. Purest
face powder known. Prevents large
pores. Ask today for new, wonderful
face powder, MELLO-GLO, that suits
everj complexion. Corner Drug Store
and all other good stores.

WHEELER’S BAY
Mrs. Clarence Ingerson and Miss
Bernice Flood spent Monday with
Mrs. Walter Rackliff.
The menfolks have their wood all
out and sawed. Eugene Rackliff
sawed about 45 cords for himself and
neighbors in five days with his saw
ing machine.
Mrs. Inez Rackliff spent the day
Monday with Mrs. Julius Peterson of
Long Cove.
Misses Annie and Maxine Rackliff
spent Monday with their grandpar
ents, Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Pierson.

FRI-SAT.
This little
girl brings
you a great
big roman
tic thrill.

(jtiramoutl l/'ututr

NANCY
CARROLL
RICHARD
• ARLEN
PAULINE
FREDERICK

Now Showing

You Will Be

More Attractive

clam banks, selling their drawings to
Black & Gay of Thomaston.
Miss Arietta Maloney who is at
tending Rockland Commercial Col
lege was at home over the holiday.
Miss Cora Fogerty who has been
at home caring for her brother Nel
son and his wife, has returned to heT
work in Thomaston.
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid is visiting
friends in Massachusetts.

‘PRIVATE
LIVES”
Try Work Done By a

With

GRADUATE STUDENT

Marcel Wave, Finger Wave
Manicure and Shampoo
Each 35 Cents

d
TODAY

JEAN HARLOW
n
“THREE WISE GIRLS"

Miss Lillian Pelletier

67 Park St. Rockland Tel. 898
24-25

NORMA SHEERER
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
A Paramount Publix Theatre

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Performances at 2.00, 8.30, 8.30

Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
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Lehto, Esther Cohen and
] Joyce.
I
1 The children are making a scrap
❖ Sickness Has Lowered At book of Washington.
5.
*
❖
t
tendance Records — St. At the very pleasant valentine .;.4..^4.4.4.4.4.4.4**>4*4*4,*?“4,4,4,4*+4“i“t*4,+4“H"i,4’4*4*4*4’4'4*4*4*4,4*4'4’4’4'44"I,4*,t*>:”!’
party a short entertainment and
(By John LaCrosse, winner of third
Valentine and Washington garnet furnished much amusement. t By Fern M. Browne, winner of prize
in Rockland High School’s
♦
— And The —
OF ALL
Each pupil was presented with a third prize in Rockland High School's
s
Washington essay contest, girls' divi Washington essay contest, boys' divi
♦
McLain
Building
I
valentine
lolly-pop.
♦'
sion).
sion).
.... .
, ,
Arlene Hill's name has been added
s
All rooms were prettily decorated to the dental honor roll
The United States has taken a posi- !
“He knew no divided fidelity, no
•J j for St. Valentine’s Day and the i
« « , ,
separate obligation; his most sacred tion today, in relation with the Far
* ‘ Washington Bi-centennial as the! Grade four, Mrs. Harriet Lufkin. duty to himself was^hisjiighest duty | poHtica]ly whh th(? tWQ
Agricultural
I Told a Lie: recitations. Geraldine personality, character and activities teacher.
to his country and his God."
countries, but she is economically
Ray Atherton, marketing specialist | waThVgton^ort^
that great man are to recelve •»*
Not absent during the term: Ken
One group of 19 Coats, new styles,
Strong, self-sacrificing, determined, connected with them. The trade of i
neth Low. Louis Mazzeo. Hilda
of the Extension Service, presented Lilla Morton; recitations, Hope cial attention this month and next g
Kendrick Dorman and Percy George Washington, Commander-in- the United States with Japan j
new materials, rough weaves,
some very interesting and valuable Brown. Monda Rolf and Martha \ with programs and papers correlat- ' Howard.
Chief of the American Army, during amounts to $400 000.000 which is rea- ;
son
enough
why
this
country
should
smartly fitted, luxurious furs,
information on the marketing of Gould: song. America.
ing
study of the life of George 1 There has been much sickness the the Revolutionary War, led the fight
Maine poultry and eggs at a series of Happy Workers
4-H club of Long Washington with different subjects past few weeks, but nearly all are for freedom. The first President of be greatly interested in attempting to
large and small sizes, at—
restore peace and good will between
meetings held last week in the twoIhf"? b^ld^rtLat of the curriculum. Each room has well again. This had made our perthe United States, he stands as the China and Japan. If the battle be
cnnntipc The outlook for the com- ■ t/T "°Se of tbelocal ,eatier. Mrs. j a beautifully colored portrait of centage of attendance quite low.
counties. The outlook for the com
Helen Prlor.Songs, readings, and
Washington. for which the children
Added to dental honor roll: Ken founder of our nation. We are to tween the two countries does not
ing year was presented, also a plan stories about Washington were given are saving pennies to have framed. neth Low, Louise White, Richard day, two hundred years after his come to a close soon the trade of the
. ..
. . .. , .. ,.United States is likely to become
of marketing eggs under a brand by club members and leader, followed It is hoped we can have them framed Winslow, Francis Evansky, Ruth Mc birth,
enjoying the fruits of his great- affected and n wou)d put America ,n
name. It has been found that the by a hatchet hunt and word contest, before the school year has finished.
Laughlin, Sylvia Hayes. This brings ness.
a worse financial condition than she
consumer buys eggs by brand and not Thelma Simmons won the prize in the
The Damrosch Musical Apprecia the total up to 30.
"Washington was a man set so far : is already in.
by quality.
hatchet hunt and Dana McLain in tion Hour is still a half-hour of
Sylvia Hayes, Kent Glover, Helen above other men that it is difficult to | The fact that Washington did not
' Mr. Atherton and County Agent the word contest.
pleasure for grades four, five and six, Spear, Mary Cross, Patricia Allen,
Wentworth attended the Garrison j
• » « •
and is thoroughly enjoyed by most of Elizabeth Lurvey, Wilbur Dorr and realize his human side. To many he ! believe in "meddling in the affairs of
Hill Grange in Sheepscott and pre
With the Homes
the pupils. Some of the selections Elizabeth Evansky received the most
sented a brief outline of the poultry
Miss Elizabeth Libbey, director of the children have been heard whist 100’s in arithmetic during the past whole life is a contradiction of this, i gtaUs today believe in interfering
situation in the counties and what is the Bureau of Library Extension, ling or humming after the lesson.
six weeks.
No personal sacrifice was too great: wlth other nations. She is only tryexpected during the next few years. will discuss traveling libraries and say
• • • »
The arithmetic contest was won
There were 50 in attendance in spite something about the books and the
for
him to endure for his country's ! ing to orotect American lives and
___
Sub-primary, Lucy Marsh Lowe, by the girls this time.
of the storm and icy traveling.
We have started to collect pictures, sake.” His devotion to his family, his American properties in China and if
authors
in
connection
with
them
at
i teacher
This week vegetable and lime meet four Farm Bureau meetings, to be
writings, etc., for our George Wash hospitality to his friends, rich and ; she withdrew her troops from the
ings have been held by County Agent i held at Hope. Tuesday, Burkettville. I The class enjoyed a valentine box. ington scrap book.
poor alike, his warm-hearted affec- Orient and let China and Japan conwhich
contained
many
valentines
for
Wentworth and Home Demonstration Wednesday, Aina. Thursday, and
tion and love for all his soldiers, show j tinue fighting without trying to help,
Formerly $29.50
Agent Miss Lawrence, in Aina, Dres i Dresden Friday. Miss Libbev is a all.
that he was not lacking in human i it would brand her. in the eyes of
Miss Steele has weighed and
Grade five. Edna M King, teacher.
athy
’foreign nations, as a weak, uninterden and Whitefield, and one will be graduate of Colbv College and Colum
Grant Davis, Harold Dondis, Edith I when George Washington was ap- I ested, and unprotecting country.
held in Bristol Friday. Friday night bia University and has had library measured the children.
The room was decorated for Feb Gray Emiho Mazzeo June Miles. I .ted Commander-in-Chief of the
ALL OTHER
George Washington was criticised
there will be a meeting of the Dam training and experience.
ruary with cupids, hearts, hatchets Guy Nicholas, Maxine Perry, Harriet American Army by the Second Con- to the utmost for insisting upon a
ariscotta Mills boys' club at which
WINTER
COATS
Five women are planning to carry I
and
;es f L; ,
J Wooster, John Welsh and Robert ,
-------- ----------stereopticon slides will be shown on out some of the practices taught at
tinental Congress, he said, “I -beg it; well organized
militia. His reason for
y
Call were not absent this term.
4-H Forestry work in New Hampshire the coat making meetings bv neigh Washington.
mav be remembered by every gentle- doing so is shown by a public stateSeventy-five per cent of the class I man in this r00m that j thls day de. ment made by him in which he said.'
The class is studying George
and use of lime. Next Tuesday. borhood demonstrations. Mrs. Angie
NEW SPRING DRESSES
March 1, there will be a poultry and Fish of Apoleton plans to show some Washington. On the sand table is have their names on the dental cjare with the utmost sincerity I do “If we desire to avoid insult, we must j
lime meeting at Melvin Lawry's home one how to make the new bound but a model of his Mt. Vernon home, honor roll. This is an increase of 18 not think myself equal to the corn- be able to repel it; if we desire to se
ARRIVING DAILY
in Friendship, starting at 10.30.
mand I am honored with." With cure peace, one of the most powerful i
tonholes. Mrs. Villa Sidelinger of with cut-outs of men, women and per cent over last term.
Dairymen have found that breeding Nobleboro intends to make over a coat children of his time.
The prize winners in the spelling «uch modestv, but with grim resolu instruments of our rising prosperity,
of cattle in order to always get high for her daughter and will carry out
The children are sorry to lose contest were Maxine Perry and Edith tion and stalwart courage he under*, it must be known at all times that we ,
producing daughters is quite a prob several of the practices suggested. Mrs. Norma Rawley, who has moved.
Gray.
took his task of leading the Ameri are ready for war.” Again we are fol- 1
lem. An explanation of breeding will Marion Chapman of Nobleboro plans
These pupils have been neither
Those who took part in Washing-, cans ,n thelr fight for Independence. lowing a precedent laid down bv !
be given by R. F. Talbot, dairy spe to make herself a polo coat so she absent nor tardy: Joan Berman, t ton's Birthday program were: June
prom the time,' 1775 to 1783. when Washington. We have a militia that
cialist, at a series of meetings in will use all the suggestions for mak Charles Brahn, Onni Kangas and ! Miles. Harold Dondis, Eleanor Mat-! be bade farewell to his army, he will protect us in case of necessity. '
(Formerly Cutler-Cook Co.)
March. These meetings are in charge ing a new coat as shaping the collar Esther Munro.
! tatall.
I moves before us like some grand emem Were the United States a weak na- [
369
Main Street,
Rockland
of Edward Ames, Appleton: Ralph and correct roll of the lapel. Mrs.
bodiment of virtue and power. tion Japan, undoubtedly would have
Cripps, Camden;
Elmus Oliver B-rtram Ricker nlans to show some
done a great deal of damage to
Grade
one.
Miss
Kathleen
HaskGrade
six,
Miss
Jeannie
Me"Whether
bowed
in
fasting
and
Conchie, teacher. .Room 6-7).
Nobleboro and Huvo Sandelin. White- one things aXthpXts and, ell. teacher.
prayer before God in behalf of his American interests in China, but as
field dairy project leaders in those buttonholes. Mrs. A. B. Hoch of
Not absent during the term:! Pupils having perfect attendance country, or taking the fate of the we have a navy that excels hers, as
communities.
Waldoboro is much pleased with the' Franklin Call, Sylvia Hooper, Alberti for the term are: Barbara Griffin, American Army on his brave hearU- well as an air force that she cannot
New bulletins are available at the new bound buttonhole made at the! Munro and Betty Payson. These j Russell Hewett, Lempi Kangas. Joan whether retreating before the over- equal, she has not caused any serious
ULSTER COUNTY GAZETTE I of reprints were made of this issue,
Extension Office bv writing the coun- Farm Bureau meeting and intends to ! have had the most 100's in their Philbrook, Harriette Richardson, Lo- I whelming numbers of the enemy or trouble so far as this country is con
------but two years ago there was not a
Yt—show someone else how to make it.
number work: Raymond O'Brien, retta Rogers,
Robert Saunders nouring his furious squadrons to the cerned un until the time this article ' Copies Of It Now In Existence Arc copy of the original to be found in
in Maine and The New England Agri
Nobloboro and Orff's Corner gave Betty Payson, Douglas Perry, Mary Charles Toner, Ruth Wheeler, Rich- j charge—whether lost in anxious was written.
All Reprints But One, According any library or museum in this councultural Outlook for 1932
Another quotation taken from
simple and pleasing observance of Frances Perry, Arthur Schofield. ■ ard Ellingwood and Dorothea Mer- j thought, as his eye seeks in vain for
To Report
j try. There now is but one such
The Rockland Garden Club is plan George Washington's 200th anniver- Elizabeth Shapiro, Bert Vanarse,; riam.
=ome ray amid the gloomy prospect Washington which shows that we are
------original known to be in existence
ning an order for fruit trees in the sarv. Both communities had appro- Franklin Call, Earle Chandler, Alice i Mary Dodge is back after an ab- that surrounds him, or spurring his influenced by him is: "No policy, in |
Now that the name of George and that is in the library of Con-*
"^ol that is being made up bv the priate decorations in red. white and Cross. John Duff, Sylvia Hooper and sence of five weeks,
frightened steed amid the broken ice my opinion, can be more clearly dem
Farm Bureau and State Department blue.
At Nobleboro Mrs. Freda Margery Mills. Added to the dental > Two new pupils from Owl's Head cf the anerv Delaware in the midst onstrated that we should do justice | Washington is on everybody's lips ’ Rress.
of Agriculture.
Many had been the copies present
Brackett was in charge of the pro- honor roll: Frederick Morrison. Elea- !—Dorothea and Virginia Merriam, of the midnight storm—whether gal to all and have no political connection it is more than likely that copies of
loping into the deadly volleys of the tvith any of the European powers be the Ulster County Gazette contain ed as originals, only to be found
j cram which consisted of some of nor Tracy, Betty Payson. Vivian J have joined our list.
The 4-H Clubs
enemv in the strong effort to restore yond those which result from and ing an account of his death will lacking in the paper water marks of
Washington's quotations and read- ' Hussey, Wilbur Hamilton and Earl!
• . .
serve to regulate our commerce with
the original, or other peculiarities
Enid Maloney was elected president, j ings. At Orff's Corner Mrs. Irene Blood
Grade six, Mrs. Sara Montgomery, the fight, or wearing the wreath of them.”
be putting in an appearance. that! distinguish it. Among these
victory which a grateful nation placed
Edith Anthony vice president, Vir- SDrague planned the decorations and
The class had a valentine box teacher. (Room 6-8).
Millions of people in the United , From time to time a number of them the measure of the title in italic
ginia Thompson, secretary-treasurer,, Mrs. Marion W. Froelich gave read- which was much enjoyed.
acclamations
Not been .tuant"
absent: Beulah chniir,
Chelin.i1 with, . mingled
. ’ , tears
. ..and____
and Elsie Lowell color bearer of the ings of "Old Glory" and “Washing,
'
(Lawrence Cole, Marion Freeman.' ,on ,^‘s b™wphmind2T
f ^rinte States have wondered why President [ have been handed to this newspaper. Capitals should be 6 and 15-16 inches
new 4-H club organized in Port Clyde ton's Hatchet."
Hoover does not either declare war on but according to experts original in length, the print should show
u
Grade two, Mrs Maude Smith Robert Hall, Madeline Philbrick. Le- ^a^’ noble'mlndw1' a d
recently. The girls plan to take the
* • • •
Japan or withdraw her troops from ' copies are very
. rare. Librarian Vail blurred edges, the old style s should
Comins,
teacher
ona
Powers,
Margaret
Robbins
and
!
.
«
»
.
cooking and housekeeping project
the Far East and let the two coun- of the Amerioan Antiquarian So- ’ appear frequently, the last line of
Fred
Baby
Cod-Liver
Oil
The
attendance
has
been
rather
'
Kingsley
Strout.
with Mrs. Gertrude Hupper as leader
column one of page one should read
But if his impetuosity was gTeat tries fight their own battles. This • ciety writes:
Ernest
Dondis,
Warren1
Added to dental honor roll:-Frances
For children under two years of poor.
and Mrs. Claribel Andrews, assistant
and his passions strong, his self-con attitude, shown by some of the j “it ig perhaps because of this full "liberal execution of the treaty of
Marks.
Russell
Reynolds
had
perfect
Hatch,
Harold
Berggren.
Ada
Hamage.
cod-liver
oil.
with
its
high
con

Friendship Sunshine Workers Club
trol was still stronger. "Violent pas American people, is an attitude which | treatment of the subject at a time amity.” These are not all the dis
has 25 members, of whom 18 are tak- tent of vitamin. A and vitamin D. is attendance with Alice Gallant and iiton, Beulah Chelin and Julia Cross. sions and ardent feelings are seldom comes from those who can see only 1 when almost no domestic news was tinguishing marks, but these are
Mary
Cayton
absent
only
one-half
Pupils
having
100
per
cent
in
spelling the sewing project and seven the !
a medicine, nor a luxury, but an
one side of a question. People with
' ing for the past six weeks are: 6-8, found united with complete self-com broad minds do not think of such appearing in the American press mentioned as some of our readers
cooking and housekeeping project, indispensable food. This is the em- day.
that interest in this one obscure pro have found copies and have brought
mand;
but
when
they
are,
they
form
Seven names have been added to Julia Cross, Kingsley Strout and
Mrs Madelyn Thomoson was chosen Phatic statement of Dr. Martha M.
abominable ideas.
To withdraw vincial paper has continued to the them in for inspection. There has
assistant leader, with Mrs. Florence F’iot. director of the child hygiene the dental honor roll: Miriam Dor- Beulah Wright; 6-10, Margaret the strongest possible character, for American troops means the loss of pressnt day."
been so much of quest for the origi
P Hahn as local leader.
division of the Children’s Bureau of man, Russell Reynolds, Warren stone; 6-7, Eleanor .Barnard, Bea- there is all the power of clear thought great amounts of property, while a
Such was the interest that, at dif nal in recent years that the chance
Marks, Marion Hall, William Thorn- trice Pinkham, Raymond Fogarty, and cool judgment impelled by the declaration of war means the loss of
Miss Elizabeth Libbev of the State '-he U. S. Department of Labor.
ferent times, as many as 67 varieties of finding it is indeed slim.
Library. Augusta, will meet with the
Mothers are therefore urged to pro- dike, Roger Harvey and Charles B^ibara Griffin, Barbara Johnson, resistless energy of feeling." This many lives and a continual disagree
' Lempi Kangas, Helen Leppanen. combination Washington possessed: ment ever after.
4-H clubs in Hope. Simonton's Corner. ! vide three or four teaspoonfuls of cod Breen.
Aina and Dresden during the first liver oil every dav for each child
These children have had the most Veda Lombardo, Charles Raye, for in his impetuosity there was no
Summarizing these paragraphs, it
week of March. Each club is having I under two years old. This will cost star papers this term: Eleanor Kai- j Nancy Snow, Charles Toner and foolish rashness, and in his passions can be seen that the United States is
no
injustice.
Besides,
whatever
vio

a box of 25 books from the State . about 15 to 25 cents a week per child. loch, Virginia Bowley, Walter Butler, | Dorothea Merriam; 6-6. Marion
doing all in its power to help settle
Library and Miss Libbey explains the But it is vital to the child s health in Jr., Harrison Dow, Barbara White, vinal, Stanley Farnham, Dora Free- lence there might be within, the “ex the disagreement between China and
plosion"
seldom
came
to
the
surface
use of this library service also telling winter time says Dr. Eliot:
Harold Parritt, Eileen Beach. William ; man, James Hanley, Jack Huke, Er- and when it did it was arrested at Japan. Whether or not she is trying
quite a bit about the books included.
"Cod-liver oil has more than the! Thorndike, Fred Burpee, Philip , nest Johnson, Lois Lawry. Richard once
bv the stem mandate of his will. to travel the same roads today as
A member or assistant leader of the j one virtue of preventing or curing French, Roger Harvey. Barbara Cun- i Marsh, Josephine Pellicane and EdAnother striking trait of Washing Washington did during his adminis
rickets,
with
every
teaspoonful
of
cod
ningham,
Elwood
Hewett,
Malcolm
ward
storer.
club will act as librarian.
tration cannot be fully determined
Ho vmi
__ .
liver’ nil
oil. if
if it.
it i.Q
is nf
of good otq
grade,
you orivo
give prior, -r*
Dorothy
Kennedy and Miriam
Through the kindness of the pub- ton’s character was the swav he exer but from the eyes of one who has no
The 4-H clubs everywhere are ob . liVPl
cised
over
all
other
men.
“
The
good
serving Washington's Birthday. The your baby many units of Vitamin A Dorman.
: lie library, many interesting books yielded him that deference which connection with the Federal Govern
two clubs in Hope held a combined the vitamin that helps growth, pre..
A ______
number of the children___
have | are added to our library corner. A noble hearts always render to trans ment it seems that she is making
Washington and Lincoln program
a_Ctr}?2n-^ye,_dl-^sl’ and cioes been preparing stories which they librarian is chosen for each week cendent virtue, while the bad had desperate attempts to handle foreign
Feb. 12; Simonton's Corner clubs gave j much to keep off infections of vari- read before the class.
and the four divisions are allowed to that awe of him which vice ever has problems in the same method that
a supper for parents and friends, fol- j ous sorts. It also has another food
VALUE
Virginia Bowley and Theresa Me- 1 take books out to help in making qf goodness.” Thus Lafayette revered the country's most beloved president.
lowed by a Washington program; ! value. With every teaspoonful of cod Laughlin have had the most stars in
General George Washington, met
reports.
and
loved
him,
and
bound
himself,
Damariscotta Mills boys and girls had !liver oil the baby receives four or five the arithmetic contest.
Mertie Lindsey is back after an soul and body to his fortunes. One them with while he was President of
a program of songs and stories about grams of easily digested fat, which is
children of the two second absence of three weeks with a bad secret
of his Dower was his dignified the United States. Should President
Washington, after which the cooking j about the equivalent *n energy of the grades gave lhe fol]Owing Drogram attack of <n"ppe
composure.
No one approached him Hoover and his followers continue to
and housekeeping girls served re- ■ fat in a teaspoonful of butter.'
Friday afternoon in honor of the bi- ) Material is being collected for the without being awed by his demeanor. comply with foreign entanglements
COMPIETELY
freshments of Washington pies and
But you may say: “How can I teach centennial birthday of President, George Washington scrapbook.
Washington's influence over others In the same manner in which Wash- |
INSTALLED
cocoa.
mv babv or child to take cod-liver George Washington, with the teach. » , .
was not confined to those immediate ington handled them, there can be no
Happy Hustlers of East Union had ! oil?” Much, perhaps everything de- ers. Miss Mabel F. Stover and Mrs.
doubt that the United States will con
ly
about
his
person.
A
great
and
Grade six. Miss Hazelteen U. Watts,
this program: Flag Salute; song, ' pends on the attitude of the mother. Maud Smith Comins, in charge:
comprehensive mind, which seems tinue to be one of the leading nations >
“Name of Washington;” reading,! If cod-liver oil is begun very early i The participants were: Elwood Hew- teacher. (Room 6-10).
of the world.
By all means, see these new FrigCaroline Bodman, Eloise Nash, both to understand and embrace
Shirley Morton; recitation, Justine I in infancy and the mother always, eU prgd Burpee \yniiam Thorndike,
. .
o
, Esther Shapiro, Clarence Thistle those about it. must of necessity exert
Norwood; song, “Washington Never I assumes the attitude that the baby
idaire-Moraine models. At last, a
Malcolm
Prior.
and
He]en
gmith
are
thg
Qnly
pupjls
Dondis,
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GROUP
great swav.
wil! like it, nine times out of ten he ! Hrne?j
refrigerator of known value that
whQ
But it is not to any one striking
will grow up to reallv like it and will ! Harold Parritt, Eleanor Kalloch,i "**
u 1 haye nQt been absent thjs term.
sells for only $191.50. They have
want to lick the spoon. The mother I P?uglas„CoopeJ'
' We are very «»rry
lose two quality we are to look for a true Interest In Small Boat Rac- i
must honestly expect him to like It, Shirley Howard, Doroth., B
,
- j members Of our <*1^5 ^his term: Er- “exponent" of Washington—it is to the
beautiful, gleaming white cabinets,
bara. Cunningham Marian Half ceU Simmons and James McClure. harmonious whole his character pre
LOVED TO EAT,
ing Develops a National
and most babies do.
specially designed to provide large
Phi ip French Barbara White Alice
hfts sented. As a warrior, he may be sur
food storage space and yet occupy
Organization
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been
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^
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but
as
a
complete
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he
AND NOW SHE
WIDOWS’ PENSION BILL
but little room in the kitchen . . .
Beach, Miriam Dorman Carl Me-, Ljnooln.g Blrthday was obfierved is without a parallel.
Among those who read Barnacle
Everett Small Rita Tibbetts, (
Qpening exercises fay thg rgading
In moral elevation no warrior of
a sensible, flat top . . . and the
CAN!
Reported Out Of the House Commit i Crillis,
Cold Control.
^ara
and telling of stories of Lincoln’s life. ancient or modem times approaches Bill’s Lament in a recent issue of
tee.—The Public’s Support Is Asked DBar
‘chard Staples, Ruth Munro^ RoInstead of the usual valentine box, him. Given to no excess himself, he The Courie$-Gazette, was Dion E.
Inside, the cabinet is lined with
rebuked it in others. “The Woolley of Mt. Vernon, N. Y„ whose
Hayes, Jeanne Palmer, Dorothy ,
valentine
was marie hv some sternly
Much of the suffering from so-called
A widows’ pension bill giving pen j land
seamless white porcelain—acidTibbetts,
Ruth
Wotton,
Madeline
a
,
^!
"L
principles
of
religion
were
deeply
en

many
summers
spent
in
Rockland
"indigestion” or acid-dyspepsia could sions to the widows of veterans of all
of the pupils on the blackboard
resisting where stains are most
Munro, Calvin Sherman, William Each pupil found a fortune in the grafted in his heart, and as there was and at Pleasant Beach did not fail
be avoided if everyone could know
no stain on his blade, he could go to imbue him with the racing spirit
DOWN likely to occur.
wars
has
been
reported
out
of
the
Mack,
Richard
Sukeforth,
Kenneth
what thousands
heart which bore his name and the from the fierce fought fight to the as applied to yachts and other boats.
House committee on pensions and Weeks.
like Miss Lillian
And down below is the sturdy,
reading of the fortunes furnished sacramental table. That brow which So he sends us a clipping from the
• • » •
This 4 cubic-ft. Frigidaire
Ralston have
now goes to the House of Representa
dependable power unit that assures
much amusement. Red lolly-pops would have awed a Roman Senate in New York Evening Post showing how
Moraine
is
only
$19150,
Grade two, Miss Mabel F. Stover, suspended from a big red heart were
learned. This
tives for action. This bill was intro
Other popular size models safe temperatures in the hottest
its proudest davs, bent in the dust a new national organization has been
New York City
teacher.
cut off by each pupil following the before his Maker. In the darkest formed to foster, encourage and
correspondingly low in kitchens on the hottest days.
duced
by
Representative
Glasque
of
business woman,
In spite of the great amount of reading.
price. Only $10 down . .
night of adversity he leaned in manage dinghy racing and the for
South Carolina, chairman of the sickness in school this winter, four
who lives at 1160
Come in. See these amazing new
Grade six, Miss Frances Hodgdon, solemn faith on Him who ls 'mightier mation of fleets in ail parts of the
a few cents a day pays the
Park Avenue,
pupils came every day for the eight teacher. (Room 6-6).
House committee.
examples of General Motors value.
balance.
than the mightiest’.”
says:
country. The new body is known as
It gives a pension of $20 a month weeks. They are: Madeline Munro,
In spite of the prevalence of grippe
But the crowning glory of his char the North American Dinghy Asso
“I suffered
Ruth Munro, Richard Staples and and colds in our grade this winter,
to
each
war
widow
up
to
the
age
of
acter was his patriotism. “That pa ciation.
from headaches
Ruth Wotton.
pupils have not been absent a triotism which made him endure with
40 years who has lived with the vet
and heartburn
Four classes of dinghies are pro
Calvin Sherman, Judson Rector six
day:
Alfred
Condon,
Stanley
Farn

such patience, toil with such per vided for: the 11-foot, utility inter
after meals;
eran for five years previous to his and Edith McLellan are added to the
ham. Eugene Harmon, Robert Hills, severance, refuse all emoluments and national type, known as Class A;
couldn’t sleep
death. At the age of 40 years she is dental honor roll.
Richard Marsh and Ruth Thomas.
scorn the gift of the crown, has be mixed boats less than 11 feet in
like I should;
• « • •
entitled
to
$30
a
month
and
at
the
never felt right.
We hope that Louise McConnell, come the admiration of mankind, and length, Class B; mixed boats over
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
Grade
three,
Mrs.
Lura
Libby,
"For five years I experimented age of 70 years $50 a month. There is
who has been ill with scarlet fever, the argument the world over with 11 feet, six inches and not over 14
teacher.
with medicines and treatments, until also provision made for payment of
and Milton Rollins who has had a which the lovers of human liberty
These children received the most serious throat trouble, will be back silence the sneers of despots and re feet, Class C, and special classes for
I learned about Pape's Diapepsin. I $6 per month for each minor child
LIME CITY SALES, Inc.
Associate Dealers—
100
’
s
in
arithmetic:
Lucille
Connon,
have used three packages now; have under the age of 16 years.
vive the hopes of the desponding. groups of three or more one-design 503 Main Street,
with us next term.
Rockland
|
Gorden & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
dinghies
not
included
above.
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D.
Mary
Lamb,
Ruth
Goldbergh,
Ger

gained five pounds, and feel fine.”
The 6-6 blackboard has an unusu As an example, it is the richest legacy
Kawlev. Tenant’s Harbor
This measure has the indorsement
Tel. Rockland 967—Camden 2007 Erne«t
The purpose of this class is to en
If you, too, suffer from sourness, of the veterans of all wars. Repre aldine Norton, Robert Smith, Mary ally fine calendar design for Febru he could have left his countrymen.”
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper's Mills, Me.
Damariscotta
165-4
courage
designing,
building,
sailing
II.
L.
Bossa
Stores, Friendship, Maine
gas, belching, nausea, headaches, sentatives of the G.A.R., United Maker, Helmi Lehto, Paul Stevens, ary, a bust of George Washington,
and general use of a small, inex
dizziness, or pain after eating—
Stanley
Murray,
Anna
Staples,
Ver

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
drawn in crayons by Stanley Farn
pensive boat which will row, tow and
either regularly or just at times, get Spanish War Veterans, Veterans of non Studley, Esther Cohen and Doris ham, who has also drawn many
|For The Courier-Gazette I
sail well In the hands of seniors and
a box of Pape’s Diapepsin from your Foreign Wars and the Disabled Gatti.
Two
hundred
years
ago
that
day
other fine calendar designs for us In his mother's arms he lay—
druggist. Then you need never worry j American Veterans having appeared
juniors, hence boats designed or
Because of sickness, only four this year.
!
before
the
pension
committee
on
its
Not
a
single
thought
had
she
again about what yem eat.
equipped primarily for speed will not
children hold the record of perfect
Lincoln’s Birthday wras observed Of what hertboy would sometime be.
Buy a FRESH
behalf.
be eligible.
Uniform law’s governing pensions attendance for the term—Allerton by a program consisting of songs, That he would reach the topmost round
The maximum length overall shall
Brann,
Doris
Gatti,
Kilton
Joyce
and
Loaf of Bread
to Veterans of all wars, according to
stories and poems appropriate for Of the nation’s ladder of fame—
be 11 feet six inches; the maximum
She did not know or even dream
! age and disability, should be the basis Geraldine Norton.
the day.
beam 58 inches, and the minimum
In other words, buy bread that is MADE IN MAINE
On the honor roll in spelling which
i of all pension legislation and should
The class enjoyed a valentine box Of what he would attain.
lrom pioducts bought from Maine concerns, delivered
have the support of all Veterans and means they have received 100 each on the afternoon of Feb. 12; after The days and weeks and years went by beam 52 inches. Boats shall be fitted
with a single sail having a maximum
! the friends apd relatives who are in Friday are Esther Cohen, Lucille the distribution of the valentines, the And he grew to man’s estate:
by residents of MAINE, and rushed from the ovens in
area
of
72
square
feet,
and
all
spars
the little things he did through
terested in their welfare. This sup Connon, Robert Smith, Geraldine box was filled with fruit and And •life
trucks with MAINE-BUILT BODIES.
shall
be
of
solid
wood
or
bamboo,
of
port can best be given by all those Norton, Ruth Seabury, Paul Stevens sent to Louise McConnell. Earlier Redounded to him as great.
such length that they may be stowed
j interested, writing to their own Sena- and Vernon Studley.
in the term the pupils sent a basket
inside the boat and shall not have
In connection with the study of of
He passed away like others
‘ors and Representatives, asking
fruit to Milton Rollins.
But he left his record true;
struts nor spreaders. They must be
I them to express, to the Speaker of the the Pilgrims, we have just completed
The
class
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a
George
And
he
lives
tn
the
hearts
of
his
coun

equipped with kapok fenders, air
Now is the time to cull your flocks. Houco of Representatives. Mr. Gar- a scrap book called "Past and Pres Washington program.
trymen—
tanks or other means for producing
” endeavoring to show the con
Each year, he lives anew.
With the low' price of eggs you can't , ner. their approval of this bill (H. R. ent,
sufficient flotation to support two
7?30i and their desire to be given an trast in days of the Pilgrims with the
afford to keep “boarders."
And
the
world
ls
full
of
music,
men when the boat is swamped.
present time, in homes, food, dress,
opportunity to vote for it.
The world ls full of joy
For highest prices call or write
“I saw an interesting display of the
home furnishings, sports and trans
In memory of the birthday
“Don’t have your complexion red and
Of the mother’s little boy.
Frost bite dinghies at the motor
However, if a Democrat is elected portation.
COHEN BROTHERS
boat show,” writes Mr. Woolley "and
In the Washington’s Birthday pro
rough. Keep it smooth and white with
’’resident, in November, he can soon
The boy who grew to manhood.
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
a couple of Sundays ago witnessed
) fix up that Treasury deficit by mak gram appeared these pupils: Mary
The nation's noblest son.
Trucks will be in Warren all
Our hearts we raise to Ood In praise
18 of them in races on Long Island
ing one of those practical Tammany Lamb, Patricia Ellis, Geraldine Nor
For our own Oeorge Washington.
winter
Sound—a beautiful sight with their
boys Secretary of the Treasury.— ton, Doris Gatti, Paul Stevens, Anna
Delora E. Morrill.
9Th-tf
Staples, Arthur Brewer, Helmi
1 Judge.
various colored sails.”
Rockport. Me,
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